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PIR OPERATED WATER VALVES. These brand new
units consist of a control box with integral PIR and a water valve
fitted with 15mm compression fittings. The valve is 6V d.c. opera-
tion and latches, e.g. 6V pulse will open it, 6V negative pulse will
release it. Originally made to control urinals (flush when someone
comes in) they have many other uses in cat scarers, automatic
watering systems etc. They have built-in adjustable time delays
and settings and run quite happily for months on just a 9V battery.
The valve alone could have many uses in garden features, solar
systems, etc. Current retail price for the complete unit is £120, we
can offer them at just £19.95 while stocks last! Ref PIRVAL2.

PIR SECURITY SWITCHES. These brand new swivel
mounting PIR units will switch up to 2 kilowatts. Adjustable sensi-
tivity, light level and time delay (9 seconds to 10 minutes), 15m
detection range, mains operated, waterproof. £5.95. Ref
PIR1PACK or a pack of 5 for £22 Ref PIR5PACK or 10 for £39.95
Ref PIR10PACK.

12V 18Ah SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES, new
and boxed, unused, pack of 4 £44.95, Ref CYC7
or £15.95 each, Ref CYC6.
12V 6·5Ah SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES, new
and boxed, pack of 5 £34.95, Ref CYC65A, or
individually at £8.99, Ref CYC65B.

A new range of 12V to 240V
INVERTERS

IV400S (400 watt) £89
IV800S (800 watt) £159

IV1200S (1200 watt) £219

SODIUM LAMP SYSTEMS, £75.70. Complete system
with 250W or 400W SON-T Agro bulb, reflector with bulb holder
and remote ballast and starter (uncased), all you need is wire.
250W system Ref SLS1, 400W system SLS2.

HYDROPONICS – DO YOU GROW YOUR OWN?
Check our web site at www.bullnet.co.uk.

PC COMBINED UPS AND PSU. The unit has a total
power of 292 watts, standard motherboard connectors and 12
peripheral power leads for drives etc. Inside are three 12V 7·2aH
sealed lead acid batteries. Backup time is 8 mins at full load or 30
mins at half load. Made in the UK by Magnum, 110V or 240V a.c.
input, +5V at 35A, –5V at 0·5A, +12V at 9A, –12V at 0·5A outputs.
170mm x 260mm x 220mm, new and boxed. £29.95. Ref
PCUPS2.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CD, PACKED WITH HUN-
DREDS OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY RELATED ARTICLES,
PLANS AND INFORMATION ETC. £14.50. Ref CD56.

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY KIT. This rocket comes with a
built-in camera, it flies up to 500 feet (150m), turns over, and takes
an aerial photograph of the ground below. The rocket then returns,
with its film, via its parachute. Takes 110 film. Supplied complete
with everything, including a launch pad and three motors (no film).
£29.98. Ref ASTRO.

3HP MAINS MOTORS. Single-phase 240V, brand new, 2-
pole, 340mm x 180mm, 2,850 rpm, built-in automatic reset over-
load protector, keyed shaft (40mm x 16mm). Made by Leeson. £99
each. Ref LEE1.

BUILD YOUR OWN WINDFARM FROM SCRAP.
New publication gives step-by-step guide to building wind genera-
tors and propellors. Armed with this publication and a good local
scrapyard could make you self-sufficient in electricity! £12. Ref
LOT81.

MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND ENCOD-
ING MANUAL, £9.95. Cased with flyleads, designed to read stan-
dard credit cards! Complete with control electronics p.c.b. and
manual covering everything you could want to know about what’s
hidden in that magnetic strip on your card! Just £9.95. Ref BAR31.

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL. 2in. x 6in. x 6in., 6V
130mA cells, 4 l.e.d.s, wire, buzzer, switch plus relay or motor.
£7.99. Ref SA27.

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS. 4 x AA-size, £9.99. Ref
6P476, 2 x C-size, £9.99. Ref 6P477.

LOCKPICKS. We sell a full range of lockpicks and lockpicking
books on our website: www.lockpicks.co.uk.

SHUT THE BOX. Check out www.bullybeef.co.uk for a
range of pub games and magic tricks.

ONE MILLION HITS A MONTH
WWW.BULLNET.CO.UK

Hydrogen fuel cells. Our new Hydrogen fuel cells are 1V at up to
1A output, Hydrogen Input, easily driven from a small electrolosis
assembly or from a hydrogen source, our demo model uses a
solar panel with the output leads in a glass of salt water to produce
the hydrogen! Each cell is designed to be completely taken apart,
put back together and expanded to whatever capacity you like (up
to 10 watts and 12V per assembly). Cells cost £49. Ref HFC11.

PHILIPS VP406 LASER DISC PLAYERS, SALE PRICE
JUST £9.95. SCART OUTPUT, JUST PUT YOUR VIDEO
DISK IN AND PRESS PLAY. STANDARD AUDIO AND
VIDEO OUTPUTS. £9.95. REF VP406.

SMOKE ALARMS. Mains powered, made by  the famous
Gent company, easy fit next to light fittings, power point. Pack of 5
£15, Ref SS23. Pack of 12 £24, Ref SS24.
SENDER KIT. Contains all components to build a A/V trans-
mitter complete with case, £35. Ref VSXX2.
CCTV CAMERAS FROM £22. Check out our web site at
www.cctvstuff.co.uk.
MAMOD STEAM ENGINES AND A FULL RANGE
OF SPARE PARTS.
CHECK OUT www.mamodspares.co.uk.
14 WATT SOLAR PANEL. Amorphous silicon panel fitted
in an anodised aluminium frame. Panel measures 3ft. by 1ft. with
screw terminals for easy connection. 3ft. x 1ft. solar panel £69. Ref
MAG45. Unframed 4 pack (3ft. x 1ft.) £69. Ref SOLX.
12V SOLAR POWERED WATER PUMP. Perfect for
many 12V d.c. uses, from solar fountains to hydroponics! Small
and compact, yet powerful, works direct from our 10 watt solar
panel in bright sun. Max hd: 17ft., max flow = 8l.p.m., 1·5A. Ref
AC8. £18.99
SOLAR MOTORS. Tiny motors which run quite happily on
voltages from 3V-12V d.c. Works on our 6V amorphous 6in. pan-
els, and you can run them from the sun! 32mm dia., 20mm thick.
£1.50 each.
WALKIE TALKIES. 1 MILE RANGE, £37/PAIR. REF
MAG30.
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY. Bargain prices, 40-character
1-line 154mm x 16mm, £6.00. Ref SMC4011A.
YOUR HOME COULD BE SELF-SUFFICIENT IN
ELECTRICITY. comprehensive plans with loads of info on
designing systems, panels, control electronics, etc. £7. Ref PV1.
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL. 2in. x 6in. x 6in., 6V
130mA cells, 4 l.e.d.s, wire, buzzer, switch plus relay or motor.
£7.99. Ref SA27.
SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS. 4 x AA-size, £9.99. Ref
6P476. 2 x C-size, £9.99. Ref 6P477.
MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES. These top quality
Japanese panel mounting toggle switches measure 35mm x
13mm x 12mm, are 2-pole changeover and will switch 1A at 250V
a.c., or 3A at 125V a.c. Complete with mounting washers and nuts.
Supplied as a box of 100.
BRAND NEW NATO ISSUE RADIATION DETEC-
TORS, SALE PRICE JUST £39.95. Current NATO issue stan-
dard emergency services unit used by most of the world’s military
personnel. New and boxed. Normal retail price £400, BULL’S bar-
gain price just £99. The PDRM 82M is a portable, lightweight,
water resistant gamma radiation survey meter to measure radio-
logical dose rate in the range 0·1 to 300 centigrays per hour in air.
The Geiger muller (G.M.) tube detecting unit is energy and polar
response corrected. The radiation level is displayed on a Liquid
Crystal Display.The microcomputer corrects for the non-linearity of
the G.M. tube response. The instrument is powered by three inter-
national C-size batteries giving typically 400 hours operation in
normal conditions. The dose rate meter PDRM 82M, designed and
selected for the United Kingdom Government, has been fully eval-
uated to satisfy a wide range of environmental conditions and is
nuclear hard. The construction enables the instrument to be easi-
ly decontaminated. The instrument is designed for radiation sur-
veys for post incident monitoring. Used in a mobile role, either car-
ried by troops or in military vehicles for rapid deployment enabling
radiation hot spots to be quickly located. Range 0-300 cGy/h in 0·1
cGylh increments. Over-range to 1500 cGh/h – indicates flashing
300. Accuracy f20% of the true dose rate +1 cGylh, 0-100 cGy/h.
f30% of true dose rate, 100-300 cGy/h. Energy Response 0·3 MeV
to 3 MeV – within f20% (Ra 226). 80 KeV to 300 KeV – within i40%
(Ra 226). Detector Energy compensated Halogen quenched
Geiger Muller Tube. Controls combined battery access and
ON/OFF switch. Batteries 3 international standard C cells. Weight
560 grams. Operating temperature range 30 deg. C to +60 deg. C.
Indications high contrast 4 digit l.c.d. £39. Ref PDRM.

BASIC GUIDE TO BIO DIESEL. HOW TO MAKE
DIESEL FUEL FROM USED KITCHEN OIL, £6.
REF BIOF.

BASIC GUIDE TO LOCKPICKING. New publication
gives you an insight! £6. Ref LPK.

30 WATTS OF SOLAR POWER for just £69, 4 panels,
each one 3ft. x 1ft. and producing 8W, 13V, Pack of four £69. Ref
SOLX.

200 WATT INVERTERS, plugs straight into your car ciga-
rette lighter socket and is fitted with a 13A socket so you can run
your mains-operated devices from your car battery. £49.95. Ref
SS66.

THE TRUTH MACHINE. Tells if someone is lying by micro
tremors in their voice, battery operated, works in general conver-
sation and on the phone and TV as well! £42. Ref TF3.

INFRA-RED FILM. 6in. square piece of flexible infra-red film
that will only allow IR light through. Perfect for converting ordinary
torches, lights, headlights etc. to infra-red output only using stan-
dard light bulbs. Easily cut to shape. £15. Ref IRF2.

33 KILO LIFT MAGNET. Neodynium, 32mm diameter with
a fixing bolt on the back for easy mounting. Each magnet will lift 33
kilos, 4 magnets bolted to a plate will lift an incredible 132 kilos!
£15. Ref MAG33. Pack of 4 just £39. Ref MAG33AA.

77 KILO LIFT MAGNET. These Samarium magnets meas-
ure 57mm x 20mm and have a threaded hole (5/16th UNF) in the
centre and a magnetic strength of 2·2 gauss.We have tested these
on a steel beam running through the offices and found that they
will take more than 170lb (77kg) in weight before being pulled off.
Supplied with keeper. £19.95 each. Ref MAG77.

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL PLANS. Loads of information
on hydrogen storage and production. Practical plans to build a
hydrogen fuel cell (good workshop facilities required). £8 set. Ref
FCP1.

STIRLING ENGINE PLANS. Interesting information pack
covering all aspects of Stirling engines, pictures of home made
engines made from an aerosol can running on a candle! £12. Ref
STIR2.

ENERGY SAVER PLUGS. Saves up to 15% electricity
when used with fridges, motors up to 2A, light bulbs, soldering
irons etc. £9 each. Ref LOT71. 10 pack, £69. Ref LOT72.

12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS. Type 3 is a 12V trig-
ger and three smoke cannisters, each cannister will fill a room in a
very short space of time! £14.99. Ref SB3. Type 2 is 20 smaller
cannisters (suitable for mock equipment fires etc.) and one trigger
module for £29. Ref SB2. Type 1 is a 12V trigger and 20 large can-
nisters. £49. Ref SB1.

HI POWER ZENON VARIABLE STROBES. Useful
12V p.c.b. fitted with hi power strobe tube and control electronics
and speed control potentiometer. Perfect for interesting projects
etc. 70mm x 55mm 12V d.c. operation. £6 each. Ref FLS1. Pack of
10 £49. Ref FLS2.

HOW TO PRODUCE 35 BOTTLES OF WHISKY
FROM A SACK OF POTATOES. Comprehensive 270
page book covers all aspects of spirit production from everyday
materials. Includes construction details of simple stills. £12. Ref
MS3.

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG. With a range of up to
800 metres and 3 days use from a PP3 battery this is our top sell-
ing bug! Less than 1in. square and a 10m voice pick-up range.
£28. Ref LOT102.

IR LAMP KIT. Suitable for CCTV cameras, enables the cam-
era to be used in total darkness! £6. Ref EF138.

INFRA-RED POWER BEAM. Handheld battery powered
lamp, 4 inch reflector, gives out powerful pure infra-red light!
Perfect for CCTV use, nightsights etc. £29. Ref PB1.

SUPER WIDEBAND RADAR DETECTOR. Whistler
1630. Detects both radar and laser, XK and KA bands, speed
cameras, and all known speed detection systems. 360 degree cov-
erage, front and rear waveguides. 1·1in. x 2·7in. x 4·6in., fits on
visor or dash. New low price £99. Ref WH1630.
Other models available at www.radargun.co.uk.

LOPTX. Made by Samsung for colour TV. £3 each. Ref SS52.

WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR
AN IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that give
you information on setting up different businesses, you peruse
these at your leisure using  the text editor on your PC. Also includ-
ed is the certificate enabling you to reproduce (and sell) the man-
uals as much as you like! £14. Ref EP74.

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KIT. For the
above motor is £19. Ref MAG17. Save £5 if you buy them both
together, one motor plus speed controller rrp is £41. Offer price
£36. Ref MOT5A.

INFRA-RED REMOTE CONTROLS. Made for TVs but
may have other uses. Pack of 100 £39. Ref IREM.

RCB UNITS. In-line IEC lead with fitted RC breaker. Installed
in seconds. Pack of 3 £9.98. Ref LOT5A.

STEPPER MOTORS. Brand new stepper motors, 4mm fix-
ing holes with 47·14mm fixing centres, 20mm shaft, 6·35mm diam-
eter, 5V/phase, 0·7A/phase, 1·8 deg. step (200 step), body 56mm
x 36mm. £14.99 each. Ref STEP6. Pack of 4 for £49.95.

INKJECT CARTRIDGES
FROM JUST £3 AT
www.pinkjets.co.uk

AIR RIFLES FROM LESS THAN £40,
CROSSBOWS, WIDE RANGE OF BB
GUNS, AMMO, TARGETS, PISTOLS,
REPLICA GUNS, UZI MACHINE GUN
REPLICAS (BB), REPEATERS, LASER 

SIGHTS, ELECTRIC BB, GAS BB
wwwwww..aaiirrppiissttooll..ccoo..uukk

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX BN3

5QT (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS)
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO

OR CHEQUE WITH ORDER
PLUS £5.00 P&P PLUS VAT

24 HOUR SERVICE £7.50 PUS VAT
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS £3.50

(ACCESS, VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS)

’phone orders: 0871 871 1300
FAX 0871 871 1301

Sales@bull-electrical.com

On our web sites you can:
1. Order online.

2. Check your premium bonds.

3. Enter our auction or build your own.

4. Add E-commerce to your own site.

5. Discover our software site, optical site, hydroponics
site, holiday home exchange site, inkjet site, radar detec-
tors, hotels site.

http://www.bullnet.co.uk

http://www.bullnet.co.uk
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HOSEPIPE CONTROLLER
Having metered water supplies means that using the
garden hose can add considerably to the water bill. The
author found his hosepipe could cost him around £1.50
for just one hour’s use. To avoid unnecessary cost, it is
therefore essential to manage the supply carefully and
to use any hosepipe for as short a time as practicable.
This Hosepipe Controller saves water, thus cost, by
turning off the supply after a preset time. It is intended
for mounting on an outside wall close to an existing
water tap. There are two manual pushbutton switches,
Start and Stop, and three preset timing periods, 15
minutes, 30 minutes and one hour, which are selected
by a group of internally-mounted slide switches. Other
timing periods can be chosen during construction. There
is a choice of manual or opto-control, which is triggered
by prevailing lighting conditions.
A simple and inexpensive design to construct, and one
which really can save you money! It is battery powered.

PIC16F87x EXTENDED
MEMORY USE
Quite likely it may have escaped the attention of
many PIC-microcontroller users that the PIC16F87x
devices have considerably more data memory
available than is apparent at first glance. Under
normal programming circumstances the available
memory would seem to be 96 bytes, between
hexadecimal 20 to 7F ($20 to $7F).
In fact, the PIC16F873 and PIC16F874 each have
192 bytes available, while the PIC16F876 and
PIC16F877 each have 368 bytes. Making use of this
additional memory is moderately straightforward,
once you know how – but it took the author a while
to understand how to use it successfully in a design
that required it.
The aim of this article is to describe how the extra
memory can be used.

MAGFIELD
MAGNETIC FIELD DETECTOR
With the recent news of links between power
cables and childhood leukemia it is worth
knowing if there are any strong electromagnetic
fields around your home. This highly sensitive
detector is based on an inexpensive
protonmagnetometer sensor. It will readily
detect and indicate the relative strength of
electromagnetic fields and will at least make
you aware of any possible areas to avoid.

IN-CIRCUIT OHMMETER
A simple add-on for your multimeter that lets you
measure the value of a resistor or other resistance
while it is still attached at both ends to a circuit
board. In-circuit measurements save a lot of time
spent in unsoldering and resoldering, so you could
find this project helpful in the workshop. This Top
Tenner project is easy to build and inexpensive.



SUPER WOOFERS
A 10in. 4ohm with power rating
of 250W music and normal
150W. Normal selling price for
this is £55 + VAT, you can buy at
£29 including VAT and carriage.
Order Ref: 29P7.
The second one is an 8in. 4ohm, 200W music, 200W nor-
mal, again by Challenger, price £18. Order Ref: 18P9.
Deduct 10% from these prices if you order in pairs or can
collect. These are all brand new in maker’s packing.

RELAYS
We have thousands of relays of
various sorts in stock, so if you
need anything special give us a
ring. A few new ones that have
just arrived are special in that
they are plug-in and come com-
plete with a special base which
enables you to check voltages
of connections to it without hav-
ing to go underneath. We have
6 different types with varying
coil voltages and contact arrangements. All contacts are
rated at 10A 250V a.c.
Coil Voltage Contacts Price Order Ref:
12V d.c. 4-pole changeover £2.00 FR10
24V d.c. 2-pole changeover £1.50 FR12
24V d.c. 4-pole changeover £2.00 FR13
240V a.c. 1-pole changeover £1.50 FR14
240V a.c. 4-pole changeover £2.00 FR15
Prices include base
NOT MUCH BIGGER THAN AN OXO CUBE. Another
relay just arrived is extra small with a 12V coil and 6A
changeover contacts. It is sealed so it can be mounted in
any position or on a p.c.b. Price 75p each, 10 for £6 or 100
for £50. Order Ref: FR16.
RECHARGEABLE NICAD BATTERIES. AA size, 25p
each, which is a real bargain considering many firms
charge as much as £2 each. These are in packs of 10,
coupled together with an output lead so are a 12V unit
but easily divideable into 2 × 6V or 10 × 1·2V. £2.50 per
pack, 10 packs for £25 including carriage. Order Ref:
2.5P34.

THIS MONTH’S SPECIAL
IT IS A DIGITAL
MULTITESTER, com-
plete with backrest to
stand it and hands-
free test prod holder.
This tester measures
d.c. volts up to 1,000
and a.c. volts up to
750; d.c.. current up
to 10A and resistance
up to 2 megs. Also
tests transistors and
diodes and has an
internal buzzer for continuity tests. Comes complete
with test prods, battery and instructions. Price
£6.99. Order Ref: 7P29.
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER.
Internally generates voltages which enable you to
read insulation directly in megohms. The multimeter
has four ranges, a.c./d.c. volts, 3 ranges d.c. mil-
liamps, 3 ranges resistance and 5 amp range. These
instruments are ex-British Telecom but in very good
condition, tested and guaranteed OK, probably cost
at least £50 each, yours for only £7.50 with leads,
carrying case £2 extra. Order Ref: 7.5P4.
REPAIRABLE METERS. We have some of the
above testers but slightly faulty, not working on all
ranges, should be repairable, we supply diagram,
£3. Order Ref: 3P176.
TWIN 13A SWITCHED SOCKET. Standard in all
respects and complete with fixing screws. White,
standard size and suitable for flush mounting or in a
surface box. Price £1.50. Order Ref: 1.5P61.

1·5V-6V MOTOR WITH
GEARBOX. Motor is mount-
ed on the gearbox which
has interchangeable gears
giving a range of speeds
and motor torques. Comes
with full instructions for
changing gears and calcu-
lating speeds, £7. Order
Ref: 7P26.
VERY POWERFUL BATTERY MOTORS. Were
intended to operate portable screwdrivers.
Approximately 2½in. long, 1½in. diameter, with a
good length of spindle. Will operate with consider-
able power off any voltage between 6V and 12V d.c..
Price £2. Order Ref: 2P456. Quantity discount 25%
for 100.
We have many more motors, some larger, some
smaller. Request list if you are in need.
LIGHT ALARM. Or it could be used to warn when
any cupboard door is opened. The light shining on
the unit makes the bell ring. Completely built and
neatly cased, requires only a battery. £3. Order Ref:
3P155.
WATER LEVEL ALARM. Be it bath, sink, cellar,
sump or any other thing that could flood. This device
will tell you when the water has risen to the preset
level. Adjustable over quite a useful range. Neatly
cased for wall mounting, ready to work when battery
fitted. £3. Order Ref: 3P156.
BIG 12V TRANSFORMER. It is 55VA so over 4A.
Beautifully made and well insulated. Live parts are
in a plastic frame so cannot be accidentally touched.
Price £3.50. Order Ref: 3.5P20.
1mA PANEL METER. Approximately 80mm square,
front engraved 0-100. Price £1.50 each. Order Ref:
1/16RS.
FOR QUICK HOOK-UPS. You can’t beat leads with
a croc clip each end. You
can have a set of 10
leads, 2 each of 5
assorted colours with
insulated crocodile clips
on each end. Lead
length 36cm, £2 per set.
Order Ref: 2P459.
BALANCE ASSEMBLY KITS. Japanese made,
when assembled ideal for chemical experiments,
complete with tweezers and 6 weights 0·5 to 5
grams. Price £2. Order Ref: 2P44.
CYCLE LAMP BARGAIN. You can have 100 6V 0·5A
MES bulbs for just £2.50 or 1,000 for £20. They are
beautifully made, slightly larger than the standard
6·3V pilot bulb so they would be ideal for making dis-
plays for night lights and similar applications.

but please note all those in our last list are still
available.
DELAY SWITCH on B7G base, Order Ref: 854.
HIVAC NUMICATOR TUBE, Hivac ref XN11,
Order Ref: 866.
EX-GPO TELEPHONE DIAL, rotary type,
Order Ref: 904.
QUARTZ LINEAR HEATING TUBES, 360W
but 110V so would have to be joined in series,
pack of 2, Order Ref: 907.
20 LAMP UNIT to make a figure or letter dis-
play, Order Ref: 980.
15V+15V 1·5V POTTED PCB MAINS TRANS-
FORMER, Order Ref: 937.
MAINS RELAY with 15A changeover contacts,
Order Ref: 965.
OBLONG PANEL MOUNTING NEONS, pack
of 4, Order Ref: 970.
COPPER CLAD PANELS, size 7in. x 4in., pack
of 2, Order Ref: 973.
3·5MM JACK PLUGS, pack of 10, Order
Ref: 975.
SOLAR CELL, will give 100mA of free electric-
ity, Order Ref: 631.
PLASTIC FAN BLADES, 3in. diameter, push
on spindle, pack of 2, Order Ref: 638.
10A MICROSWITCHES with screw terminals,
mains voltage, pack of 2, Order Ref: 662.
COPPER CLAD PANEL, size 12in. x 9in.
approx, make your own PCB or its strong
enough to act as a chassis, Order Ref: 683.
100M COIL OF CONNECTING WIRE, Order
Ref: 685.
CERAMIC BEADS, ideal insulation where heat
or flame, pack of 100, Order Ref: 690.
6in. LENGTHS OF 1/4in. DIAMETER PAX-
OLIN TUBING, make useful test prods, etc,
pack of 3, Order Ref: 691.
FOLD-OVER TYPE TELESCOPIC AERIAL,
Order Ref: 757.
NOISE TRANSPARENT SPEAKER MESH,
12in. x 9in., pack of 4, Order Ref: 746.
2 CIRCUIT MICROSWITCHES (Licon), Pack
of 4, Order Ref: 157.
8µF 350V ELECTROLYTICS, pack of 2, Order
Ref: 987.
WHITE PROJECT BOX, 78mm x 115mm x
35mm, Order Ref: 1006.
WHITE TOGGLE SWITCH, push in spring
retain type, pack of 4, Order Ref: 1019.
2M MAINS LEADS, 2-core, black outer, pack
of 4, Order Ref: 1020.
2M MAINS LEADS, 3-core, black outer, pack
of 3, Order Ref 1021.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS, 465kHz, pack of 4,
Order Ref: 40.
AIR-SPACED TUNER, 20pF with ¼in. spindle,
Order Ref: 182.
PUSH ON TAGS for ¼in. spades, pack of 100,
Order Ref: 217.
FERRITE AERIAL with medium and long wave
coils, solder tags and mounting clips, Order
Ref: 7/RC18.
LEVER-OPERATED MICROSWITCHES, ex-
equipment, batch tested, any faulty would be
replaced, pack of 10, Order Ref: 755.
RUBBER FEET, fit corners of square chassis,
pack of 20, Order Ref: 769.
MULTI-TAG MAINS PANEL, has 12 tags to
take ¼in. push on connectors, Order Ref: 792.
REED SWITCH, flat instead of round so many
more can be stacked in a small area, Order
Ref: 796.
IN-LINE SWITCH intended for electric blanket
to give variable heat but obviously has other
uses, Order Ref: 805.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, 12V-0V-12V, 6W,
Order Ref: 811.
13A ADAPTORS to each take two plugs, pack
of 2, Order Ref: 820.
GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS, 0C45, etc.
pack of 30, Order Ref: 15.
LOUDSPEAKER CROSSOVER, for tweeter
mid-range and woofer, Order Ref: 23.

JJ  &&  NN  FFAACCTTOORRSS
PPiillggrriimm  WWoorrkkss  ((DDeepptt..EE..EE..))
SSttaaiirrbbrriiddggee  LLaannee,,  BBoollnneeyy

SSuusssseexx  RRHH1177  55PPAA
TTeelleepphhoonnee::  0011444444  888811996655
EE--mmaaiill::  jjnnffaaccttoorrss@@aaooll..ccoomm

AANNOOTTHHEERR  LLIISSTT
ooff  ££11  BBaarrggaaiinn  PPaacckkss

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
ULTRASONIC MOVEMENT DETECTOR. Nicely
cased, free standing, has internal alarm which can be
silenced. Also has connections for external speaker or
light. Price £10. Order Ref: 10P154.
CASED POWER SUPPLIES which, with a few small
extra components and a bit of modifying, would give
12V at 10A. Originally £9.50 each, now 2 for £9.50.
Order Ref: 9.5P4.
3-OCTAVE KEYBOARD with piano size keys, brand
new, previous price £9.50, now 2 for the price of one.
Order Ref: 9.5P5.
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SMART HIGH QUALITY ELECTRONIC KITS
CAT.NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

£
1005 Touch Switch 2.87
1010 5-input stereo mixer 

with monitor output 19.31
1016 Loudspeaker protection unit 3.22
1023 Dynamic head preamp 2.50
1024 Microphone preamplifier 2.07
1025 7 watt hi-fi power amplifier 2.53
1026 Running lights 4.60
1027 NiCad battery charger 3.91
1030 Light dimmer 2.53
1039 Stereo VU meter 4.60
1042 AF generator 250Hz-16kHz 1.70
1043 Loudness stereo unit 3.22
1047 Sound switch 5.29
1048 Electronic thermostat 3.68
1050 3-input hi-fl stereo preamplifier 12.42
1052 3-input mono mixer 6.21
1054 4-input instrument mixer 2.76
1059 Telephone amplifier 4.60
1062 5V 0·5A stabilised supply for TTL 2.30
1064 12V 0·5A stabilised supply 3.22
1067 Stereo VU meter with leads 9.20
1068 18V 0·5A stabilised power supply 2.53
1071 4-input selector 6.90
1080 Liquid level sensor, rain alarm 2.30
1082 Car voltmeter with l.e.d.s 7.36
1083 Video signal amplifier 2.76
1085 DC converter 12V to 6V or 7.5V or 9V 2.53
1093 Windscreen wiper controller 3.68
1094 Home alarm system 12.42
1098 Digital thermometer with l.c.d. display 11.50
1101 Dollar tester 4.60
1102 Stereo VU meter with 14 I.e.d.s 6.67
1106 Thermometer with l.e.d.s 6.90
1107 Electronics to help win the pools 3.68
1112 Loudspeaker protection with delay 4.60
1115 Courtesy light delay 2.07
1118 Time switch with triac 0-10 mins 4.14
1122 Telephone call relay 3.68
1123 Morse code generator 1.84
1126 Microphone preamplifier 4.60
1127 Microphone tone control 4.60
1128a Power flasher 12V d.c. 2.53
1133 Stereo sound to light 5.26

TERMS
Send cash, PO, cheque or quote credit card number –
orders under £25 add £3.50 service charge.



MICRO PEsT
SCARER
Our latest design – The ultimate
scarer for the garden. Uses
special microchip to give random
delay and pulse time. Easy to
build reliable circuit. Keeps pets/
pests away from newly sown areas,
play areas, etc. uses power source
from 9 to 24 volts.
��RANDOM PULSES
��HIGH POWER
� DUAL OPTION Plug-in power supply £4.99

KIT 867. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£19.99
KIT + SLAVE UNIT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£32.50

WINDICATOR
A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing head.
Mains power unit £5.99 extra.

KIT 856. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£28.00

135 Hunter Street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST
Tel 01283 565435  Fax 546932
http://www.magenta2000.co.uk
E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk
All Prices include V.A.T. ADD £3.00 PER ORDER P&P. £6.99 next day

MAIL ORDER ONLY �� CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT

EPE MICROCONTROLLER
P.I. TREASURE HUNTER

The latest MAGENTA DESIGN – highly
stable & sensitive – with I.C. control of all
timing functions and advanced pulse
separation techniques.
� High stability

drift cancelling
� Easy to build

& use
� No ground

effect, works
in seawater

� Detects gold,
silver, ferrous &
non-ferrous
metals

� Efficient quartz controlled
microcontroller pulse generation.

� Full kit with headphones & all
hardware

KIT 847  . . . . . . . . .£63.95

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC
PEsT SCARER
A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in a
compact hand-held case. MOSFET output drives
a special sealed transducer with intense pulses
via a special tuned transformer. Sweeping
frequency output is designed to give maximum
output without any special setting up.

KIT 842......................£22.56

Stepping Motors

MD38...Mini 48 step...£8.65

MD35...Std 48 step...£9.99

MD200...200 step...£12.99

MD24...Large 200 step...£22.95

MOSFET MkII VARIABLE BENCH
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2·5A
Based on our Mk1 design and
preserving all the features, but
now with switching pre-
regulator for much higher effi-
ciency. Panel meters indicate
Volts and Amps. Fully variable
down to zero. Toroidal mains
transformer. Kit includes
punched and printed case and
all parts. As featured in April
1994 EPE. An essential piece
of equipment.

Kit No. 845 . . . . . . . .£64.95

EE225

PIC PIPE DESCALER
��SIMPLE TO BUILD          ��SWEPT
��HIGH POWER OUTPUT      FREQUENCY
��AUDIO & VISUAL MONITORING
An affordable circuit which sweeps
the incoming water supply with
variable frequency electromagnetic
signals. May reduce scale formation,
dissolve existing scale and improve
lathering ability by altering the way
salts in the water behave.
Kit includes case, P.C.B., coupling 
coil and all components.
High coil current ensures maximum
effect. L.E.D. monitor.

KIT 868 ....... £22.95 POWER UNIT......£3.99

DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT
As featured in March ‘97 issue.
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this.
excellent new project. All components, PCB, 
hardware and electrodes are included.
Designed for simple assembly and testing and
providing high level dual output drive.

KIT 866. . Full kit including four electrodes £32.90

Set of
4 spare

electrodes
£6.50

1000V & 500V INSULATION
TESTER

Superb new design. Regulated
output, efficient circuit. Dual-scale
meter, compact case. Reads up to
200 Megohms.
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out
case, meter scale, PCB & ALL
components.
KIT 848. . . . . . . . . . . . £32.95

EPE
PROJECT

PICS
Programmed PICs for 

all* EPE Projects
16C84/18F84/16C71

All £5.90 each
PIC16F877 now in stock

£10 inc. VAT & postage
(*some projects are copyright)

EEPPEE
TTEEAACCHH--IINN
22000000
Full set of top quality NEW
components for this educa-
tional series. All parts as
specified by EPE. Kit includes
breadboard, wire, croc clips,
pins and all components for
experiments, as listed in
introduction to Part 1.
*Batteries and tools not included.

TEACH-IN 2000 -

KIT 879 £44.95
MULTIMETER £14.45

SPACEWRITER
An innovative and exciting project.
Wave the wand through the air and
your message appears. Programmable
to hold any message up to 16 digits long.
Comes pre-loaded with “MERRY XMAS”. Kit
includes PCB, all components & tube plus
instructions for message loading.

KIT 849 . . . . . . . . . . . .£16.99

SUPER BAT
DETECTOR

1 WATT O/P, BUILT IN
SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE

20kHz-140kHz
NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC.

A new circuit using a 
‘full-bridge’ audio
amplifier i.c., internal
speaker, and
headphone/tape socket.
The latest sensitive
transducer, and ‘double
balanced mixer’ give a
stable, high perfor-
mance superheterodyne design.

KIT 861 . . . . . . . . . . .£24.99
ALSO AVAILABLE Built & Tested. . . £39.99

12V EPROM ERASER
A safe low cost eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a
time in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a
12V supply (400mA). Used extensively for mobile
work - updating equipment in the field etc. Also in
educational situations where mains supplies are
not allowed. Safety interlock prevents contact
with UV.

KIT 790 . . . . . . . . . . . .£29.90

Keep pets/pests away from newly
sown areas, fruit, vegetable and
flower beds, children’s play areas,
patios etc. This project produces
intense pulses of ultrasound which
deter visiting animals.

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER

��UP TO 4 METRES 
RANGE

��LOW CURRENT 
DRAIN

��KIT INCLUDES ALL 
COMPONENTS, PCB & CASE

��EFFICIENT 100V 
TRANSDUCER OUTPUT

��COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE 
TO HUMANS

KIT 812. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15.00

TENS UNIT
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68000 DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING KIT

KIT 621
£99.95

� ON BOARD 
5V REGULATOR 

� PSU £6.99
� SERIAL LEAD £3.99

� NEW PCB DESIGN
� 8MHz 68000 16-BIT BUS
� MANUAL AND SOFTWARE
� 2 SERIAL PORTS
� PIT AND I/O PORT OPTIONS
� 12C PORT OPTIONS

http://www.magenta2000.co.uk


� SUPER UPGRADE FROM V1  ��18, 28 AND 40-PIN CHIPS
� READ, WRITE, ASSEMBLE & DISASSEMBLE PICS
� SIMPLE POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS 5V-20V
� ALL SWITCHING UNDER SOFTWARE CONTROL
� MAGENTA DESIGNED PCB HAS TERMINAL PINS AND   

OSCILLATOR CONNECTIONS FOR ALL CHIPS
� INCLUDES SOFTWARE AND PIC CHIP

KIT 878 . . . £22.99 with 16F84 . . . £29.99 with 16F877

PIC 16C84 DISPLAY DRIVER

INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE!  Kit 857 ££1122..9999

SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER

Power Supply £3.99

EXTRA CHIPS:

PIC 16F84 £4.84

INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84 CHIP
SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL
PC BOARD & INSTRUCTIONS

Based on February ’96 EPE. Magenta designed PCB and kit. PCB
with ‘Reset’ switch, Program switch, 5V regulator and test L.E.D.s,
and connection points for access to all A and B port pins.

INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84 WITH
DEMO PROGRAM SOFTWARE
DISK, PCB, INSTRUCTIONS
AND 16-CHARACTER 2-LINE

LCD DISPLAY

Kit 860 ££1199..9999
Power Supply £3.99

FULL PROGRAM SOURCE
CODE SUPPLIED – DEVELOP

YOUR OWN APPLICATION!

Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied with PCB, industry
standard 2-LINE × 16-character display, data, all components, and
software to include in your own programs. Ideal development base for
meters, terminals, calculators, counters, timers – Just waiting for your
application! 

PIC 16F84 MAINS POWER 4-CHANNEL
CONTROLLER & LIGHT CHASER

� WITH PROGRAMMED 16F84 AND DISK WITH 
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM

� ZERO VOLT SWITCHING 
MULTIPLE CHASE PATTERNS

� OPTO ISOLATED 
5 AMP OUTPUTS

� 12 KEYPAD CONTROL
� SPEED/DIMMING POT.
� HARD-FIRED TRIACS

Kit 855 ££3399..9955

Now features full 4-channel
chaser software on DISK and
pre-programmed PIC16F84
chip. Easily re-programmed
for your own applications.
Software source code is fully
‘commented’ so that it can be
followed easily.

LOTS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS

Tel: 01283 565435     Fax: 01283 546932     E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk
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All prices include VAT. Add £3.00 p&p. Next day £6.99

EEPPEE  PPIICC  TTuuttoorriiaall
At last! A Real, Practical, Hands-On Series
� Learn Programming from scrach using PIC16F84
� Start by lighting l.e.d.s and do 30 tutorials to

Sound Generation, Data Display, and a Security
System.

� PIC TUTOR Board with Switches, l.e.d.s, and on
board programmer

PIC TOOLKIT V2

PIC TUTOR BOARD KIT
Includes: PIC16F84 Chip, TOP Quality PCB printed with
Component Layout and all components* (*not ZIF Socket or
Displays). Included with the Magenta Kit is a disk with Test
and Demonstration routines.
KIT 870 .... £27.95, Built & Tested .... £42.95
Optional: Power Supply – £3.99, ZIF Socket – £9.99
LCD Display ........... £7.99    LED Display ............ £6.99
Reprints Mar/Apr/May 98 – £3.00 set 3

SUPER PIC PROGRAMMER
� READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES
� WINDOWS� SOFTWARE
� PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X
� USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT
� USES STANDARD MICROCHIP    ��HEX FILES
� OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA)
� PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED-PIN 

SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs

� SEND FOR DETAILED
INFORMATION – A
SUPERB PRODUCT AT
AN UNBEATABLE LOW
PRICE.

Kit 862       ££2299..9999
Power Supply £3.99
DISASSEMBLER 
SOFTWARE £11.75

PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER

8-CHANNEL DATA LOGGER

INCLUDES PCB,
PIC16F84 WITH 
DEMO PROGRAM,
SOFTWARE DISC,
INSTRUCTIONS
AND MOTOR.

Kit 863 ££1188..9999
FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS 

Another NEW Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4-phase unipolar motor – up
to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and 48 step motor. Chip is 
pre-programmed with demo software, then write your own, and re-program
the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in
response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory.

As featured in Aug./Sept. ’99 EPE. Full kit with Magenta 
redesigned PCB – LCD fits directly on board. Use as Data 
Logger or as a test bed for many other 16F877 projects. Kit 
includes programmed chip, 8 EEPROMs, PCB, case and all components.

KIT 877 £49.95 inc. 8 × 256K EEPROMS

NEW
!

PIC Real Time
In-Circuit Emulator

� Icebreaker uses PIC16F877 in circuit debugger
� Links to Standard PC Serial Port (lead supplied)
� Windows

TM
(95+) Software included

� Works with MPASM and MPLAB Microchip software
� 16 x 2 L.C.D., Breadboard, Relay, I/O devices and patch leads supplied

As featured in March ’00 EPE. Ideal for beginners AND advanced users.
Programs can be written, assembled, downloaded into the microcontroller and run at full
speed (up to 20MHz), or one step at a time.
Full emulation means that all I/O ports respond exactly and immediately, reading and
driving external hardware.
Features include: Reset; Halt on external pulse; Set Breakpoint; Examine and Change
registers, EEPROM and program memory; Load program, Single Step with display of
Status, W register, Program counter, and user selected ‘Watch Window’ registers.

KIT 900 . . . £34.99
POWER SUPPLY £3.99 STEPPING MOTOR £5.99
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MORE SCOPE
Oh no! Not another ’scope. Well yes actually, yet another ’scope, but even I must admit

that this one probably rounds up the ’scope projects for some time to come. No apologies
for having published six different designs – each is totally different and each has its own
niche in the test equipment range. There was the full blown PC-based Virtual Scope in the
Jan and Feb ’98 issues, costing over £100 to build, then the mid-range PIC Dual-Channel
Virtual Scope (also using a PC for the display) in Oct ’00, costing about £33 to build, and
the no frills Micro PICScope using a two-line alphanumeric display to depict the waveform,
frequency etc. in the April ’00 issue, costing about £20 to build. There was even the very
simple analogue input waveform display PC interface in Teach-In 2000 (March 2000 issue)
which would only cost a few pounds to build.

So now we have another l.c.d. ’scope but this time with a graphic display and costing
around £55 to build. “You pays your money and takes your choice’’. They each will appeal
to a different type of user and no doubt some readers will find uses for more than one of the
varieties.

Test gear projects have always been popular in EPE and the various ’scopes have not dis-
appointed as far as reader response is concerned. The latest one again uses a PIC (along with
two of the earlier designs) and, mainly because of this, it is easy to build.

STORE
I’m pleased to say our new shop on the UK web site has been up and running for over a

month now (see Network April ’01). So far everything is going smoothly thanks to our UK
web guru Alan Winstanley. You have shown your approval by ordering in droves. It’s an
easy and quick way of buying all the books, p.c.b.s, CD-ROMs, back issues, binders, videos
etc. we sell. If you have not yet taken a look please do so. By the time you read this we will
also be able to take Amex and Diners Club cards as well as Visa, Mastercard and Switch.
This makes buying, particularly from overseas, very easy. The site is at www.epemag.wim-
borne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm.

Of course, you can also buy and download EPE from our Online web site at
www.epemag.com and that site also has a shop with a good range of our products priced in
US dollars. So if that currency is more to your liking, or if you want to download your mag-
azine “instantly’’ then try EPE Online.

http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
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OUR February ’01 issue of EPE con-
tained a supplement in which the
author’s researches into Using

Graphics L.C.D.s were published. In this
demonstration (nay, semi-tutorial) article,
various programming routines were illus-
trated in conjunction with a specially
designed printed circuit board.

Demos 11 and 12, many of you will
recall, showed the results of experiments
with creating waveform displays on the
screen. As the text said, these were created
preparatory to designing the PIC Graphics
L.C.D. Scope (G-Scope) described here.

No doubt EPE will publish other graph-
ics l.c.d. designs in the future, the “dam
having been broken”, so to speak. That is,
the mysteries of using such devices have
been revealed (and well hidden they were
previously!). The G-Scope, though, is such
an obvious application for them, that its
design is inevitably the first to appear.
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G-Scope is, in fact, another addition to

the widening family of oscilloscope-type
constructional projects published
in EPE over the last
few years.

The EPE Virtual Scope (V-Scope) of
Jan-Feb ’98 was the most sophisticated of
this family, interfacing a complex dual-
channel hardware unit to a PC-compatible
computer, with a frequency maximum in
excess of 10MHz.

Micro-PICscope (M-Scope) followed in
April ’00, in which a stand-alone unit used
an ordinary alphanumerics l.c.d. to display
single waveforms on eight of its character
cells. It was intended principally as a visu-
al signal tracer, catering for frequencies in
the audio range, up to around 15kHz or so.

October ’00 saw the publishing of the
PIC Dual-Chan Virtual Scope (PIC V-
Scope) which used a PIC-controlled
hardware unit to interface to a PC. It was a
considerably easier unit to build than the
original V-Scope and used a cut-down
version of the same PC software. The fre-
quency range was nominally audio,
although this extended well above and
below the human hearing range.

����	

The G-Scope described here is a self-

contained single channel unit, also catering
nominally for the audio range. Like M-
Scope, it is a stand-alone design intended
for visually monitoring signals, but having

a greater resolution of the signal
amplitude display. Whereas M-

Scope used a display area of 8
× 40 pixels, G-Scope’s

graphics screen has a
pixel density of 64 ×

128 (vertical ×
horizontal).

Like M-Scope, it also displays frequen-
cy and signal amplitude factors as alphanu-
meric text lines.

G-Scope also provides sync (waveform
synchronisation stability) on/off selection,
frequency/voltage monitoring on/off and a
choice of three sampling rates. The lowest
sampling rate allows sub-Hertz signals to
be slowly traced on screen while they
occur.

The signal source can be a.c. or d.c. and
waveforms up to 5V peak-to-peak can be
input without external attenuation. A simple
pre-amp stage can be switched to provide ×1
or ×10 amplification. The circuit does not
permit negative d.c. voltages to be input.
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The G-Scope circuit diagram in Fig.1 is

closely similar to that for M-Scope. One
principal difference is the l.c.d. type used,
in this case a Powertip PG12684 graphics
display (X2) – i.e. the same device dis-
cussed when examining the use of graphics
displays in the Feb ’01 Special
Supplement.

The second significant difference is that
the display requires a negative voltage to
control the screen contrast. This is provid-
ed by the voltage inverter IC4. It is pow-
ered at +5V, as set by the positive voltage
regulator IC3, and outputs –5V from pin 5.
Capacitor C8 sets the frequency at which
the inverter operates and C9 smooths the
output voltage.

Preset potentiometer VR1 is then used
as a variable resistor to set the current
flowing through the l.c.d.’s pin 4, so con-
trolling the screen contrast.

A further difference is that the display is
controlled by PORTD of the PIC16F877
microcontroller (IC2), instead of the previ-
ous PORTB. This now allows PORTB to be
used for the mode switches (S4 to S6), tak-
ing advantage of this port’s internal pull-up
resistors in order to use two pushbutton
switches instead of three s.p.d.t. toggles.

The signal to be monitored is input via
socket SK1 to the gain-selecting switch
S2. At this point, the signal routing is
switchable via resistors R1 or R2. The gain
is determined by the value of the selected
input resistor in relation to that of the feed-
back resistor (R3) in the inverting op.amp
circuit around IC1a.

Following R1/R2, switch S3 selects for
d.c. or a.c. coupling, the latter routing
being through capacitor C4. Resistors R4
and R5 provide mid-rail bias (+2·5V) to
the op.amp’s non-inverting input (pin 3).
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From IC1a, the signal is fed to IC2 pin
RA0, which is configured as an analogue-
to-digital converter (ADC) input.

The PIC is operated at 5MHz, the max-
imum in keeping with the highest sam-
pling rate that the PIC’s ADC can handle.

As usual with this author’s designs, the
PIC can be programmed on-board, using a
programmer such as PIC Toolkit Mk2
(May-June ’99). The programming con-
nections are via terminal pin block TB2.
Diode D1 and resistor R6 prevent the pro-
gramming voltages from disturbing the
rest of the circuit.

Resistor R7 holds l.c.d. pin CE (chip
enable) high to prevent random display
detail being created on screen while the
PIC is being programmed.

Pre-programmed PICs are available
should you not have a PIC programmer.
This month’s Shoptalk page gives details
of this, and of obtaining the software (free)
via the EPE web site, or from the EPE
Editorial office on 3·5-inch disk (for which
a nominal handling charge applies).

The unit may be powered by a 9V battery,
or from an existing 7V to 12V d.c. mains
operated power supply (e.g. mains adaptor).
Current consumption is only a few milli-
amps. Note that 9V PP3 batteries are typi-
cally rated at between 100mA/hr (NiCad)
and 500mA/hr (alkaline) and are not suited
to long term powering of the unit.

������������
Component positioning and track layout

details for the G-Scope printed circuit
board are shown in Fig.2. This board is
available from the EPE PCB Service, code
300.
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Fig.1. Complete circuit diagram for the PIC Graphics L.C.D. Scope.
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Resistors

R1, R4, 
R5, R7 10k (4 off)

R2, R3 100k (2 off)
R6 1k

All 0·25W 5% or better.

Potentiometer
VR1 22k (or 25k) min. round

preset, horiz.

Capacitors
C1, C4, 22� radial elect. 10V

C5, C8, C9 (5 off)
C2, C3 100n ceramic disc, 5mm

pitch (2 off)
C6, C7 10p ceramic disc, 5mm

pitch (2 off)

Semiconductors
D1 1N4148 signal diode
IC1 MAX492 dual op.amp 

(see text)
IC2 PIC16F877-20P 

(20MHz version),
pre-programmed
(see text)

IC3 78L05 +5V 100mA
voltage regulator

IC4 7660 negative voltage
converter

Miscellaneous
X1 5MHz crystal
X2 PG12864 graphics l.c.d.

module (see text)
S1 to S3, s.p.d.t. min. toggle
S5 switch (4 off)
S4, S6 min. s.p. push-to-make 

switch(2 off)

See
SSHHOOPP
TTAALLKK
ppaaggee

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only ££5555

excluding case.

Printed circuit board, available from
the EPE PCB Service, code 300; plastic
case 190mm x 110mm x 60mm (see
text); p.c.b. supports, self-adhesive (4
off); 1mm pin-header terminal strips;
80pin d.i.l. socket (2 off); 40-pin d.i.l.
socket; mounting nuts and bolts to suit
l.c.d.; connecting wire; solder, etc.

EPE Online
Note that the circuit boards used in EPE Online projects are available from the EPE Online Store at www.epemag.com (also note that the codes for the boards in the store are prefixed with 7000, so a board with a code of say 256 will appear as 7000256 in the online store).

EPE Online
Note that you can purchase pre-programmed PIC microcontrollers for our PIC projects (see the “ShopTalk” page in the associated issue of the Magazine for more details). Alternatively, if you wish to program the PIC yourself, you can find the code files by bouncing over to the EPE Online Library (visit www.epemag.com, click in the “Library” link in the top navigation, then on the “Project Code Files” link).
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Fig.3. Pinout
details from
the l.c.d. to
the circuit
board.

Assemble in order of component size, starting with link
wires, d.i.l. sockets (IC1, IC2 and IC4), and then upwards in
ascending order. The d.i.l. i.c.s should not be inserted until
after the board assembly and voltage output from IC3 have
been fully checked.

Note that resistors R1, R2 and capacitor C4 are hard-wired
between switches S2 and S3, which are mounted on the front
panel, along with S4 to S6.

The p.c.b. pinout connections for the l.c.d. are in the same
order as those on the l.c.d. module itself (see Fig.3).

Those of you who purchased a graphics l.c.d. in connection
with the “Using them” article will be able to interchange it
between the two units if you used a connector then.

Do not connect the l.c.d. until you know that +5V and –5V are
being correctly delivered by IC3 and IC4, respectively.
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The author used a suitable graphics l.c.d. viewing aperture in

a case. He had, however, come very close to rebelling against
this and almost used a case having a see-through lid, mounting
the display immediately below it!

For ease of screen viewing the l.c.d. should face upwards in
the case. This will allow the maximum amount of light to fall on
its transreflective face. Viewing from the side could cause diffi-
culties in a poorly lit workshop. It would be feasible, though, for
a back-lit version (somewhat more expensive) to be used
sideways in a different style of case.

The author cannot advise on back-lit types, other than to com-
ment that many use internal l.e.d.s as the illumination source and
thus probably require a fairly robust power source. Their data
sheets should be consulted on this point. Component layout on the completed prototype circuit board.
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Fig.2. Printed circuit board topside component layout,
full-size copper foil master pattern and wiring to off-
board components.
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Having cracked the code structure for

graphics l.c.d.s, the author had great
expectations of not having to do much
further programming work in respect of
this G-Scope. He had, after all, already
written the software for the seemingly
similar M-Scope. It was, then, just a mat-
ter of a few changes in order to suit the
needs of G-Scope.

But, the best laid progs o’ mice an’ men
gang aft a-gley, almost said a certain Scot
a wee two and half centuries ago!

Well, er, yes. While some routines were
almost transported to G-Scope as library
items, from both M-Scope and the L.C.D.
Demo progs, the integration was consider-
ably more complex than had first been
anticipated.

The principle area of complexity was with
the considerably greater quantity of data to
be processed by G-Scope in comparison to
M-Scope. The latter only needs 64 samples
to be acquired and stored for intermediate
processing. G-Scope needs 128.

In addition, M-Scope has only eight verti-
cal screen positions to be filled or cleared.
G-Scope, though, has 64 – a significant dif-
ference that required an investigative inter-
ruption of program development.
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In normal use, the PIC16F877 has 96

bytes available for data storage. Not enough
in which to store and process the sampled
128 data bytes for output to the l.c.d., let
alone allow for the many other bytes needed
for a variety of essential processes.

It was necessary, therefore, to bring the
PIC16F877’s additional banks of memory
into play. Doing so required research into
this aspect of the said PIC (and its other
family members of the PIC16F87x series).
This resulted in the PIC16F87x Extended
Memory Use article which will be pub-
lished next month, and to which you are
referred for more information on this use-
ful feature. Such research created quite
a detour in the process of G-Scope
completion.

Basically, members of the PIC16F87x
family have four banks (pages) of data
memory available, with a total capacity of
between 192 and 368 bytes, depending on
the device type. Any of this memory can be
used in any program, but you have to keep
a few wits about you in order to keep the
banks correctly allocated, especially as
some bytes have intentional joint-access
between the banks.

To sum up the memory allocation for
G-Scope:
� generally accessed variables are held

in Bank 0
� the 128-byte ADC “recording memo-

ry” is split as 64 bytes in each of Bank 0
and Bank 1
� Bank 2 is used for the data compila-

tion sent to the l.c.d. as graphics (wave-
form) drawing information
� Bank 3 is allocated for the variables

used in decimalisation (from binary) of fre-
quency and amplitude values prior to their
screen display as text characters.

This leaves some data memory unused,
but insufficient for two-channel’s worth of
signals to be processed, consequently G-
Scope has had to be designed as a single-
channel unit.

The software source code listing is
“commented” with brief notes on the mem-
ory and bank use. For a fuller understand-
ing of multiple bank use, though, see next
month’s article on the subject.
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In common with the Using Graphics

L.C.D.s demo software, G-Scope uses PIC
PORTD for l.c.d. data input/output, and
PORTC for its command control.

Following the usual basic initialisation
of program variables, an l.c.d. setup routine
is called. In this, eight subroutines are
called which, to all intents and purposes,
are direct copies of those discussed in the
L.C.D.s article. A ninth routine (also of the
same origin) outputs tabled text data to the
screen.

The body of the program starts at label
MAIN. Here the choice of whether to moni-
tor with or without synchronisation is
checked, according to the status of switch S5.

If sync is needed, three subroutines
(commencing with WAITS1) examine the
input signal and wait for it to doubly cross
a “trigger window” before progressing.

�����
On acquisition of the sync-trigger flag,

or switched command to bypass sync, at
label SAMPLE1, 128 bytes of input sig-
nal data are sampled, converted from ana-
logue to digital, and stored in the memo-
ry bytes allocated, 64 in Bank 0 and 64 in
Bank 1. This process is completed as
rapidly as the PIC’s internal ADC allows
(also see later).

Although the PIC’s ADC offers 10-bit
sampling, only the upper eight sample bits
are used, the lower two being ignored.

The 8-bit stored data is subsequently
divided by four to limit the maximum value
to 64, this figure being the same number of
vertical pixels on the l.c.d. screen.

Each resulting data byte value now rep-
resents the actual line on which the data is
to be shown as part of the overall signal
trace. Its horizontal position is determined
by which sample number it is in the 128-
sample batch.
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Drawing the screen line at the correct

horizontal/vertical address, though, is com-
plicated by having to clear any previous
data from that same region. Failing to do so
would cause the screen to become rapidly
filled with a congestion of lines.

The clearing process is aided by keeping
track of each sample’s value in relation that
of the previous one. Suppose, for instance,
that the first sample at the start of the
screen trace has a value of 32. The time
axis (Y) for that sample is at screen column
zero (Y = 0). A sample value of 32 requires
that pixel 32, counting upwards from the
bottom of the screen, should be seen as
active, i.e. at location X32/Y0.

However, data from the previous batch
of samples is displayed somewhere in the
Y0 column. The software cannot be told
where it is since there is insufficient mem-
ory available in order to record the coordi-
nates for 128 previous samples.

Because of this, all pixels of column Y0
have to be cleared in order to ensure that
the previous data is removed. Only then
can the pixel for the new value be activated
at X32/Y0.

Sample two, now let’s suppose, has a
value of 40. Its coordinates are thus
X40/Y1 (next step along the time axis).

We know that a “real” oscilloscope
draws a constant trace between each posi-
tion up and along its cathode ray tube
screen. It is hence necessary to try to simu-
late a similar situation on the l.c.d. screen.
Consequently a series of pixels between
X32/Y0 and X40/Y1 has to be activated,
and again the previous data cleared from
that column.

It is wasteful of processing time to clear
a full column on each step along the time
axis. It is better to clear only those pixels
above and below those that need to be
active.

The software thus clears the lowest
value pixels in the column, sets those
required, and then clears those above.
Before this happens, though, the software
has to compare the preceding and current
values and ascertain which is the lowest.

Then the software uses the following
three sub-routines:

1. Clear pixels X0/Y1 to XL/Y1
2. Set pixels (XL + 1)/Y1 to XH/Y1
3. Clear pixels (XH + 1)/Y1 to X63/Y1
where XL is the lowest value, XH is the

highest, and X63 is the top of the l.c.d.
screen.
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Obviously, various programming inter-
cepts have to be included to cater for such
situations as XL = XH, XL = 0, XH = 63,
etc.

In order to use the same routines for
each of the 128 time axis columns, prior to
entering the controlling loop the program
sets XL = XH = the value of the first sam-
ple, which is destined for column Y0.

Whilst it is easy to write to individual
pixels on the l.c.d. graphics screen, it is far
quicker to compile the data for eight
columns as a series of 64 8-bit bytes, and
then write the 64 bytes to the screen. After
which the next 8-column batch can be
assembled similarly. The process is so fast
that the eye does not notice that it is a
stepped assembly and display taking place.

As said earlier, the raw sampled data is
held in data memory Bank 0 and Bank 1,
while the screen data is assembled in
Bank 2.
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Having displayed a full 128-byte batch
of data on screen, frequency and mini-
mum-maximum amplitude values are
assessed.

Amplitude min-max values are easily
ascertained. First, two temporary vari-
ables, MIN and MAX are set so that MIN
is greater than or equal to the highest value
expected, and MAX is set to be less than or
equal to the minimum value expected. In
this instance they are set for MIN = 255
and MAX = 0.

It is then a matter of repeatedly check-
ing each data value against both MIN and
MAX. If the sample is less than MIN then
MIN is set to now equal the sample. If the
sample is greater than MAX, then MAX is
set to equal the sample. This checking
occurs for all 128 data byte values.

At the end of the process, MIN is sub-
tracted from MAX and the result convert-
ed from its binary value to a 3-byte BCD
(binary coded decimal) format. This is
then output to the l.c.d.’s text screen as a 3-
digit number with a decimal point inserted
between the lefthand and middle digits,
referencing the reading to the scale of the
PIC’s ADC.

An ADC value of 255 actually repre-
sents the supply line voltage at which the
PIC’s ADC is referenced, i.e. nominally
5V. The routines prior to decimalisation
double the ADC values so that a MAX -
MIN result of 5V (255) is represented as
510, and displayed as 5·10V. No attempt
has been made to exactly “tune” the
displayed value to the “real” value. The
displayed value, therefore, should only be
treated as a guide to actual min-max
voltages.

It should also be noted that the PIC does
not monitor which gain setting has been
selected via switch S2. The voltage read-
ing simply represents that arriving at the
PIC’s RA0 pin.
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Frequency calculation uses the same
technique as in M-Scope. During develop-
ment of the latter, the author fine-trimmed
some counter reference values set into the
program. In operation, the number of times
that a signal value crosses a trigger level is
counted during the period that a counter

holding the preset value counts down to
zero. The trigger-crossing count represents
the frequency of the input signal in Hertz.

The technique is remarkably accurate,
but is subject to slight deviation from cor-
rect values for systems not operating at
exactly the same rate as the author’s.

Should readers wish to correct for their
controlling crystal’s actual oscillation rate,
the preset values can be corrected within
the software. It is necessary, though, to
have a signal generator and frequency
counter so that the signal frequencies can
be compared with those shown on the G-
Scope screen. It is also necessary to have a
suitable PIC programmer (such as Toolkit)
to allow the source code to be recompiled
and downloaded to the PIC.

The routines to be amended start at label
GETFREQ0, with sufficient notations in
the source code to clarify the appropriate
ones. There are three involved, catering for
each of the ADC sampling rates (more on
which in a moment).

The author was interested to find, how-
ever, that the factors originally ascertained
with M-Scope still applied to G-Scope,
even though the 5MHz crystal was physi-
cally another component, bought at a dif-
ferent time.

The M-Scope and G-Scope test models
achieved the following maximum frequen-
cy input values while still maintaining
good accuracy:

Rate  Sig-Gen  Display
0     17007Hz  16984Hz
1     17007Hz  16998Hz
2     5827Hz   5812Hz

����������������
Using the frequency and voltage mon-

itoring routines adds to the time taken to
process each sampled signal batch. Even
though the process is still quite fast, it
was felt worthwhile to allow it to be
bypassed. Switch S6 controls this func-
tion, toggling between the on and off
states.

When the functions are turned off, the
screen is cleared of the related text
“messages”.

When monitoring is in use, decimalisa-
tion of the voltage and frequency binary
values is performed by a routine which is
based in Bank 3. After conversion, leading
zeros are blanked for the frequency read-
ing, but not for the voltage reading.
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In common with M-Scope, three ADC

sampling rates can be selected by switch
S4. The rates are stepped through cyclical-
ly at each switch press. The screen dis-
plays the rate selected by its allocated
number, between 0 and 2, but not in terms
of specific time values.

The rates are set according to the value
by which the PIC’s master clock oscillator
is divided within the ADCON0 prescaler.
Bits 7 and 6 of ADCON0 control the divi-
sion rate and the displayed numerical
value represents the value set into those
bits (see the PIC16F87x data sheet, Table
11-1).

Rate 0 (bits 7 and 6 = binary 00 = 0) is
the fastest sampling rate for a conversion
time of 400ns when using a 5MHz crystal
oscillator. The data sheet refers to this rate
as 2Tosc. Theoretically, the rate is faster
than the data sheet recommends, but the
author has frequently run the PIC’s ADC at
this rate in other designs without experi-
encing problems.

Rate 1 (bits 7 and 6 = binary 01 = 1) sets
the 8Tosc rate, in which the conversion
time is 1.6�s at 5MHz. Rate 2 (bits 7 and
6 = binary 10 = 2) sets the rate at 32Tosc
with a conversion time of 6·4�s at 5MHz.

The data sheet shows a fourth rate
selected with bits 7 and 6 = binary 11 =
3, but this rate (conversion period 2�s to
6�s) is reserved for when the PIC is run
under RC (resistor-capacitor oscillator)
mode. It is not suitable for implementing
with G-Scope.

Rate 0 is the one required for sampling
signals having higher frequency rates.
Rate 2 is well suited to sampling sub-Hertz
frequencies.

���	

It is not essential that a proper oscillo-

scope probe is used with G-Scope, although
using one will help to keep the monitored
signal free of external interference, and pro-
vide a convenient probed or clipped connec-
tion to the monitored circuit.

In many situations, though, using your
multimeter’s leads will provide an ade-
quate coupling solution, and more cheaply.
If you choose this option, socket SK1 can
be replaced by two sockets to suit your
meter leads. One should be the signal input
socket, and the other for the 0V (GND)
connection that is required between the
unit and the circuit being monitored.


�����	
If programming your own PIC, it must

be initialised with the settings stated at the
head of the source code.

The source code (.ASM) is written in
TASM, for which the assembled file is in
.OBJ format, such as required by Toolkit
Mk2. For those who work in MPASM, the
.ASM file can be translated to that dialect
using Toolkit’s software, even if you do not
have the Toolkit hardware.                     �
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Examples of waveforms sampled at
different rates, showing the peak-to-
peak voltage and the frequency. An
example of a display without the text
captions is shown earlier.



AROUND 50 million homes now have a
large screen TV set and thumping sur-

round sound loudspeakers round the room,
but cannot use them because the neigh-
bours or family complain. Or perhaps you
live next door to someone who is pumping
sound. Either way, there is good news from
Dolby Laboratories, the company which
created the problem in the first place, with
its surround sound music and movie sys-
tems. Dolby has been working with
Australian company Lake Technology on a
system which can now make ordinary
stereo headphones sound like speakers all
round the room.

The Dolby surround systems use at least
five speakers, often with a woofer adding
heavy bass. Both the listener’s ears hear
sound from all the speakers, and reflected
from the walls. If the sound is fed direct to
headphones, the left ear hears only the
sound intended for the left speakers, and
the right ear hears only the right speaker
sound. The effect is tame stereo, coming
unnaturally from inside the head.

In the 1990s Lake Technology patented
(USP 5 502 747) a digital processor which
works like an analogue filter to modify the
frequency content of an audio signal as it
passes through.

Dolby bought a licence to use the patent,
measured the way the left and right ears
hear sound waves from speakers around a
room, and programmed the Lake filter to
add a matching effect to signals fed direct
to each ear.

Dolby has licensed Motorola, Texas
Instruments, Zoran, Analog Devices, Sharp
and Sanyo to make home processor chips
which filter recordings intended for speaker
listening, and make them sound natural on
headphones. A black box will connect
between an amplifier and stereo headphones,
continually adding open-room effect to each
of the five channels, and feeding the
processed sound to the left and right ears.
The listener hears sound apparently coming
from outside the head and round the room
(and can choose between small, medium and
large room effect).

The first Dolby Headphone home proces-
sors were scheduled to go on sale early this
year.

WIRELESS WEB
THE allocation of the broadband 28GHz
licences is well underway. The services
provided at this frequency will enable the
delivery of Internet and multimedia devices
over the airways. For more information
browse the Radiocommunications Agency
web site at www.radio.gov.uk and
www.spectrumauctions.gov.uk

The National Radiological Protection
Board (NRPB) has issued a statement that
“some epidemiological studies do indicate
a possible small risk of childhood
leukaemia associated with exposure to
unusually high levels of power frequency
magnetic fields”.

Elsewhere, a reliable source quotes
Doctor Colin Blakemore, a member of the
Advisory Group on Non-ionising Radiation
(Agnir), as having said that it was acknowl-
edged that evidence exists indicating an

association between power lines and cancer,
but that the mechanism was uncertain
although it could be due to the high voltage
lines emitting ions (charged particles) which
may then be inhaled.

This is the first occasion on which it has
been officially accepted that a link exists
between cancer and power lines.

For more information, contact the NRPB,
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon OX11 0RQ.

Tel: 01235 822744. Fax: 01235 822746. 
Web: www.nrpb.org.uk.

NNeewwss  ..  ..  .. A roundup of the latest Everyday
News from the world of

electronics

SSUURRRROOUUNNDD  SSOOUUNNDD  HHEEAADDPPHHOONNEESS
Dolby has been involved in the design of hi-fi headphones that give you surround

sound without annoying the neighbours! Barry Fox reports
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SOLID State Electronics have sent us not only a colourful selection of product leaflets,
but also two examples of some very useful adjustable multimeter stands. These are
illustrated in the photograph, with one of them holding the multimeter that we present
monthly to the author of the best Readout letter.

The stands are solidly made and are in little danger of being knocked over on a busy
workbench. Having your meter supported at a convenient angle can certainly be rec-
ommended. The angle can be adjusted using knurled finger knobs. So too can the posi-
tion of the fore-stop support, and of the width clamps. Sensibly, there is a 4mm earthed
connection socket via which the stand can be grounded, helping to maintain good anti-
static precautions in the work area. We too shall find good use for the stands!

Amongst SSE’s products is a variety of stands for other purposes too, including those
for securely holding radio handsets, such as CB, amateur, marine, cellular etc.

Other products relate generally to radio in various ways, and include notch filters for
interference suppression, antennas, fully regulated power supplies (complete with
another adjustable support bracket), S-meters, etc.

Additionally, SSE sent information about the PMR 446 licence-free FM 2-way voice-
only radio system, introduced in the UK in March 1999. A Which & Why series of leaflets
was included as well, in which SSE director James Finch highlights and provides
answers to various PMR 446 topics. He also provides information about the SRRG, the
Short Range Radio Group.

For more information on all these subjects, contact Solid State Electronics (UK), Dept.
EPE, 6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village, Southampton SO16 3NA. Tel: 01703
769598. Fax: 01703 768315.

PYLONS ARE A HEALTH RISK



LABCENTER tell us that as an example of what their Proteus VSM simulator can do, they
have put together the hardware and software for programming graphics l.c.d.s as fea-
tured in the Free supplement in our Feb ’01 issue.

As you can see from the picture, Proteus VSM simulates the PIC16F877 and the EPE
Graphics LCD display together with the pushbutton used to step between the various
sections of the example program. Labcenter say, “There is no cheating here – VSM real-
ly does simulate the PIC processor as it executes John Becker’s code”. When the pro-
gram writes to the PIC’s ports, the logic state transitions are picked up by the Graphics
LCD display model which draws the appropriate images onto the screen.

And if that wasn’t enough, you get a full set of source level debugging tools including
single stepping, register display, breakpoints and a user configurable watch window.

Labcenter suggest you download a copy of Proteus Lite from their web site and try a
few experiments for yourself. The Graphics LCD sample is included along with a number
of other microprocessor designs, all of which can be fired up and experimented with
before you decide whether to register your copy of the software or not. You can change
the microprocessor programs as much as you like, as long as you don’t change any of
the wiring on the schematics.

If you like what you see, you can register whichever modules of Proteus Lite that take
your interest. To simulate designs like this one, you’ll need ISIS Lite (schematics),
ProSPICE Lite (simulator), the PIC16F87x processor model and the Graphics LCD
model. Add the virtual oscilloscope, signal generator and logic analyser and you are all
set to develop complete PIC-based microprocessor designs without soldering a single
component.

The total cost of these modules would normally be £80 but Labcenter are making them
available to EPE readers for just £69 inclusive, or £79 if you would like the ARES Lite
PCB layout tool as well. Don’t forget that Proteus Lite is not just a PIC simulator – it’s also
a fully featured schematic capture tool and general purpose SPICE simulator.

Comments John Becker: “It is obviously a most powerful tool if it can handle the full
parameters of my software for PIC-controlling Graphics LCDs”.

Labcenter Electronics, Dept. EPE, 53-55 Main Street, Grassington BD23 5AA.
Tel: 01756 753440. Fax: 01756 752857. E-mail: info@labcenter.co.uk.

Web: www.labcenter.co.uk.

PPRROOTTEEUUSS  AANNDD  GGRRAAPPHHIICCSS  LLCCDDSS

SMARTPHONE BATTLELINES
By Barry Fox

MOST desks now have a PC on the top and
most people have a 2G (second generation
digital) cellphone. The industry’s sights are
now set on a new generation of mobiles
which combine a cellphone, a pocket comput-
er, a games machine and an audio-video play-
er. These new “smartphones” will use the
faster wireless connections promised from
2·5G (GPRS) or 3G, third generation, tech-
nology. They will also need a new operating
system, comparable to the Windows or Mac
desktop systems. Battle lines are now being
drawn for the fight to create a de facto
standard.

Microsoft has developed a new mobile
operating system, code-named Stinger, which
is based on the Microsoft Pocket PC operat-
ing system for handheld computers (like HP’s
Journada) which itself was based on the
Windows CE system for portables, which was
based on Windows 95/98.

Windows CE was a flop. Pocket PC has
had nothing like the success enjoyed by
Windows in the desktop world where the
only competition has been the Mac which
was handicapped by years of Apple iner-
tia. The mobile market has so far been
dominated by the Palm Pilot/Handspring
and Psion/Symbian. Now there is a new
contender, the i-Mode platform from
Japan’s NTT, as used in the DoCoMo
phones which are hugely popular in
Japan.

Although Texas Instruments is offering
a Stinger chipset and new cellphone man-
ufacturer, Sendo has backed the system
along with Samsung and Mitsubishi (with
network trials by Vodafone), major play-
ers Nokia, Motorola, Panasonic and
Ericsson are still deciding which way to
jump.

So the real battle has not yet started.

Counter Revolution

QUASAR Electronics has introduced two
new low-cost microcontroller based counter
kits.

Kit 3129 is a 4-digit l.e.d. up/down count-
er that can be used in the range 0000 to
9999. It accepts input pulses from any
“make” contact, such as those from switch-
es, relays, open-collector outputs and sim-
ple pushbutton switches. Quasar quote as
examples the monitoring of a turnstile
microswitch or the relay output from an
infrared security beam (such as from their
Kit 3130), counting cars, or people, or even
items on a conveyor belt. An overflow out-
put signal, which can be connected to a sec-
ond counter, is triggered when the counter
wraps around to zero, The maximum count-
ing rate is 100 per second, and there are
inputs for Reset, Up, Down, Disable and
Overflow.

The other design is Kit 3154, which is a 4-
digit presettable l.e.d. down-counter that can
be used for both low (30cps) and high
(4100cps) speed applications. Like Kit 3129 it
accepts inputs from any “make” contact. It has
four user-selectable output modes for use
when the count reaches zero, and there are
inputs for Rate, Count and Reset, plus an out-
put to an npn transistor, rated at 100mA, 30V.

For more information contact Quasar
Electronics Ltd., Dept EPE, Unit 14
Sunningdale, Bishops Stortford, Herts CM23
2PA. Tel: 01279 306504. Fax: 07092 203496.

E-mail: sales@quasarelectronics.com.
Web: quasarelectronics.com/counters/htm.

Windfarms Encouraged
ENERGY Minister Peter Hain has pub-
lished a consultation paper spelling out the
Government’s proposals to help companies
set up new offshore windfarms. In a state-
ment from the DTI, he said that:

“Wind power is a vital part of our com-
mitment to clean and renewable energy. The
Government has announced a total of £89
million available in the form of capital
grants for demonstration projects including
offshore wind.

“The Government is doing everything it
can to help industry meets its target of sup-
plying 10 per cent of our electricity from
renewable resources by 2010, including
encouraging a significant capacity for off-
shore windfarms . . . emphasising our com-
mitment to boosting this source of green
energy while at the same time ensuring that
the effect on the environment is properly
assessed and that local views are fully
considered.”

Quasar’s Kit 3129 4-digit l.e.d. up/down
counter module.
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THERE have been many electronic devel-
opments that have affected the audio

and hi-fidelity business. In particular there
has been a general trend to adopt digital
techniques.

However, the one main area where the
digital revolution has not had any signifi-
cant impact is in the field of audio amplifi-
cation. Here analogue amplifiers are still
the only approach that is widely used. This
means that after the digital sections of the
system, the signals have to be passed into a
digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) and
transformed into an analogue waveform to
be amplified. This destroys many of the
advantages of the digital system.

Direct Digital Amplification
This might be about to change with new

developments from a company named
Apogee Technology Inc. They have devel-
oped a system called Direct Digital
Amplification (DDX) that provides an all
digital amplifier architecture. It has been
developed to meet the needs of a wide
range of applications where audio ampli-
fiers are used, ranging from PC multimedia
systems to home audio systems.

It will also be particularly applicable to
portable units such as MP3, MiniDisc and
CD players. Here the much greater effi-
ciency of the new system is of particular
benefit, reducing current consumption and
increasing battery life.

The new DDX technology eliminates the
requirement for a DAC to convert a digital
signal to an analogue format to be ampli-
fied. Instead it uses patented digital signal
processing techniques to control a high
efficiency tri-state output device using
pulse width modulation (PWM).

In this way audio signals can remain in a
digital format right from the source medi-
um on which they have been recorded
through to the output device before being
reproduced in an analogue format by the
loudspeaker or headphones.

The system uses an all digital approach
that consists of the DDX controller and a
digitally controlled power device. This
eliminates the analogue components as
shown in Fig.1. The new digital approach
improves the efficiency by up to a factor of
three when compared to standard class-A
or class-B designs that are widely used
today. Even when compared to class-D
amplifiers it still provides a useful
improvement in efficiency.

To achieve this improvement the chip
converts the incoming signal into a pulse
width modulated waveform using
Apogee’s patented damped ternary system.
The PWM signals generated within the i.c.
are used to control the output section con-
sisting of power transistors in a full-bridge
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akin to two large signals cancelling one
another out. As most music contains many
periods of low level sounds, this means
that binary modulated signals are always
providing energy into the filter.

The same is not true for the three-state out-
put. Here switching only occurs from the
zero state to the required rail. When no signal
is present the load is connected to ground,
providing damping to the loudspeaker.

In tests that have been performed this
new concept reduces the levels of switch-
ing frequency energy by as much as 16dB
and reducing electromagnetic interference
(EMI). Not only does this concept improve
the EMI performance, but it also gives bet-
ter audio performance because earthing the
speaker for part of the cycle effectively
reduces the source impedance.

Applications
The DDX chips are available as a two-

chip set. The DDX-2000 acts as a con-
troller whilst the DDX-2060 contains the
power devices, providing two channels up
to 30W into an 8� load. Other features
include digital volume control, anti-clip-
ping, short circuit and thermal protection.

configuration. As the devices are either
completely on or off, little power is dissi-
pated and as a result the system provides a
very high level of efficiency.

A further advantage is that the system
does not handle low level analogue signals,
only digital and high level analogue sig-
nals are used. This means that the system is
able to provide exceedingly high signal-to-
noise ratios.

Apart from providing an exceedingly
quiet system when no signal is present it
has other advantages in terms of simplify-
ing circuit board design because there are
no problems with stray pick-up, hum loops
and the like. Additionally, this means these
systems can be used in environments
where electrical noise levels are very high.

Reducing Interference
Any switching amplifier design will pro-

duce unwanted energy at and above the
switching frequency. Minimising this to an
acceptable level is a key element in the
design. If this is to be achieved then it must
be part of the initial design concept of the
system, and DDX is no exception.

The required performance is achieved by
adopting two tech-
niques. The first and
most obvious is to
incorporate a low-
pass filter close to the
switching transistors
used in the DDX out-
put. In this way most
of the unwanted high
frequency compo-
nents contained in
the PWM signal are
removed.

Additionally, the
output of the DDX
chip contains a
unique three-state
configuration, and
this produces consid-
erably less energy at
the switching fre-
quency and above
than the more con-
ventional two-state
devices. Fig.2 shows
how this operates.

Using a binary sys-
tem switching must
involve switching
from one voltage
state to the other.
This means that to
produce a low level
or zero signal the
output must switch
equally from one rail
to the next. This is

Fig.2. Comparison between binary and DDX damped three-
state switching

Fig.1. The architecture required for analogue and DDX
solutions.
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Thus impedance (symbol Z) can be seen
to consist of resistance (symbol R, real
part) plus reactance (symbol X, imaginary
part). Ideal resistors only have resistance
and ideal capacitors and inductors only
have reactance. Real components, how-
ever, will have some of each, but with
resistance dominating for resistors and
reactance dominating for inductors and
capacitors. Circuit impedances (e.g. input
and output impedances) may have any
combination of resistance and reactance.

We can write Ohm’s Law for imped-
ances as V = IZ in which V, I and Z are all
complex numbers. When we are dealing
with individual capacitors and inductors,
though, and we’re not concerned about
current and voltage phase shifts, we can
use the formulas for impedance magnitude
given above to get the “resistance’’ of a
capacitor or inductor, for example, in order
to work out the magnitude of the current
likely to be flowing through it.

As capacitors and inductors are purely
reactive their “resistance’’ is equal to  the
magnitude of the reactance, which is why
we use the well-known reactance formulae
given below and the symbols XC and XL for
capacitive and inductive reactance:

XC =   1 XL = 2�fL2�fC

In these fomulae, the capacitance (C) is in
Farads, the inductance (L) is in Henries, and
the frequency (f) is in Hertz. Strictly speak-
ing these are imaginary numbers, or should
be described as “magnitude of reactance’’
but this is often overlooked when complex
number mathematics is not needed.

A Good Match
So far we haven’t said much about

impedance matching itself, but we have
seen that to really understand impedance
requires the mathematics of complex
numbers (and you need calculus and
trigonometry functions too!), so maybe it
is not surprising that anyone who never
studied these topics (or has now forgotten
them) occasionally has problems with
“impedance”.

When discussing matching we are con-
cerned with the source and load imped-
ances. This is illustrated in Fig.1 in which

If we apply a sinewave voltage to a pure
(ideal) capacitor, the current waveform
will be 90° “ahead of” (earlier than) the
voltage waveform, i.e., the current will
peak a quarter of a cycle before the voltage
peaks. This means that we cannot treat it in
the same way as we would a resistor; for
example, we cannot simply multiply cur-
rent and voltage together to give average
power. In fact, the average power for a pure
capacitor driven by a sinewave is zero!

Reactive Circuits
The fact that current and voltage are out

of phase in circuits containing capacitance
or inductance is the key reason for using
the idea of impedance rather than just
resistance. The reason that angular fre-
quency (�) is used in impedance formulae
is because this makes it easier to manipu-
late equations in which we are dealing with
both frequency and phase shift. Circuits
containing capacitance, inductance, or
both are called reactive circuits.

The phase difference between current
and voltage in circuits with capacitance
and inductance gives them a sort of “two
dimensional” quality, whereas circuits con-
sisting purely of resistors are “one dimen-
sional” with current and voltage always in
phase. This makes mathematical analysis
of even simple reactive circuits more diffi-
cult than that of purely resistive ones. We
have to use two-dimensional numbers to
deal with the fact that the current and
voltage respond differently to different
impedances.

These two-dimensional numbers are
known as complex numbers (which, having
two parts, are more complex than normal
numbers!); the two parts are known as the
real and imaginary parts. The term “imag-
inary’’ is employed because the square root
of –1 is used in  this type of mathematics.

There is no “normal’’ number which
when multiplied by itself gives –1, but it is
a very useful mathematical concept for
describing things that really happen. So
impedances are measured using complex
numbers, ones in which the purely resistive
elements of the circuit contribute to the
“real’’ part and the purely reactive ele-
ments form the “imaginary’’ part of the
impedance.

Impedance Matching

THE term “impedance matching” is used
quite frequently but is not always fully

understood. We encounter the idea of
impedance matching when we want to
connect circuits, systems, and devices
together – that is, we may ask, “is the
source correctly matched to the load?”

In some cases the question should really
be “is this source suitable for this load?”,
with the term matching being reserved for
particular circumstances. But before look-
ing at “matching” in various guises we
should make sure that we understand what
impedance is.

Impedance (symbol Z) is measured in
ohms, but relates to a.c. rather than d.c.
signals, so therefore it may be frequency-
dependent. The impedance of an ideal
resistor is simply equal to its resistance
and is independent of frequency, but with
capacitors and inductors often being
involved things are not so simple.

Thinking Angles
For capacitors (C) and inductors (L) the

magnitude of the impedances are 1/(�C)
and �L respectively, where � is the “angu-
lar” frequency of the applied signal, mea-
sured in radians per second. To convert to
a frequency in cycles per second (Hertz)
use � = 2�f, where f is the frequency in
Hertz.  From the impedance formulae it is
obvious that the “resistance” of inductors
and capacitors is frequency dependent.
This is one of the reasons we use imped-
ance instead of resistance for the gener-
alised analysis of “resistance” to signal
flow.

If you have not met angular frequency
before, don’t worry too much – you proba-
bly have in fact been thinking in this way
if you have ever used the idea of phase
shift. The complete cycle of a waveform is
360 degrees, which is 2� radians (degrees
and radians are two ways of measuring
angle: we use whichever is most conve-
nient). To convert between degrees and
radians use 360° = 2� radians. A phase
shift of 90° is a quarter of a cycle, or ��2
radians. We are interested in phase shift
angles when dealing with capacitors and
inductors for the very good reason that cur-
rents and voltages are not in phase.

Regular Clinic
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The thorny aspects of impedance are investigated this month by our team of “surgeons”



Phase-Locked Loops
Revisited

Regular reader Malcolm Wiles enjoyed
our articles on Phase-Locked Loops
(PLLs) in the previous two months and E-
mailed us with the following comments
and a question.

Thanks for the two articles on PLLs.  I
am indeed inspired to have a go at experi-
menting with a 4046. I’ve used them in the
past as a poor man’s A/D converter with
the smaller PICs that don’t have on-board
A/D.  Put the analogue voltage into pin 9,
and count the number of pulses output by
the VCO in unit time using the PIC – ideas
pinched from Robert Penfold and John
Becker. I’ve found the 4046 to be stable,
accurate, and sensitive in this application,
but I’ve always tiptoed round the PLL
section.

I don’t have a signal generator, but I
can knock up a square wave oscillator
based on NAND gates and an RC circuit
easily enough, or even use a 555.  So my
question is, are input square waves OK,
or would a sinewave generator (harder)
be better?

The answer is straightforward – a square
wave source is fine for experimenting with
the 4046, so even a 555 should be fine. If
you use phase comparator 1 (pin 2) on the
4046 remember that the input should have
50% duty cycle for optimum operation.

If you need to generate a 50% square
wave from a pulse train having some other
duty cycle, you can do so easily using a
toggle flipflop (see Fig.3): however, the
resulting waveform will of course be at
half the input frequency. This would not

matter if the source
was simply an oscil-
lator rigged up for
experimental purpos-
es, as the divider
could be considered
as an integral part of
the waveform gener-
ator. I.M.B.

Problem (dis)solved
I am about to do my first soldering pro-

ject. I read that the p.c.b. should be
cleaned using a stiff brush to apply solvent.
What exactly is a solvent – can I use regu-
lar alcohol to clean the printed circuit
board? What do you recommend to clean
the p.c.b.? I.A., by E-mail.

A solvent is simply a chemical which
can be used to dissolve other com-
pounds. Examples include car auto body
cleaners that remove tarmac from the
paintwork, gel hand cleaners or products
that dissolve fluxes from printed circuit
boards. However, the impurities being
dissolved (tar, grease or flux) have to go
somewhere – so they combine with the
solvent to form a waste by-product,
which can be absorbed by a cloth,
washed away or perhaps evaporate into
the atmosphere.

This is technically different from using,
say, detergent and hot water to remove
grease or oil, as the fatty oil globules don’t
dissolve but instead form a “suspension”
within the water. Drainage experts know
all about waste pipes being blocked by
cooking oil which has been washed down

the source is represented as a voltage
source Vs in series with a source
impedance ZL. Actually, any electronic or
electrical device, circuit, or system that
generates, produces or outputs a signal can
represented in this way.

One example of a kind of “matching”
which arises immediately from the preced-
ing discussion concerns power and reactive
loads. If the current and voltage are out of
phase, then what power is consumed and
how do we measure it?

This is a big problem for power compa-
nies supplying mains electricity because
highly reactive loads, such as a factory full
of industrial motors, would skew the mea-
surement of (average) power delivered to
the customer. The degree to which a load is
resistive or reactive is measured by its
power factor which varies from 0 for pure-
ly reactive to 1 for a purely resistive one.
Power factor can be corrected by actually
adding more capacitance or inductance to
the circuit as appropriate, in order to make
the phase relationship between the current
and voltage closer to that for a resistive
load.

Reactive loads can occur in circuit
design as well, and again we can ask “is
this load suitable for this source?” (contin-
uing our theme of the idea of “impedance
matching”). For example, a capacitive load
may result in a large initial surge current as
the capacitor charges up, whilst an induc-
tive load (e.g. a relay or solenoid) may pro-
duce a large back e.m.f. Both of these situ-
ations could result in damage to circuits
that were designed with only resistive
loads in mind. 

So far we have not really touched on
the situation to which the term matching
is most properly applied. In fact we have
to go beyond the idea in Fig. 1 and con-
sider not only the source and load but
also the way in which they are connected
together.

This leads to the scenario of a source, a
“line” and a load, as shown in Fig.2. For
proper matching, all three have to be right.
We will look at the situations when – and
why – we have to deal with this problem,
in next month’s column. I.M.B.

the kitchen sink using hot water and deter-
gent, only to “fall out” of suspension later
and re-combine into a fatty mass further
down the pipe.

Selecting the correct solvent for the job
is very important, because you need one
which dissolves a particular compound
(e.g. solder flux or grease) whilst not
affecting other products or compounds
nearby (e.g. the plastics used in some com-
ponents). A solvent which cleans and
degreases an instrument panel is not much
use if it also dissolves the silk-screen print
of the panel’s lettering!

Some solvents will say “safe on most
plastics” whilst others can be very
“aggressive” on many plastics, especially
styrenes. Many types of popular adhesive
(e.g. the rubber solution used to mend
punctures) are actually solids of rubber or
plastic dissolved in a solvent before being
filled into tubes.

After soldering a circuit board it is use-
ful to remove any excess flux, often to
enable you to inspect the joints in more
detail. I tend to use Isopropanol liquid
because it evaporates (“flashes off”) rea-
sonably well, it’s safe on most plastics,
and it leaves little residue. Alternatively,
you might want to try a specialty flux
cleaner. Afterwards, to protect against oxi-
dation I apply a spray-on coating of p.c.b.
lacquer; some lacquers can be sprayed
straight on after etching because they can
be soldered-through.

If you check under “Electrochemicals”
or “Service Aids” in the mail order cata-
logues or on-line sources you’ll soon find
p.c.b. and solvent cleaners. Probably the
best known UK brand is Electrolube. You
can download data sheets from their web
site at www.electrolube.com.

Going Green
The trouble with many modern chem-

icals is that we’ve become accustomed
to using highly efficient and easy to use
products that are often based on
hydrocarbons. There is now a bit of a
trend away from man-made solvents
towards “greener” products instead of
those manufactured by the chemical
industry. Greener alternatives are some-
times better for the environment but can
be less effective, needing more “elbow
grease”.

An idea that is rapidly catching on is the
use of natural solvents, especially those
based on by-products from the citrus fruit
industry. Several companies manufacture
orange or lemon-oil based cleaners which
could be classed as “natural” solvents that
form excellent degreasers, hand cleansers
and solvent cleaners.

Co-incidentally, nearby to me is the UK
depot of the Florida-based company Vin-
Dotco Inc., (www.vindotco.com) who
make a very interesting range of speciality
industrial cleaners and solvents all derived
from oranges. ARW.
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Fig.1. A simple source and its load,
interconnected. Ultimately, any circuit
can be represented this way.
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Fig.2. In real life, we may need to con-
sider not only the source and load
impedances but the interconnecting
“line’’ as well.
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Fig.3. Generating a 50 per cent duty
cycle pulse train using a flip-flop.
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MODERN camcorders, especially the
digital variety, produce pictures of
a very high quality. However, the

amateur often spoils the finished result
with inferior sound. It could be said that
most camcorder operators concentrate
more on the visual aspect than the sound,
yet only if both are treated with equal care
will the video have a “professional” feel. 

This begs the question as to whether a
professional effect is wanted in the first
place and for many purposes it probably is
not. For the occasional holiday or family
video, most people are happy to make do
with a simple record of events and a rather
amateurish result may not matter. In fact, it
may even be thought to add to the fun of
the occasion. 

��������
Because it produces good results most

of the time, many people are content to use
the microphone already attached to the
camcorder. Unfortunately, when the source
of sound is distant from the camera the
spoken word can sound “hollow” and
weak.

Also, the existing microphone will pick
up any unwanted sounds closer to it. These
end up sounding louder than the intended
subject. Most camcorder users have pro-
duced videos in which his or her own com-
ments and mutterings come through “loud
and clear” while the subject sounds like
someone speaking into a bucket half a mile
away! 

Camcorders generally have the facility
to plug in a separate microphone and this is
usually done via a small jack socket. The
attached microphone is then cut off.

Using a separate microphone allows
more freedom of use because it may be
placed closer to the source of sound. It
may be hidden “in shot” or held on an
improvised boom. Some people like to use
a “tie clip” microphone which is a minia-
ture device clipped to the clothing. This
may appear in the picture without looking
obtrusive. 

	�
������
Although the use of a single remote

microphone can be very useful, there are

times when several microphones would be
more appropriate. An example would be an
amateur stage production. The micro-
phones could be placed strategically to
cover the event more effectively than a
single unit.

The circuit presented here is a mixer
which will combine the outputs of up to
two stereo microphones (or four mono
ones) plus a stereo line source and feed
them into the camcorder. It may also be
used in conjunction with a domestic hi-fi
system or power amplifier for other pur-
poses, such as Karaoke.

Depending on the camcorder, it may not
be possible to use the line input to add
music to a live performance. More will be
said about this later.

However, assuming that you can, it
would be handy when making a video
involving singing and dancing to pre-
recorded music on tape or CD. The music
source (assuming it has a line output)
could then be connected to the mixer
direct and combined with the microphone
outputs.

Simply picking up the music using a
microphone placed near the loudspeaker
reproducing it is generally unsatisfactory.
The loudspeaker may not even be reason-
ably close to it. Even if it is, the quality is
likely to be poor. A further point is that you

would have no control over the balance –
that is, how other sounds blend with the
music without one swamping the other. 

������������
The block diagram for the Camcorder

Mixer is shown in Fig.1. Each of the six
input channels (four microphone and two

for the stereo line source) have their own
level control. Although the circuit has been
designed with dynamic microphones in
mind, the “tie clip” type of electret micro-
phone is also suitable.

During the rehearsal (or, at a pinch, the
actual production) the user sets up the lev-
els by listening to headphones plugged into
the monitor output on the camcorder. The
controls are then adjusted to arrive at a bal-
ance where the sound seems “right”. 

The mixer has two outputs. One appears
at a 3·5mm stereo jack socket and this may
be connected through a piece of screened
cable to the microphone socket on the
camcorder. This is referred to as the low-
level output. There is also a line output ter-
minating in a pair of phono sockets. These
may be connected to an external amplifier
to allow the mixer to be used for other
purposes.

It is thought useful to be able to use a
device made with one application in mind
for another. In fact, some readers will wish
to construct the mixer for non-camcorder
purposes.

�	�����
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Fig.1. Block schematic diagram for the Camcorder Mixer.
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The Camcorder Mixer is designed to

operate using a 9V battery pack inside the
unit. This is convenient and safe. Do not
use a mains-operated power adaptor.

The current requirement of the proto-
type unit is only 40mA or thereabouts and
six alkaline AA-size cells should provide
about 50 hours of service. To double the
operating time, it would be possible to use
two 4·5V alkaline “3LR12” batteries con-
nected in series. Note that a PP3 battery
would give a poor life and would not be
suitable.

While switched on, a green l.e.d. (light-
emitting diode) operates and this acts as a
reminder to switch the unit off after use.
The circuit also has a red “early warning”
l.e.d. indicator which glows when the sup-
ply voltage falls below 7V. This informs
the user that the batteries are nearing the
end of their useful life. The circuit will
work correctly with a 6V supply but this
gives an opportunity to change the batter-
ies at the first available opportunity.

�����������
The completed Camcorder Mixer is

shown in the photograph. On the front
panel, there are the six Input Level con-
trols, two Line Output Level controls, an
On-Off switch, green on and red low bat-
tery indicators.

On the back of the unit there are four
3·5mm mono jack Input sockets (for the
microphones) and a pair of phono-type
sockets (for the Line Input). There is also a
3·5mm stereo jack socket for the Low-
Level output and a further pair of phono
sockets for the Line output. A slide switch
allows the user to select the type of output
required (low-level or line). 

Using separate input jack sockets allows
either mono or stereo microphones to be
used. Many stereo microphones terminate
in a pair of 3·5mm mono jack plugs – one
for the Left and one for the Right channel. 

If the plug is of the stereo jack type, a
splitter can be bought – or made – to give
the required pair of mono plugs. If the
microphones are fitted with 6·35mm jack
plugs, converters are readily available to
enable them to be plugged into 3·5mm
sockets. 

The prototype unit was built in an
instrument case but, of course, this is
optional and other types of enclosure could
be used, providing everything fits. Note
that the case should be made of metal – not
plastic. This will ensure that the circuit is
adequately screened to prevent hum pick-
up. It also simplifies the internal wiring. 

�������������
Before constructing the Mixer, check

that the camcorder has a socket into which
a remote microphone may be plugged.
This is because the output from the mixer
simulates a single microphone. It would be
best if the camcorder recorded stereo
sound.

The circuit is designed for stereo opera-
tion even though the final result may only
be heard in mono (that is, if a mono TV
receiver is used to view the result). Making
a stereo recording is best because many
people will be able to listen to both chan-
nels with the correct equipment either now
or in the future. 

The automatic gain control provides
compression by giving a large boost when
the sound is weak and less when it is loud.
In other words, it attempts to smooth out
large scale variations in input signal level
and this is desirable most of the time.

Unfortunately, some camcorders apply a
fairly “heavy” effect. With these, when
music is added via the line input, the cam-
corder will change its gain quite drastical-
ly as the music rises and falls in volume.
This gives an annoying “pumping” effect
to the sound.

It was found that a high-quality digital
camcorder did not work well with the
input on “auto” (compressed) – presum-
ably due to the sophisticated signal pro-
cessing used. However, it was a simple
matter to switch it to manual.

Some camcorders provide only a light
action and the effect is not really
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If the camcorder records in mono, it is
still possible to use the mixer. However,
some of the circuitry is wasted because the
Left and Right output channels are simply
combined at the end.

Make sure the camcorder has a head-
phone monitor socket. It would be difficult
using the mixer effectively if the output
could not be monitored using headphones
during the performance.

��������
�
If you wish to use the line input to add

music to a live video, check to see whether
the automatic gain control (a.g.c.) for the
camcorder microphone can be switched
off. You may find an item in the menu
which allows you to switch the input
between “auto” and “manual”.

����������
Resistors

R1 to R8,
R20, R21,
R26, R27  47k (12 off)

R9 to R12 680� (4 off)
R13 to R16 180k (4 off) 
R29, R30 100k (2 off)
R17 to R19,

R23 to R25 10k (6 off)
R22, R28 22k (2 off)
R31 56k
R32 11k
R33 1M
R34 470�

All 0·25W 5% carbon film

Potentiometers
VR1 to VR4 470k min. preset vert.

(4 off)
VR5 to 10k min rotary carbon,

VR10, VR13, panel mounting, log.
VR14 (8 off)

VR11, VR12 1k  min. preset vert.
(2 off)

Capacitors
C1 to  C4 4µ7 radial elect. 63V

(4 off)
C5 to C8, 47µ radial elect.16V

C20, C26 (6 off)
C9 to C12,

C21, C27 22p ceramic (6 off)
C13 to C19,

C22 to C25, 10µ radial elect. 63V 
C28 to C32 (16 off)

C33 100n metallised polyester 
C34 220µ radial elect. 16V

Semiconductors
D1 3mm red low-current

l.e.d.
D2 3mm green l.e.d.
D3 1N4001 1A 50V rect.

diode
IC1 to IC3 NE5532 dual low-noise

op.amp (3 off)
IC4 ICL8211 voltage detector

Miscellaneous
SK1 to SK4 3·5mm mono jack socket,

switched (4 off)
SK5 to 

SK7, SK9 phono socket, single-hole
fixing (4 off)

SK8 3·5mm stereo jack socket
S1 d.p.d.t. slide switch 
S2 s.p.s.t. miniature toggle

switch

Printed circuit board available from
the EPE PCB Service, code 299; alu-
minium, vinyl-effect, box, size 250mm x
150mm x 75mm approx.; 8-pin d.i.l.
socket (3 off); control knobs (8 off);
alkaline AA cells – 6 off (or alternative
9V battery – see text); holder and con-
nector for cells; coloured multistrand
connecting wire; cable ties; solder tag;
l.e.d. clips; nylon nut and bolt; plastic
spacer; solder etc.

See
SSHHOOPP
TTAALLKK
ppaaggee

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only ££3300

excluding batts.

EPE Online
Note that the circuit boards used in EPE Online projects are available from the EPE Online Store at www.epemag.com (also note that the codes for the boards in the store are prefixed with 7000, so a board with a code of say 256 will appear as 7000256 in the online store).



noticeable especially when the music is
fairly quiet. Two mono analogue
machines gave very good results even
though it was not possible to switch off
the a.g.c.

It is impossible to predict what the effect
will be for a given camcorder. The only
way forward is to “try it and see” and
switch the microphone to manual if
possible.

One final point. Do NOT operate the
camcorder using a mains adaptor. This
often introduces unacceptable hum into the
mixer and hence on to the recording. Make
sure you have a battery, or batteries, of suf-
ficient capacity to cover the work you are
doing. 

����������	���
����
The full circuit diagram for the

Camcorder Mixer is shown in Fig.2. The
supply is obtained from a 9V battery pack,
B1, via on-off switch S2 and diode D3.
Diode D3 provides reverse-polarity protec-
tion since, if the supply were to be con-
nected incorrectly, the diode would not
conduct and nothing would happen. 

Capacitors C33 and C34 promote stabil-
ity. The green On l.e.d. is D2 and this oper-
ates in conjunction with series resistor R34
which limits its operating current to a safe
value.

The main part of the circuit uses three
dual low-noise op.amps (operational
amplifiers). Each one contains two identi-
cal circuits – that is, six op.amps in total.
These are labelled IC1a and IC1b, IC2a
and IC2b and IC3a and IC3b. IC1 and
IC2 are associated with the Right
and Left channel microphone inputs
respectively. 

The two sections of IC3 are used as mix-
ers for the microphone sources and line
input – IC3a for the Right and IC3b for the
Left.  IC4, together with associated com-
ponents, form the Low Battery warning
section and will be discussed later. 

The signal provided by a dynamic
microphone is extremely low and is likely
to be in the region of 1mV (one millivolt)
peak-to-peak. The exact value, of course,
depends on the sound level. However, the
line output from a CD or tape player is at a
much higher level. This is likely to be some
500mV to 1V peak-to-peak. We are, there-
fore, using input signals having a factor of
500 or more between their average voltage
levels.

�����	�
The first step is to boost the microphone

signals to that of the line inputs. All mixing
is then carried out at the higher level. The
result may then be used to feed the high-
level (line) input of an external amplifier
(for non-camcorder purposes). It may also
be reduced to a low level to provide a suit-
able input for the camcorder.   

Look first at the section of circuit (Fig.2)
centred on IC1a. This is associated with
Microphone 2 (MIC2) Right channel. The
other three microphone channels are iden-
tical so need not be considered in detail.
Here IC1a is configured as an a.c. inverting
amplifier designed to operate from single
supply rails.

The signal from MIC2 is passed via
blocking capacitor C1, and input resistor
R9 to the inverting input (pin 2) of IC1a.
Ignoring capacitor C9 for the moment,

feedback is provided between the output
(pin 1) and inverting input by fixed resis-
tor R13 and preset potentiometer VR1
connected in series. The latter provides
an adjustment to the gain (amplifying
factor). 

���������������
The ratio of feedback resistance to input

resistance determines the gain. With preset
VR1 adjusted to minimum this will be
some 260 and at maximum about 960.
Note that because this is an inverting
amplifier, the gain is actually negative
within the range minus 260 to minus 960
but, in practice, this is unimportant here. It
just means that the output signal will be
inverted (180 degrees out of phase with the
input).

The gain will be adjusted, along with
that of the other microphone channels, to
provide best results with the particular
microphones being used. The level controls
on the front panel will then all have a sim-
ilar range of effect. 

Capacitor C9, connected between the
output and inverting input, reduces the gain
at high frequencies by increasing the
amount of negative feedback. This is
because under such conditions the capaci-
tor will have a low impedance. In the
normal audio range it has a very high
impedance and therefore a negligible
effect. Reducing the high frequency gain
avoids possible instability which could
otherwise occur. 


����������������
The non-inverting input of IC1a (pin

3) is connected to a potential divider
consisting of equal-value resistors, R7
and R8. The d.c. voltage here will there-
fore be one-half that of the supply –
nominally 4·5V.

However, capacitor C8, having a very
low impedance at audio frequencies,
makes the non-inverting input 0V as far as
a.c. signals are concerned. To cut out
detail, this allows the input signal to swing
above and below a 4·5V “zero”. It could
not swing below true zero (0V) because the
op.amp is powered from single battery rails
(rather than a “split”) supply.  

The amplified output of IC1a appears at
pin 1 and this is applied, via capacitor C13,
to the top end of potentiometer VR5. The
other end of this is connected to 0V.
Capacitor C13 blocks the d.c. standing
voltage while allowing the a.c. signal to
pass.

Potentiometer VR5 is the Level control
for MIC2 Right channel and is mounted on
the front panel of the case along with the
others. By adjusting this during use, the
sliding contact will draw off a fraction of
the output voltage and change the signal
level as required. 

This is similarly the case with the other
three microphone channels. The signals
from these are applied via blocking capac-
itors C2 to C4 and input resistors R10 to
R12 respectively to the inverting inputs of
IC1b, IC2a and IC2b.

They then appear at their respective out-
puts through capacitors C14 to C16 and at
the top ends of Level control potentiome-
ters VR6 to VR8. The Line level input sig-
nals are applied direct to the top end of
level potentiometers VR9 (Right) and
VR10 (Left). 

���������
Operational amplifiers IC3a and IC3b

are configured as summing amplifiers and
it is here that the job of mixing the various
sources takes place. IC3a is associated with
the Right channels and IC3b the Left ones.
Since the processing of the Left channel is
the same as the Right, it is only necessary
to look in detail at IC3a. 

The signals derived from the Right
microphone channels are applied via
blocking capacitors C17 and C18 and input
resistors R17 and R18 to the inverting
input of IC3a, at pin 2. The Right Line
input is applied from the sliding contact of
Level control VR9 through capacitor C19
and input resistor R19. 

Feedback resistor R22 has approximate-
ly twice the value of the input resistors.
The gain of the mixer section is therefore
approximately two (actually minus two). A
boost is needed because, if we regard the
mid-track positions of each line level con-
trol to be “normal”, only one-half of the
signal will be available to the mixer. 

���������	
The combined outputs appear at IC3a

output, pin 1, (Right channel) and IC3b
output, pin 7, (Left channel) via capacitors
C25 and C28 respectively. From here each
signal can follow either one of two routes
depending on the position of Select Output
switch, S1. This is a double-pole unit – S1a
being responsible for the Right channel
and S1b the Left.

With the switch set as shown (Lo posi-
tion), the signals are applied to the net-
works consisting of fixed resistor R29 and
preset potentiometer VR11 (Right channel)
and R30/VR12 (Left). The fixed resistors
and presets form potential dividers.

Since the top “arm’’ has a much higher
value than the bottom one, even with VR11
and VR12 at the top end of their travel, the
signal will be considerably reduced – by a
factor of 100 times approximately. When at
the bottom, no signal appears at the output.

With VR11/VR12 suitably adjusted, the
Lo output will be at microphone level and
provide a suitable input for the camcorder.
The “low’’ output signal is passed, via
capacitors C30/C32, to stereo jack output
socket SK8.

With switch S1 in the alternative (Hi)
position, the signals are applied to the top
end of Line output level controls, VR13
and VR14 respectively (labelled Line
Level on the front panel). The “high’’ out-
puts then appear at phono sockets SK7
(Right) and SK9 (Left), through capacitors
C29 and C31.

�����������������
It was considered useful to include an

“early warning’’ of when battery replace-
ment is due. There could be a problem if
the circuit began to fail during a perfor-
mance – this would manifest itself by weak
sound and distortion. Since the circuit will
work with a supply voltage of some 6V, the
warning has been designed to “kick in” at
7V approximately. 

The low battery warning is centred on
IC4 which is a voltage detector i.c. When a
voltage less than 1·15V (an internally-set
reference voltage) is applied to IC4 pin 3,
the output (pin 4) will go low. A 7mA cur-
rent sink to pin 4 is then “turned on”.
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FIg.2. Complete circuit diagram for the Camcorder Mixer.



Current will then flow from the supply,
through the Low Battery l.e.d. (D1) and
into pin 4.

Since the l.e.d. operating current is regu-
lated by the chip, there is no need for a
series resistor. Also, the l.e.d. will glow
with constant brightness throughout its
working range. Note that, due to the small
operating current, for best results D1
should be of the low-current type.

The potential divider consisting of fixed
resistors R31 and R32 provides 1·15V at
pin 3 when the supply is 7V approximate-
ly. At this point, the l.e.d. will operate.
Resistor R33 applies a little feedback to the
system and sharpens the switching action.  

������������
Construction of the Camcorder Mixer is

based on a single-sided printed circuit
board (p.c.b.). The topside component lay-
out and full size underside copper track foil
master are shown in Fig. 3. This board is
available from the EPE PCB Service, code
299. 

Begin construction by drilling the board
single fixing hole and then solder the four
d.i.l. sockets for the integrated circuits (but
do not insert the i.c.s themselves yet).
Follow with all fixed resistors, preset
potentiometers and capacitors.

Note that there are 27 electrolytic capac-
itors in this circuit and it is important to
solder all of these with the correct polarity.
The negative (–) end is clearly marked on
the body and the corresponding lead is
slightly shorter than the positive (+) one. 

Solder approximately 30cm lengths of
light-duty stranded connecting wire to the
take off points on the printed circuit board.
Use different colours (pieces of “rainbow”
ribbon cable are ideal) to avoid mistakes
when interwiring later. Adjust all preset

potentiometers to approximately mid-track
position.

	��
�����	����
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Fit a control knob to one of the panel

potentiometers. Measure how much of the
spindle needs to be cut off (allowing extra
space for the front panel thickness and dis-
tance from the p.c.b.) then remove the
knob. Hold the end of the spindle (not the
potentiometer body or it is likely to be dis-
torted and become useless) in a small vice
and cut off the excess using a hacksaw. Cut
the same length from the other potentiome-
ter spindles. File the cut edges smooth and
check that the knobs now fit correctly.

Cut or break off the panel location tabs
on the body of the potentiometers. If these
were left in place, the bodies might not be
able to take up their correct positions when
the p.c.b. was mounted in the case. With

that done, solder the potentiometers in
position on the p.c.b. (see photographs). 

�����������
Measure the position of the holes need-

ed in the front panel for the potentiometer
bushes. Mark these out but, before drilling
them, check that when the p.c.b. is
mounted in position there will be several
millimetres clearance between the copper
track side and the base of the box. This is
necessary to prevent any possible short
circuits.

When satisfied on this point, drill the
holes. Note that these must be made large
enough to allow all eight bushes to be
passed through easily and without binding.
Keeping the p.c.b. supported by hand, try it
in position taking great care not to bend
the potentiometers out of alignment. This
could  break tracks and/or soldered joints

General component positioning and wiring inside the prototype.

Front panel control layout on the completed mixer.
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Fig.3. Printed circuit board component layout and
full-size copper foil master for the Camcorder Mixer.

�����������	
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2·8in. x 8·32in.
(70mm x 208mm)



on the p.c.b. Remove the p.c.b. again. Mark
suitable positions and drill holes for the on-
off switch (S2) and l.e.d. indicators (D1
and D2). 

Next, mark positions on the rear panel
for the input and output sockets also for
the output selector slide switch (S1).
Drill holes and mount all these compo-
nents. Where the sleeve connection
makes direct metal-to-metal contact with
the case, scrape off any paint as neces-
sary to make sure a good connection is
formed.

The selector switch should be attached
using spacers on its mounting bolt shanks
so that the operating lever is almost level
with the face of the panel. This will make it
difficult for the switch to be accidentally
moved between positions. 

Taking the same care as before, hold the
p.c.b. in position against the front panel.
Measure what thickness of spacing wash-
ers (or spare fixing nuts) are needed on the
potentiometer bushes so that the edge of
the p.c.b. does not press against the panel
and only sufficient of each bush protrudes
to accept the fixing nut. Fit the spacers and
check for the correct fit. 

With the p.c.b. in position, mark through
its fixing hole on the floor of the case.
Remove the p.c.b. again and drill this
through. Now, attach the circuit board

securely using the potentiometer fixing
nuts.

Cut a plastic spacer to fit between the
board and base of the box. Place this in
position under the fixing hole and secure
the rear of the p.c.b. using a thin nylon nut
and bolt. Make certain the panel is not
placed under any strain.

Fit the control knobs again setting the
cursor line on each one vertically upwards
when the control is at mid-track position.
Check that all controls turn smoothly and
make any adjustments as required. 

Attach self-adhesive plastic feet to the
bottom of the box to prevent it scratching
the work surface. 
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Fig.4. Interwiring from the circuit board to the front and rear panel mounted components. The general positioning of compo-
nents within the metal case can be seen in the photographs.

Rear view of completed unit showing positioning of the jack and phono sockets.
Also shown is the output select switch.



����������	�
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Carry out the internal interwiring using

multi-coloured, light-duty, stranded con-
necting wire as shown in Fig.4. Check that
all inter-connecting wires to off-board
components are long enough to enable the
p.c.b. to be removed without placing them
under strain.

The wires connected to the p.c.b. should
be routed neatly and grouped together
using small cable ties. Note particularly
how the 0V point on the p.c.b. and the neg-
ative wire of the battery connector are con-
nected to the metal case at a solder tag at
one of the phono sockets (or at a separate
small solder tag).

All the sleeve connections of the input
and output sockets must be connected to
the metal case to complete the respective
circuit back to the 0V line. The phono
sockets (SK5 to SK7 and SK9) and low-
level stereo output socket (SK8) used in the
prototype unit had metal bodies and made
this connection automatically (note, how-
ever, the previous comment about scraping
off paint if necessary). However, the
3·5mm mono microphone sockets (SK1 to
SK4) had plastic bodies and the sleeve con-
nections had to be hard-wired to the solder
tag carrying the other “earth” (0V) connec-
tions, see Fig.4.

If the microphone sockets are of a type
having a pair of normally-closed contacts,
it is good practice to use these to “earth”
the inputs (connect them to 0V) when no
microphone is plugged in. The wiring in
Fig.4 shows how this was done in the pro-
totype unit. Whether it is possible and the
exact method will, of course, depend on the
design of the particular socket.

Attach the battery holder using a small
bracket or self-adhesive fixing pads but do
not insert the cells yet. Insert the i.c.s in
their sockets taking care over their
orientation.

��	���
Place the cells in their holder, connect it

up and switch on S2. The green l.e.d.
should light up. As the switch is operated,
the low battery l.e.d. (D1) will flash
momentarily. This is because it takes a
short time for the supply voltage to rise to
its full value (as capacitor C34 charges up)
and below 7V it will be on. It will do sim-
ilarly as S2 is switched off.

Begin testing the circuit using the Line
output. To do this you will need access to
an amplifier having line input sockets and
a headphone output. You will also need a
cassette or CD player having a line output.
Many domestic systems have a line input
in the form of a pair of phono sockets
labelled “aux” or “auxiliary”.

Make up two leads (or use ready-made
leads) using twin screened cable with
phono connectors (or as appropriate) at
each end. Use these to connect the mixer
unit to the amplifier and the line source to
the mixer. Set output switch S1 to Line
(“Hi” position).

Adjust the two Line Level controls
(VR13/VR14) to maximum (fully clock-
wise) and the other rotary controls to
minimum (fully anti-clockwise). Plug
microphones into the input sockets using
converters if necessary. Switch on the ampli-
fier and turn its volume control to about one-
third of its total clockwise travel.

Use headphones to monitor the results
rather than loudspeakers. These allow the
result to be judged more accurately. Also,
they largely avoid problems with acoustic
feedback  (a loud squealing noise due to
sound from the loudspeaker entering the
microphone and building up in a loop).

Gradually increase each microphone
control in turn while someone speaks into
that microphone. You should hear the voice
clearly from the appropriate Left or Right
channel. If this does not work, perhaps the
output switch has been set to “low” instead
of “high”.

Switch on the line source and turn up all
the panel input controls half way. You
should now hear a mixture of sounds from
all sources. Adjust the volume control on
the amplifier for a comfortable listening
level.

Note that the Line Level controls give an
adjustment to the line output. Most of the
time they will be left at maximum unless
the amplifier being used is particularly sen-
sitive. Their main purpose is to act as local
Volume and Balance controls. Using these,
the output may be adjusted at the unit.
Note that these controls have no effect on
the low level output so when using a cam-
corder, they should be left at minimum
(turned fully anti-clockwise). 

�����

���
	�����	
Remove the line source. The preset

potentiometer (VR1 to VR4) associated
with each microphone should now be
adjusted to make it suitable for the type of
microphone being used and also to adjust
for differences between the various micro-
phones. For this, use an insulated trimming
tool. Do not use a screwdriver unless it is
insulated – a metal shank is likely to cause
short-circuits.

Too little gain will give weak results; too
much may result in instability. Rather more
than half of the maximum gain will be best
for most microphones. You will find that
the exact setting is not particularly critical.

If you are using different makes and
types of microphone you may need to ded-
icate the various channels to the individual
microphones. It would then be necessary to

label the sockets so that the microphones
are plugged into the correct inputs. 

�����������
��
�
Test the low-level output (SK8) using an

amplifier having a microphone input.
Again, use headphones to monitor the
result. If you use a cassette recorder, use
one which has manual adjustment to the
input level.

Get a “feel” for the amplifier by plug-
ging one of the microphones into it (that is,
without using the mixer) and making some
trials. Decide on a suitable setting for the
amplifier Volume control and leave it like
that. 

Now connect the Camcorder Mixer. You
will need a lead having a 3·5mm stereo
jack plug on one end and the appropriate
connectors (often two 6·35mm jack plugs)
on the other. This should be made using
twin screened microphone cable. Set out-
put switch S1 to “low level”.

Regarding the mixer output as if it was a
single microphone, make some tests.
Adjust the low-level output preset controls
(VR11 and VR12 equally) to provide the
same output level as the single microphone
used previously. Too high a setting and dis-
tortion will become apparent. Too low and
you will get no signal at all. These controls
may need to be set again when the unit is
connected to the camcorder. 

Having satisfied yourself that the circuit
is working correctly, connect the output to
the camcorder microphone input. For this,
you will need a piece of twin microphone
screened cable with a 3·5mm stereo jack
plug on each end. For a mono camcorder
input, use a mono jack plug with both
channels connected together.

If you are monitoring using stereo head-
phones, you may buy a converter which
terminates in a 3·5mm mono plug. This can
be used to prevent the sound being heard in
one headphone only.

Turn the camcorder input selector from
“auto” to “manual” if this is possible (see
previous notes about this). Make some fur-
ther test recordings and, if necessary, make
further equal adjustments to VR11 and
VR12 – You are now ready to make your
first “recording’’.                                 �

Wiring to the rear panel mounted jack sockets, phono sockets and output selector
slider switch. Note that the 3·5mm, chassis-mounting, stereo jack socket SK8
(above left) is a tubular metal screen type.
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FFRRUUSSTTRRAATTEEDD!
Looking for ICs TRANSISTORs?
A phone call to us could get a result. We
offer an extensive range and with a world-
wide database at our fingertips, we are
able to source even more. We specialise in
devices with the following prefix (to name
but a few).

We can also offer equivalents (at customers’ risk)
We also stock a full range of other electronic components
Mail, phone, Fax Credit Card orders and callers welcome

Connect

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3ET

Tel: 020 8452 0161   Fax: 020 8208 1441

2N 2SA 2SB 2SC 2SD 2P 2SJ 2SK 3N 3SK 4N 6N 17 40 AD
ADC AN AM AY BA BC BD BDT BDV BDW BDX BF
BFR BFS BFT BFX BFY BLY BLX BS BR BRX BRY BS
BSS BSV BSW BSX BT BTA BTB BRW BU BUK BUT BUV
BUW BUX BUY BUZ CA CD CX CXA DAC DG DM DS
DTA DTC GL GM HA HCF HD HEF ICL ICM  IRF J KA
KIA L LA LB LC LD LF LM M M5M MA MAB MAX MB
MC MDAJ MJE MJF MM MN MPS MPSA MPSH MPSU
MRF NJM NE OM OP PA PAL PIC PN RC S SAA SAB
SAD SAJ SAS SDA SG SI SL SN SO STA STK STR STRD
STRM STRS SV1 T TA TAA TAG TBA TC TCA TDA TDB
TEA TIC TIP TIPL TEA TL TLC TMP TMS TPU U UA
UAA UC UDN ULN UM UPA UPC UPD VN X XR Z ZN
ZTS + many others

DISTANCE LEARNING
SHORT COURSES with
BTEC CERTIFICATION

Analogue and Digital Electronics, Fibre Optics,
Fault Diagnosis, Mechanics, Mathematics and
Programmable Logic Controllers

� Suitable for beginners and
those wishing to update their
knowledge and practical skills

� Courses are very practical and
delivered as self contained kits

� No travelling or college attendance
� Learning is at your own pace
� Each course can stand alone or be

part of a modular study programme
� Tutor supported and BTEC certified

For information contact:
NCT Ltd., P.O. Box 11
Wendover, Bucks HP22 6XA
Telephone 01296 624270; Fax 01296 625299
Web: http://www.nct.ltd.uk
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PIC Graphics L.C.D. Scope
Most of the components used in the PIC Graphics L.C.D. Scope proj-

ect appear to be RS Components types. Readers can order these from
any local bona-fide RS stockist or directly through Electromail, their
mail order outlet.

Some of our component advertisers may be able to supply the
Powertip PG12864-F graphics l.c.d. module or may offer an alternative
from a different manufacturer; but you should check its pinout arrange-
ment and that it uses an integral Toshiba T6963C controller device
before purchasing if they do. The author ordered his from RS and read-
ers can purchase one through Electromail (� 01536 204555 or
http://rswww.com), code 329-0329. It is currently listed at £27.92 (excl.
VAT/p&p).

The Maxim MAX492 low voltage, rail-to-rail, dual op.amp (code 182-
22738) and the voltage converter type 7660 (code 651-490) both came
from the above source.

A 20MHz version of the PIC16F877 should be used in this project.
For those readers unable to program their own PICs, a ready-pro-
grammed PIC16F877-20P can be purchased from Magenta
Electronics (� 01283 565435 or www.magenta2000.co.uk) for the
inclusive price of £10 (overseas readers add £1 for postage).
Alternatively, the software is available on a 3·5in. PC-compatible disk
(EPE Disk 4) from the EPE Editorial Office for the sum of £3 each
(UK), to cover admin costs (for overseas charges see page 384). It is
also available Free from the EPE web site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wim-
borne.co.uk/pubs/PICS/Gscope.

The G-scope printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB
Service, code 300 (see page 384).

Camcorder Mixer
One or two components may cause local buying problems when

shopping for parts for the Camcorder Mixer project. However, most of our
component mail order advertisers should be able to help.

For the semiconductors you could try ESR Components (� 0191
2514363) and Cricklewood (� 020 8452 0161). The NE5532 dual low-
noise op.amp used in the model was purchased from Maplin (� 0870 264
6000 or www.maplin.co.uk), code UH35Q.They also supplied the 3·5mm
mono, plastic bodied, switched jack sockets (code CX93B) and the
screened, metal barrel, chassis mounting stereo jack socket, code FK03D.

The micropower ICL8211 voltage detector was originally purchased
from Maplin (code YH43W) but we understand that this device has been
discontinued. However, Farnell (� 0113 263 6311) have offered the

MAX8211CPA-2, code 205-230, as a replacement. This device is also
listed by Electromail (� 01536 204555), code 427-506.

The printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB Service, code
299 (see page 384).

D.C. Motor Controller
It would appear from recent readers’ letters, and our own investiga-

tions, that the VN10KM n-channel MOSFET, called for in the D.C. Motor
Controller, this month’s Top Tenner project, has been discontinued.
However, we understand that most low power n-channel MOSFETs
should work just as well for low power (about 300mA) d.c. motors.
Suggested alternatives are the VN0300L, ZVN3306A and ZVN1306A.

For higher power, low voltage, motors, say 1·5A to 2A max., the
VN46AF, VN88AF and the VN66AF are offered as alternatives. These
devices have not been tried “in-circuit’’ and a small heatsink is recom-
mended with these transistors for a higher power, low voltage, motor.
The VN66AF device is currently listed by Maplin, code WQ97F.

Small low-voltage d.c. motors are stocked by Magenta (� 01283
565435). You could also try contacting Bull Electrical (� 0871 871
1300), J&N Factors (� 01444 881965) and Greenweld (� 01277
811042), who occasionally have small low-voltage d.c. motors on “offer
of the month’’ listings.

Intruder Alarm Control Panel (Part 2)
Since publication of the first part of the Intruder Alarm Control Panel

project, stocks of Maplin’s 93C06 non-volatile memory chip have run out
and, we have been informed, discontinued. It is still available from
Farnell (� 0113 263 6311), code 395-250 and Electromail (��01536
204555), code 658-750.

On another point, the designation for the 8-way multiplexer (IC2)
should be 74HC151 and not HS. This is currently available from
Electromail, code 301-331.

As mentioned last month, the EP520M security chip has been spe-
cially masked for Design Consultants and is only available from them.
It is available for the sum of only £3.50 and the keypad, together with
lead, metal plate and label, is priced at £2.50. They will also supply the
anti-tamper, p.c.b. mounting “click’’ switch and activating spring (60p), the
8 ohm 12W loudspeaker (£2.75) and alarm panel case (£5.50).They can
also supply the p.c.b.-mounting relay for the Bell Unit, which is quoted at
£1.65.They will also quote a price for the 8-way multiplexer (IC2) and the
non-volatile memory (IC3) chips.

All the above prices include UK postage and packing. All
cheques/money orders should be made out to H. Data and sent (Mail
Order only) to: Delta Consultants, Dept EPE, 21 Rachel Drive, Rhyl,
Denbighshire, LL18 4UH. Tel/Fax 07050 055041. E-mail:
HData97476@aol.com.uk.

The two printed circuit boards for this security alarm project are
available from the EPE PCB Service, codes 297 (main board) and 298
(ext. bell), see page 384.

http://www.nct.ltd.uk
http://rswww.com
ftp://ftp.epemag.wim-borne.co.uk/pubs/PICS/Gscope
EPE Online
Note that the circuit boards used in EPE Online projects are available from the EPE Online Store at www.epemag.com (also note that the codes for the boards in the store are prefixed with 7000, so a board with a code of say 256 will appear as 7000256 in the online store).

EPE Online
Note that you can purchase pre-programmed PIC microcontrollers for our PIC projects as described on this “Shop Talk” page. Alternatively, if you wish to program the PIC yourself, you can find the code files by bouncing over to the EPE Online Library (visit www.epemag.com, click in the “Library” link in the top navigation, then on the “Project Code Files” link).



VVCCRR    MMAAIINNTTEENNAANNCCEE
VVTT110022 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR
Repair. Warning, not for the beginner.
Through the use of block diagrams this
video will take you through the various
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system.
You will follow the signal from the input to
the audio/video heads then from the
heads back to the output. 

OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT110022
VVTT110033  35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to
follow procedure for professionally clean-
ing the tape path and replacing many of
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer
will also become familiar with the various
parts found in the tape path.

OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT110033

OORRDDEERRIINNGG:: PPrriiccee  iinncclluuddeess  ppoossttaaggee  ttoo  aannyywwhheerree  iinn  tthhee  wwoorrlldd..
OOVVEERRSSEEAASS  OORRDDEERRSS::  We use the VAT portion of the price to pay for airmail postage
and packing, wherever you live in the world. Just send £34.95 per tape. All payments
in £ sterling only (send cheque or money order drawn on a UK bank). Make cheques

payable to Direct Book Service.
VViissaa,, MMaasstteerrccaarrdd,,  AAmmeexx,,  DDiinneerrss  CClluubb  and SSwwiittcchh  orders accepted – please give card

number, card expiry date and Switch Issue No.
Orders are normally sent within seven days but please allow a maximum of 28 days,

longer for overseas orders. 
SSeenndd  yyoouurr  oorrddeerr  ttoo::  DDiirreecctt  BBooookk  SSeerrvviiccee,,  Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne,

Dorset BH21 1PF
Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Publishers of EPE
TTeell::  0011220022  888811774499..  FFaaxx::  0011220022  884411669922..    EE--mmaaiill:: dbs@epemag.wimborne.co.uk

OOnnlliinnee  ssttoorree::  wwwwww..eeppeemmaagg..wwiimmbboorrnnee..ccoo..uukk//sshhooppddoooorr..hhttmm

Each video uses a mixture of animated current
flow in circuits plus text, plus cartoon instruc-
tion etc., and a very full commentary to get the
points across. The tapes are imported by us and
originate from VCR Educational Products Co,
an American supplier. We are the worldwide
distributors of the PAL and SECAM versions of
these tapes. (All videos are to the UK PAL stan-
dard on VHS tapes unless you specifically
request SECAM versions.)

VIDEOS ON
ELECTRONICS

A range of videos selected by EPE and designed to provide instruc-
tion on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction
and grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make
learning both easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or
magazine study. They have proved particularly useful in schools,
colleges, training departments and electronics clubs as well as to
general hobbyists and those following distance learning courses etc

BBAASSIICCSS
VVTT220011  ttoo  VVTT220066  iiss  aa  bbaassiicc  eelleeccttrroonniiccss  ccoouurrssee
aanndd  iiss  ddeessiiggnneedd  ttoo  bbee  uusseedd  aass  aa  ccoommpplleettee
sseerriieess,,  iiff  rreeqquuiirreedd..
VVTT220011  54 minutes. Part One; DD..CC..  CCiirrccuuiittss..
This video is an absolute must for the begin-
ner. Series circuits, parallel circuits, Ohms
law, how to use the digital multimeter and
much more. OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT220011
VVTT220022 62 minutes. Part Two; AA..CC..  CCiirrccuuiittss..
This is your next step in understanding the
basics of electronics. You will learn about how
coils, transformers, capacitors, etc are used in
common circuits. OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT220022
VVTT220033 57 minutes. Part Three; SSeemmiiccoonn--
dduuccttoorrss.. Gives you an exciting look into the
world of semiconductors. With basic semicon-
ductor theory. Plus 15 different semiconduc-
tor devices explained.

OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT220033

VVTT220044  56 minutes. Part Four; PPoowweerr
SSuupppplliieess.. Guides you step-by-step through
different sections of a power supply.

OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT220044
VVTT220055 57 minutes. Part Five; AAmmpplliiffiieerrss..
Shows you how amplifiers work as you have
never seen them before. Class A, class B,
class C, op.amps. etc. OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT220055
VVTT220066 54 minutes. Part Six; OOsscciillllaattoorrss..
Oscillators are found in both linear and digi-
tal circuits. Gives a good basic background in
oscillator circuits. OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT220066

DDIIGGIITTAALL
NNooww  ffoorr  tthhee  ddiiggiittaall  sseerriieess  ooff  ssiixx  vviiddeeooss..  TThhiiss
sseerriieess  iiss  ddeessiiggnneedd  ttoo  pprroovviiddee  aa  ggoooodd  ggrroouunndd--
iinngg  iinn  ddiiggiittaall  aanndd  ccoommppuutteerr  tteecchhnnoollooggyy..
VVTT330011  54 minutes. Digital One; GGaatteess begins
with the basics as you learn about seven of
the most common gates which are used in
almost every digital circuit, plus Binary
notation. OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT330011

VVTT330022 55 minutes. Digital Two; FFlliipp  FFllooppss
will further enhance your knowledge of digital
basics. You will learn about Octal and
Hexadecimal notation groups, flip-flops,
counters, etc. OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT330022
VVTT330033 54 minutes. Digital Three; RReeggiisstteerrss
aanndd  DDiissppllaayyss is your next step in obtaining a
solid understanding of the basic circuits
found in today’s digital designs. Gets into
multiplexers, registers, display devices, etc. 

OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT330033
VVTT330044 59 minutes. Digital Four; DDAACC  aanndd
AADDCC shows you how the computer is able to
communicate with the real world. You will
learn about digital-to-analogue and ana-
logue-to-digital converter circuits.

OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT330044
VVTT330055 56 minutes. Digital Five; MMeemmoorryy
DDeevviicceess introduces you to the technology
used in many of today’s memory devices. You
will learn all about ROM devices and then
proceed into PROM, EPROM, EEPROM,
SRAM, DRAM, and MBM devices.

OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT330055
VVTT330066 56 minutes. Digital Six; TThhee  CCPPUU
gives you a thorough understanding in the
basics of the central processing unit and the
input/output circuits used to make the system
work. OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT330066

RRAADDIIOO
VVTT440011 61 minutes. AA..MM..  RRaaddiioo  TThheeoorryy.. The
most complete video ever produced on a.m.
radio. Begins with the basics of a.m. trans-
mission and proceeds to the five major stages
of a.m. reception. Learn how the signal is
detected, converted and reproduced. Also
covers the Motorola C-QUAM a.m. stereo
system. OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT440011
VVTT440022 58 minutes. FF..MM..  RRaaddiioo  PPaarrtt  11..  F.M.
basics including the functional blocks of a
receiver. Plus r.f. amplifier, mixer oscillator,
i.f. amplifier, limiter and f.m. decoder stages
of a typical f.m. receiver. OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT440022

VVTT440033 58 minutes. FF..MM..  RRaaddiioo  PPaarrtt  22.. A con-
tinuation of f.m. technology from Part 1.
Begins with the detector stage output, pro-
ceeds to the 19kHz amplifier, frequency dou-
bler, stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier
stages. Also covers RDS digital data encoding
and decoding. OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT440033

MMIISSCCEELLLLAANNEEOOUUSS
VVTT550011 58 minutes. FFiibbrree  OOppttiiccss.. From the
fundamentals of fibre optic technology
through cable manufacture to connectors,
transmitters and receivers.

OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT550011
VVTT550022 57 minutes. LLaasseerr  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy A basic
introduction covering some of the common
uses of laser devices, plus the operation of the
Ruby Rod laser, HeNe laser, CO2 gas laser
and semiconductor laser devices. Also covers
the basics of CD and bar code scanning. 
OOrrddeerr  CCooddee  VVTT550022££3344..9955 each

inc. VAT & postage

Order 8 or more get one extra FREE
Order 16 get two extra FREE

VT201

VT202

VT305
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INGENUITY
UNLIMITED
Our regular round-up of readers' own circuits. We pay between
£10 and £50 for all material published, depending on length
and technical merit. We're looking for novel applications and
circuit designs, not simply mechanical, electrical or software
ideas. Ideas must be the reader's own work and must not
have been submitted for publication elsewhere. The
circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity
Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for consideration in
this column should be typed or word-processed, with a brief
circuit description (between 100 and 500 words maximum) and
full circuit diagram showing all relevant component values.
Please draw all circuit schematics as clearly as possible.
Send your circuit ideas to: Alan Winstanley, Ingenuity
Unlimited, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen House, East
Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF. (We do not accept
submissions for IU via E-mail.)
Your ideas could earn you some cash and a prize!

WWIINN  AA  PPIICCOO  PPCC  BBAASSEEDD
OOSSCCIILLLLOOSSCCOOPPEE

� 50MSPS Dual Channel Storage Oscilloscope
� 25MHz Spectrum Analyser
� Multimeter � Frequency Meter
��Signal Generator
If you have a novel circuit idea which would be
of use to other readers then a Pico Technology
PC based oscilloscope could be yours.
Every six months, Pico Technology will be
awarding an ADC200-50 digital storage
oscilloscope for the best IU submission. In
addition, two single channel ADC-40s will be
presented to the runners-up.
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Body Charge Detector –
AAllll  CChhaarrggeedd  UUpp

IT IS well known that the human body accumulates a static charge
through such ordinary everyday activities as moving in a chair, or

walking on a nylon carpet. This charge may be as high as tens of thou-
sands of volts in relation to the ground. However, it carries very little
current, and will at worst give a nasty prick when the body discharges. 

From the point of view of electronics, this is usually seen as a serious
problem, since electrostatic charges can easily destroy sensitive compo-
nents. But why not collect this charge, and use it for positive purposes? 

In the circuit diagram of Fig.1, one terminal of a 1pF capacitor (C1)
is connected to ground (e.g. a metal water tap, or a metal stake driven
into the earth). The other terminal is a “sensor” which is taken to a
metal object that has no connection (or a very poor one) to ground,
such as a door handle. Without the well-grounded terminal, this circuit
is unlikely to work. 

In its “quiescent” state, the capacitor C1 holds a charge of  perhaps
less than 10mV. But as soon as a hand touches the metal sensor, the
charge on the capacitor can easily jump one-hundred-fold, even if no
bare metal is present – for instance, if the metal sensor is covered with
paint. The body, however, must carry a static charge which will accu-
mulate through physical activity.

The charge on C1 is detected by voltage comparator IC1 which
causes l.e.d. D1 to glow. A high impedance input op.amp is essential
here, since very little current is present. A high value resistor, R1, is
used to protect the input at pin 3. Sensitivity is adjusted by means of
potentiometer VR1. It would be prudent to use a capacitor having a
suitably high voltage rating.

The bare-bones circuit offers scope for further experimentation. It
may be used as the basis for an alarm, or for electronics enthusiasts, as
an indicator of static charge in the body when handling sensitive com-
ponents. It could even serve as a party-piece.

Rev. Thos. Scarborough,
Fresnaye, Cape Town, South Africa

Fig.1. Circuit diagram for a Body Charge Detector.

Flashing Christmas Tree –
AA  QQuuiicckk  FFllaasshh
USING a single flashing light-emitting diode, several ordinary cheap

l.e.d.s placed in series can also be made to flash. You can produce
simple Christmas decorations or brighten up any other holiday event
this way.

The circuit diagram of Fig.2 has been tried and tested, and uses
three flashing l.e.d.s to control a further nine l.e.d.s. By alternating the
l.e.d. colours, a simple light chaser display can be created.

The circuit can be powered by a 12V d.c. mains adaptor and the rec-
tifier diode D1 protects against reverse polarity. A three-terminal
musical chip was also added as shown to operate a piezo disc sounder.

Mrs Rose Morell,
Winchester, Hants.

INGENUITY
UNLIMITED
BE INTERACTIVE

IU is your forum where you can
offer other readers the benefit of

your Ingenuity. Share those
ideas, earn some cash and

possibly a prize!

L.E.D. lights flasher circuit, with sound.



Solid State Switch –
NNoo  MMoorree  BBrroowwnnoouuttss
THE circuit diagram shown in Fig.3 was intended to control the sup-

ply to a waterproof receiver which is used in harsh environments.
Tactile switches were used, positioned behind a plastic membrane.
(Magnetically-operated reed switches could perhaps also be used
behind a plastic panel, for a completely weatherproof design activat-
ed using a magnet – ARW.)

Since the unit is battery powered and is switched off for long peri-
ods, the control circuit had to have negligible quiescent current. The
versatile circuit also incorporates a “brown out’’ circuit, to protect the
receiver against voltage supply dips. It automatically switches off the
unit when the battery supply drops to below 5V; also it prevents the
battery from being completely flattened and it functions as a form of
overcurrent trip.

Brown Out
As soon as the On button-switch S1 is pressed, the pnp transistor

TR1 turns on as its base (b) is biased to 0V. This supplies base current
to the npn transistor TR2 via the “brown out’’ Zener diode D1.

Both transistors will now stay on unless either the Off switch S2 is
pressed (which shunts base current for TR2 away to 0V), or if the out-
put voltage drops to approximately +5·3V. This is the point at which
the Zener stops supplying the 0·6V needed by TR2 to maintain its
conduction.

This feature also switches off the circuit in the event of an acciden-
tal short circuit on the output, or for any other reason that causes the
output to dip below +5·3V. If these features are not required, the Zener
diode can be omitted (shorted out).

When powered, the circuit consumes less than 2mA, which can be
reduced by increasing the value of resistors R2 and R3. It draws no
measurable current when off, unless the transistors are “leaky’’, but
this is minimised by the base emitter resistors. The 10nF capacitors
(C1, C2) avoid switching interference, and a large reservoir capacitor
C3 is recommended to prevent nuisance tripping.

John A. Smith,
L’Agulhas, South Africa.
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WWHHYY  NNOOTT
SSEENNDD  UUSS  YYOOUURR

CCIIRRCCUUIITT  IIDDEEAA
EEaarrnn  ssoommee  eexxttrraa

ccaasshh  aanndd  ppoossssiibbllyy
aa  pprriizzee!!

Fig.3. Circuit diagram for a Solid-State Switch.

Electronic Tuning Fork – NNoo  SSttrriinnggss  AAttttaacchheedd
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Fig.4. Complete circuit diagram for the Electronic Tuning Fork.

THE circuit diagram shown in Fig.4 was
designed as an accurate alternative to an

ordinary metal tuning fork. It has the advan-
tage of continuous operation, as it does not
require “striking” like an ordinary tuning
fork. It is also louder and it generates its own
sound through a loudspeaker rather than
using a table-top, or even the musical instru-
ment itself, as a resonating board.

The Electronic Tuning Fork is designed
to produce the musical note “A” at 440Hz.,
as this is probably the most useful note for
the purpose of tuning musical instruments.
It can be adapted to produce other notes if
desired.

In order to obtain good accuracy, a crystal
oscillator is used at 4MHz. When this is
divided by 9,091 a frequency of 439·996 Hz.
is produced, which to the human ear is imper-
ceptibly close to 440Hz (note A). If a round
number is to be used for division purposes,
the lowest frequency crystal which is com-
monly available is 11MHz. This is rather high
for most logic chips, hence the use of the
method described here.

Crystal Oscillator
A crystal oscillator is based upon IC1a,

with IC1b wired as an inverter which clocks

the first of four 4017 decade counters. The
“carry out” of each chip clocks a subsequent
counter, and the total count on the outputs of
the chips rises until 9,091 is reached. At this
point the output of a four-input AND gate,
IC6a, goes high, which resets the decade
counters to zero so the count sequence re-
starts. The “carry out” pin 12 of IC5 drives a
BC548 transistor which causes the loud-
speaker LS1 to sound the tone.

The circuit can be powered from a 9V bat-
tery, the supply being decoupled by capaci-
tors C1 and C2.

Simon Guest,
Balerno, Midlothian
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INEXPENSIVE d.c. motors are often used
by model-makers, not only for model
locomotives and racing cars but in

robots of all kinds. They may also be used
for driving non-mobile models made from
anything from cardboard to Meccano.

This project controls a small 6V d.c.
motor, but can be used for 12V or higher-
voltage d.c. motors as well. The circuit
controls both the speed and the direction of
the motor.

There is a wide range of cheap low-volt-
age motors available, running at maximum
no-load speeds ranging from 3600 r.p.m. to
18,000 r.p.m. or more. Torque may be any-
thing between 3g-cm for the cheaper ver-
sions and over 60g-cm for the slightly
more expensive motors. Many applications
require slower speeds with corresponding-
ly greater torque, and there are several dif-
ferent plastic gearboxes available for the
model maker to use.

There are also motor-driven devices
such as cooling fans and water pumps that
can be controlled by this project. If con-
trolling motors is of no interest to you, per-
haps you might like to use the circuit for
controlling the brightness of a filament
lamp.

�����������	
It is possible to control the speed of a

motor by simply wiring a resistor in series
with it. Apart from the inefficiency of such
a system, there is the need for a heavy-duty
variable resistor (potentiometer).

A typical d.c. motor requires several
hundred milliamps to drive it. If the motor
is taking, say, 300mA and the variable
resistor is dropping, say, 3V, the power dis-
sipated in the resistor is 0·9W. The typical
variable potentiometer is rated at only
0·25W, so something much more robust is
required, costing three or more times as
much.

Another factor is that motors do not run
well on less than their full rated voltage.
They fail to start turning when current is
switched on and have a tendency to stall
when extra load is applied.

This D.C. Motor Controller project
avoids these problems by using pulse width
modulation (PWM). Instead of running the
motor on a lowered voltage, we apply its
full voltage but for only a fraction of the
time. Power is supplied as a series of puls-
es and the faster we want the motor to turn,
the wider the pulses.


���
�����

�	�������
The full circuit diagram for the low volt-

age D.C. Motor Controller is shown in
Fig.1. The pulses originate from an oscilla-
tor that is based on unijunction transistor
TR1.

This is a rather unusual type of transistor
in that it consists of a bar of n-type semi-
conductor with a region of p-type semicon-
ductor formed within it near one end. The
ends of the bar are termed base-1 (b1) and
base-2 (b2) and the p-type region is called
the emitter (e).

In Fig.1, this transistor, TR1, is wired in
series with two fixed resistors (R2 and R3)
and there is a drop in potential along the
bar from b1 to b2. Also, capacitor C1 is

being charged by current flowing through a
resistor R1. The voltage across the capaci-
tor rises slowly, and the voltage at the emit-
ter rises equally.

At a certain voltage, known as the peak
point, the voltage of the emitter is about
0·6V greater than the voltage in the bar at
the level of the emitter. In other words, the
emitter and the bar are at a level which con-
stitutes a forward-biased diode.

Current begins to flow from the emitter
into the bar and away though b1. The effect
of this is to reduce the voltage in the bar so
that a larger current flows through the
emitter.

The charge on the capacitor falls very
rapidly until it reaches the valley point of
the transistor. Then it stops and the capaci-
tor begins to charge again.  Thus, the
voltage across the capacitor ramps up rela-
tively slowly (depending on the values of
R1 and C1), but falls very rapidly. The
result is a sawtooth waveform.

The sawtooth output from TR1 is sent to
the inverting (–) input (pin 2) of opera-
tional amplifier IC1, where it is compared
with a steady but variable voltage from the

���������

���������

This short collection of projects, some useful, some instructive and some amusing, can be
made for around the ten pounds mark. The estimated cost does not include an enclosure.

All of the projects are built on stripboard, and most have been designed to fit on to boards of
standard dimensions. All of the projects are battery-powered, so are safe to build. In a few

cases in which, by its nature, the project is to be run for long periods, power may be provided
by an inexpensive mains adaptor. Again, the cost of such a unit is not included.
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Ω

Ω

Fig.1. Circuit diagram for the low-voltage D.C. Motor Controller.



wiper of Speed potentiometer VR1. The
result of the comparison of the sawtooth
with the variable control voltage is illus-
trated in Fig.2.

If the control voltage is less than both the
peak point and the valley point, the output
of IC1 at pin 6 is continuously high. If we
gradually increase the control voltage, we
find that the output drops sharply whenev-
er the sawtooth drops below the control
voltage. This occurs when the sawtooth
approaches the valley point or, in terms of
inputs, when the voltage at the inverting
input (–) of IC1 is less than the voltage at
the non-inverting (+) input.

As the control voltage is increased, the
sawtooth spends more of the time at values
less than the control voltage. The output
pulses have longer gaps between them. At
the other extreme, the control voltage is
higher than the peak point and the output is
continuously low.

The result is that the op.amp produces a
series of pulses of equal amplitude and at
constant frequency, but with variable
width. This is known as pulse width modu-
lation (PWM).

���������	
��
The effect of the PWM output from IC1

(pin 6) is to turn the n-channel MOSFET
TR2 on, and hence the motor, for a varying
proportion of the time. The motor always
receives the full voltage across its coils, but
a variable amount of power is supplied to it
by turning the voltage on and off in quick
succession.

Its speed varies according to the rate at
which power is supplied, that is, according
to the pulse width. There is no jerkiness in
the action of the motor if the frequency of
the sawtooth is high enough. The frequen-
cy of this circuit is about 120Hz.

For the finest control of speed, we
should arrange that the control voltage
varies from just below the valley point to
just above the peak point as Speed control
VR1 is turned the full length of its travel.
This is the purpose of resistors R4 and R5.
It may be necessary to alter these, depend-
ing on the exact values of the peak and
valley points.

The value of the peak point depends on a
parameter known as the intrinsic standoff
ratio. For the 2N2646, TR1, the data sheets
state that the ratio may be between 0·56 to
0·75. This means that the peak point lies
between 0·56 and 0·75 of the voltage
applied across the transistor. There is an
appreciable difference between individual
transistors.

The valley point is rarely quoted but is
usually a volt or so lower than the peak
point. It may be necessary to alter the

values of resistors R4 and R5 so that poten-
tiometer VR1 covers the range more
accurately.

�
��	��������	
��
The action of the circuit is similar if we

are controlling a lamp. The filament is
turned fully on and off but, since the
filament does not have time to warm
completely during a pulse or to cool com-
pletely between pulses, the filament heats
to an intermediate temperature. Instead of a
flickering light, we obtain illumination of
variable brightness.


���
������	��
If the circuit is used for controlling a

motor that does not need to be reversed, the
switch S2 can be omitted. It is also omitted
for controlling a lamp. In theses cases, the
motor or lamp is connected directly
between the positive supply rail and the
drain (d) terminal of TR2.

The reversing switch is based on a stan-
dard two-pole two-way switch, which can
be a slide switch, a toggle switch or a rotary
switch. The connections shown in Fig.1
explain how this works.

����	
��	��
The D.C. Motor Controller is built up on

a piece of 0·1in. matrix stripboard having
10 copper tracks by 29 holes. The topside

component layout, wiring to the optional
reversing switch S2 and details of breaks
required in the underside copper tracking
are shown in Fig.3. (Note there is no row I.)

For the power supply, use the source
that would normally be used for the
motor or lamp concerned. The op.amp
IC1 operates at voltages between (±3V
and (±18V, so a d.c. supply between 6V
and 36V can be employed. A heavy-duty
battery or mains PSU (unregulated) is
most suitable.
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Resistors
R1 390k
R2 470�
R3 68�
R4 22k

(see text)
R5 33k

(see text)
All 0·25W 5% carbon film or better

Potentiometer
VR1 10k rotary carbon, lin

Capacitor
C1 22n polyester film

Semiconductors
TR1 2N2646 unijunction

transistor
TR2 VN10KM or VN66AF

n-channel MOSFET
(see text)

IC1 TL071 bifet op.amp

Miscellaneous
M1 small low voltage d.c.

motor (see text)
S1 single-pole on/off toggle 

switch
S2 2-pole, 2-way slider or 

toggle switch
(optional)

Stripboard, 0·1in. matrix 10 strips × 29
holes; 8-pin i.c. socket; knob for VR1;
1mm terminal pins (7 off); connecting
wire, solder etc.

��������	�

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only ££88..5500

excluding motor, batts.

See
SSHHOOPP
TTAALLKK
ppaaggee

Completed circuit board and wiring to the motor reversing switch and motor.

Fig.2. Waveforms comparing the input and output voltages of op.amp IC1.



������
It is important that MOSFET TR2 is

rated to carry the fairly large current that
the motor requires. Small d.c. motors
require about 300mA and larger motors
may require more. The VN10KM carries a
maximum current of 500mA. A transistor
of higher power rating is recommended for
a larger motor or for one operating on a
higher voltage.

Suitable substitutes are the VN46AF,
VN66AF or VN88AF, which carry up to
2A. A small heatsink is recommended with
these transistors. Although we have not
tested this, calculations show that unijunc-
tion TR1 should operate correctly at supply
voltages up to 36V.

Begin construction by building the uni-
junction oscillator stage (TR1) and use an
oscilloscope or a frequency meter to check
that its output is about 120Hz. If possible,
measure the peak and valley points. These
were about 4V and 3V, in the prototype.

Next, assemble the potential divider,
VR1, R4, R5, and check the highest and
lowest voltages obtained at the wiper (mov-
ing contact) of VR1. Their range should
just cover the range of the peak and valley
points. If it does not, you may need to sub-
stitute slightly different values for resistor
R4 and/or R5, but it is best to leave this
until later, after you have checked the oper-
ation of the whole circuit.

Add the op.amp IC1 and MOSFET TR2
to the circuit board next and connect the
motor between the positive supply and the
drain (d) terminal of TR2 (solder pin at

D27). Test the circuit by switching on S1
and slowly adjusting the knob of Speed
control VR1 over its full range.

The motor speed should vary from sta-
tionary to full speed. If the speed cannot be
varied over the whole required range, sub-
stitute different values for resistors R4 and
R5.

The simplest procedure is to disconnect
the wiper of VR1 from the solder pin at F3
and supply the variable voltage from a

“breadboarded’’ 10k� potentiometer in
series with various fixed resistors. Try dif-
ferent values until you obtain the speed
control that you require. Then re-connect
VR1 and replace R4 and R5 with resistors
of the new values. 

If a reversing action is required, add the
reversing switch S2. The wiring connec-
tions for a slide-type switch are also shown
in Fig.3. Corresponding connections are
used with other types of switch.             �
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Fig.3. Stripboard component layout, wiring to off-board components, copper break
details and underside pinouts for two packages of TR1.
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ROCK SOLID LINUX
Dear EPE,
In response to Mr Elliot’s letter in Readout

Feb ’01, I have often wondered why there has
not been more mention of Linux in EPE, espe-
cially as Linux embodies just about everything
that I can imagine an EPE reader would want. It
is free, rock solid and you can pull it apart to see
how it works!

More importantly, Linux is rapidly becoming
the embodied language of choice. As embodied
PCs continue to fall in price, more and more
devices are going to be shipped with Linux driv-
ing them.

You can use C, Python and many other lan-
guages to control parallel ports and many of
EPE’s projects can easily be driven by Linux.
Windows and Linux can be dual booted on the
same hard disk so get a copy off the front cover
of a Linux magazine and give it a try...

Simon Faulkner, via the Net

I have to acknowledge that Microsoft seem to
have most of us “brainwashed” into regarding
their products as “The Standard”. I have never
even seen a Linux-based machine, let alone used
one.

PIC TRICKS
Dear EPE,
I once went to a Microchip PIC course and

they gave everyone a folder full of programming
tricks. The following two might interest readers:

; Exchange contents of register REG and W
MOVWF TEMP1    ; save W
MOVF REG,W     ; save REG
MOVWF TEMP2
MOVF TEMP1,W   ; old <W> –>REG
MOVWF REG
MOVF TEMP2,W   ; old <REG> ->W

; Swap contents of W and REG without using
a second register

XORWF REG,F
XORWF REG,W
XORWF REG,F

Alan Bradley, via the Net

Interesting! Thanks Alan.

ACTIVE PORT FINDING
Dear EPE,
Help regarding “Active Port Finding” may be

closer to hand than Peter Hemsley (Readout Jan
’01) remembers!

I believe that EPE once published an article by
Robert Penfold, which explained that parallel
port addresses are assigned sequentially. The
most common cause of a change to the normal
numbering sequence is; the use of a Mono or
CGA video card which incorporates a built in
LPT port, this, if present, always locates at a spe-
cific address and takes the lowest LPT number
assignment (I think!).

COMM ports are usually more predictable in
respect of which address they occupy, the main
difficulty usually arises from IRQ3/4 assign-
ment, this is usually dead easy to set up/view the
current config by entering BIOS setup. Problems
rarely arise unless the built in I/O is disabled, and
a Multi I/O card installed with hardware config
jumpers.

If a PC has peculiar port address assignments,
it’s probably as well to throw it in the skip!
Problems will arise with any proprietary soft-
ware that does not give total freedom to enter
port addresses “anywhere you like”!

Anyone interested in using “programmers
methods” might be interested to know that exe-
cuting Interrupt H11 deposits the “Equipment
List” in register AX:

Bit(s)  15/14 Number of printers installed
Bit(s)  13 Reserved
Bit(s)  12 Game adaptor
Bit(s)  11/10/9 Number of serial ports
Bit(s)  8 Not used
Bit(s)  7/6 Number of diskette drives
Bit(s)  5/4 Initial video mode

(11 = Mono, 10 = 80-column
colour, 01 = 40 column
colour)

Bit(s)  3/2 Obsolete (PC/XT memory,
PC/AT unused, PS/2 bit 2 = 
pointing device)

Bit(s)  1 Numeric coprocessor
Bit(s)  0 Set if any diskette drives are

present
This is derived from the equipment list, stored

in the BIOS data area of RAM during BOOT and
can be altered by software at any time (but usu-
ally isn’t!)

Ian Field, via the Net

Thanks Ian – useful information. I’ve checked
with Robert who says that he has covered parallel
ports many times through Interface, and thinks that
of May ’98 might be appropriate. Scanning
through it, I’m not sure it’s what you refer to,
although it does provide a lot of useful info.

PICS AND KEYPADS
Dear EPE,
A few weeks ago I purchased your PICtutor

Deluxe and cannot believe that I can now write
PIC programs. Can a keypad to be connected to
the board?

A.R. Vasseghi, via the Net

Nice to know that you too have found success
through PICtutor. Keypads can be used as dis-
cussed in Using PICs and Keypads in EPE Jan
’01.

RREEAADDOOUUTT
JJoohhnn  BBeecckkeerr  aaddddrreesssseess  ssoommee
ooff  tthhee  ggeenneerraall  ppooiinnttss  rreeaaddeerrss

hhaavvee  rraaiisseedd..  HHaavvee  yyoouu  aannyytthhiinngg
iinntteerreessttiinngg  ttoo  ssaayy??

DDrroopp  uuss  aa  lliinnee!!

E-mail: editorial@epemag.wimborne.co.uk

WIN A DIGITAL
MULTIMETER

A 3½ digit pocket-sized l.c.d. multimeter
which measures a.c. and d.c. voltage,
d.c. current and resistance. It can also

test diodes and bipolar transistors.

Every month we will give a Digital
Multimeter to the author of the best

Readout letter.

����LETTER OF THE MONTH ��
SERIAL MATTERS

Dear EPE,
I think the reason why Mike Von Der Heyden

(Readout Feb ’01) thought things were upside
down is that the standard drivers and receiver
chips for RS232 levels (such as the 1488/1489
and the MAX232 series) provide electrical
inversion but not logical inversion. That is, they
translate the 1 of a TTL High (3·5V to 5V) on
their TTL side to a negative Mark voltage (–5V
to –15V), which is the RS232 way of saying 1;
and correspondingly the 0 of the TTL Low (0V
to 0·7V) on the TTL side to a positive Space
voltage (5V to 15V) which is RS232’s 0. So 1 is
High is negative . . .

To get away from this confusion, I like to
keep my 1s and 0s inside software only, and
think of these RS232 voltages using their
ancient names Mark (negative) and Space
(positive). They deserve this as these voltages
are damagingly different from the TTL High
and Low, and feeding them straight into a TTL
(or CMOS) input without any protective com-
ponents will “let the smoke out” of that
unfortunate chip or at least make it seriously
unhappy.

Going the other way, feeding 5V CMOS sig-
nals into an RS232 receiver, to me looks like a
big “maybe”. It seems that most modern PCs
have RS232 receivers with a threshold near
2·5V, so anything above this becomes under-
stood as Space (positive, remember) and any-
thing below, though still positive, becomes
Mark. But this is not according to the standard
specs for RS232 voltages as I know them, and I
would not depend on this to work over a long
cable or with unknown hardware.

As for the interfacing software, I have been
using various versions of C, because it allows

me to make the programs easy to port between
various machines running DOS, Windows and
UNIX. On DOS, the favourite is still the old
Borland Turbo C 2·0, I have used it for years,
and it works great for I/O port interfacing. This
version of Turbo C allows me to make interrupt
service routines without using any assembler.
Even in a DOS box on Windows NT4, the sys-
tem allows me to manipulate the UART within
the PC and even use the six handshaking lines as
independent single-bit I/O lines, two outputs
and four inputs.

I also followed Alan Bradley’s pointer to the
Borland site, and I will be checking out the free
ANSI C compiler he mentions there. If this one
does the same things as the old Turbo C 2·0
does, I think this will really be a good candidate
for interfacing projects.

Fortunately, MS-Windows and UNIX (HP-
UX, Linux, etc.) all have their sets of system
calls that can be used in programs talking with
devices sitting on the other side of a serial port.
At least as long as C is being used. On
Windows, I guess someone could make a
Visual Basic component similar to the
INPOUT32.DLL. Now, on Linux it appears that
you can get compilers or interpreters for almost
any language you like, and it is likely that these
are interoperable, so one part could be in C and
another could be in Basic.

Knut Reidar Leer,
Ashtead, Surrey, via the Net

Thank you Knut for your useful clarification.
On the subject of I/O, what does anyone know

about USB (Universal Serial Bus) interfacing in
relation to hobbyist projects? Do any readers
have USB on their PCs? Is USB something that
EPE should begin to take notice of?
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MORE PIC TRICKS
If you have any short snippets of interest

to share, let us know!



EINSTEINIAN UNIVERSE
Dear EPE,
I cannot help but note your apparent frustra-

tion when readers suggest the magazine switch
its emphasis from PICS and QBasic to such
things as Visual Basic, Delphi, Power Basic,
8051 microcontroller series etc. I sense you want
to say, “I have enough mastering the first two;
who do you think I am, Einstein?!’’

I have to say, though, I would love to learn about
these other subjects and can only suggest to these
readers that if they are sufficiently knowledgeable
to suggest their advantages then they must be con-
versant enough to write an article on them.

Meanwhile, if there is an Einstein out there
who does have a catholic understanding of sev-
eral languages plus the hardware, with the abili-
ty to set out and discuss in general terms their
various attributes, then it would be the first such
article I for one would have ever read.

Such an article may give those of us who lack
the knowledge and experience to appreciate the
“big picture”, a nudge in the right direction.

Also, given the mass of electronic hardware in
computers, monitors, modems, scanners, CD
drives to mention a few, there must be lots of oth-
erwise expensive components one could strip out
from obsolete and junked units which would
prove useful for other projects.

Stepping motors would be a good starting
point. Again the most important aspect here are
authors with the know-how of the various mod-
els and “variations on the theme” which some
manufacturers employ. For those readers who
have limited time, Ingenuity Unlimited seems
like an ideal repository for such articles.

Pat Alley, via the Net

The only thing Einstein and I have (had) in
common was an interest in Marilyn Monroe
(allegedly)! But, yes, I wish I had the time to
explore all these other languages on your behalf.
However, having just climbed some very steep
slopes to get to good grips with VB (I doubt any-
one can ever truthfully say they know ALL about
it!), my batteries need recharging.

You do raise an interesting point though,
about software discussion. Basically, EPE is an
electronics magazine and it is to that end that we
believe readers wish us to remain true. It is cer-
tainly extremely obvious, though, that many
readers have an intense interest in computing
and programming as well. The nature of the let-
ters published here in Readout confirms this.

However, to get heavily into feature articles on
software would seem to breach our primary
objective, to the distress of those for whom it is
“traditional” electronics that they want to know
about through us.

Whilst I, for example, would be interested to
do an “early learning” tutorial on Visual Basic,
it seems that this cannot be categorised in the
same way as my tutorial on PICs, or the software
discussion for the recent Graphics L.C.D., which
were both specific to electronics applications.
VB, Delphi, C and the like do not fall into this
category, and so seem outside our remit. (Reader
feedback on this would be welcome.)

“Reclaimed” components, too, are not items
to which we could lend our support. There are
too many varieties and too many inconsistencies
of source. Generally speaking, we only support
those components which are readily available
through suppliers content to supply small quan-
tities inexpensively to the hobbyist market.

Whilst it would be nice to publish DIY projects
using the very latest in technology, much of this is
only available at reasonable prices in bulk quantity
to the “trade”, with one-off prices severely inflated
by suppliers’handling and carriage overheads.

And to anticipate a possible next question – no,
EPE cannot bulk buy components and sell them to
readers, we are publishers, not component retailers!

Thank you Pat, it’s appreciated that you
should have raised the points. We do like to know
what readers think, and if enough want the same
thing, we try to oblige. Keep comments coming,
on any electronics-related subject.

MISSED CALL INDICATOR
Dear EPE,
I thought David Corder’s Missed Call

Indicator was neat (IU Dec ’00), so I knocked
one up. I used a 4093 instead of the suggested
74HC132 because (a) I had one spare in the com-
ponents box, and (b) I have a 5V power supply
near the target phone which I could tap into, so
running the circuit from a 3V battery was not a
requirement for me. It works well and it’s useful
– I often forget to switch the answering machine
on when I go out.

I found that initially the circuit as per the dia-
gram wouldn’t sustain oscillation (latch) once
triggered, unless the bleed resistor R4 was
removed. This could be due to my 4093 taking a
higher gate current, but I’m a bit doubtful about
that making much difference. More likely my
capacitor C1 is a rather leakier specimen than the
one David used – the fact that my circuit ran
quite well without R4 at all tends to suggest this
too. However, I did get the occasional false
trigger, and I’ve now settled on using a 10M
component for R4 rather than the 1M value
suggested.

I also found that triggering sensitivity was
quite dependent on the number of turns of the
pickup wire wrapped round the phone wire.
There are no comments in the text about this,
whereas there are remarks about how the values
of C1 and R3 relate to the sensitivity. I’m using
about 12 turns round my (nominally REN 1)
phone wire, and this usually triggers on the sec-
ond “burr-burr”. I guess most constructors can
easily experiment with this, and probably differ-
ent phones will be different anyway but maybe
these comments will help as a starter for some.

Malcolm Wiles, via the Net

Thanks for the useful comments Malcolm (and
the other comms we’ve shared via our Chat Zone
and e-mail).

PIC UP C!
Dear EPE,
I echo Alan Bradley’s request for a “C” tutori-

al (Readout Feb ’01).
Having learned PIC assembly language

through your EPE PIC Tutorial which was, well
what can I say, it was idiot proof, which was just
as well with me as the student. The individual
exercises went exactly at the right pace, were
understandable, and most importantly were easi-
ly adapted so I was encouraged with the knowl-
edge that what I wanted to do wasn’t so different
from the example. A marked contrast to the book
I had spent £20 on and had not been able to
understand because of the level of expertise
it assumed, despite being described as for
beginners.

I think you are wrong when you suggest there
would be little interest in “C”. A “C” tutorial pre-
sented in a similar manner to that of the PIC
would be much welcomed by myself and would
soon lead to a heavy demand for EPE.

Derek Johnson, via the Net

Thank you Derek for your compliments about
my PIC Tutorial and comments on “C’’. My reply
to Pat Alley (on this page) sums up my feelings,
but we still like to learn readers’ views on such
matters.

TOOLKIT DECODE FILES
Dear EPE,
I have just obtained some 16F877s and have

been using my PIC Toolkit V2.4. Everything
seems to work fine, but I have noticed that when
disassembling even a small program, the Decode
file produced is too large for the DOS editor to
load (403Kbytes). I wonder if you have noticed
this. When examined with Wordpad, it seems
that there is a “garbage line” repeated to the end
of memory and then the “END” command.

W. Scanes, via the Net

The thing to remember is that Toolkit
disassembles the entire contents of the PIC in

question, and very large files can indeed be cre-
ated. The PIC16F877 has 8192 command loca-
tions, and even if disassembled when its contents
have been “erased” could generate about 122
kilobytes of data. It is the “erased” section of
your PIC that you refer to as “garbage”, on top
of that you have got the translations of the codes
extracted from the PIC.

The way round it if only part of your
PIC16F877 is used, is to disassemble as though
it were a PIC of lesser capacity. Toolkit TK3 that
I’m working on will also allow memory capaci-
ties to be selected in steps of 250, from 250 to
8000 bytes, in addition to the fixed PIC sizes.

I was unaware that DOS Edit had a limit to
what it can pull in, indeed I have just asked it to
pull in a 1388KB file having 54396 lines, which
it did without objection.

At the time you wrote, however, I had just
found that Notepad (a Windows editor facility)
does have a limit. If you access Notepad with too
large a file it will offer to open Wordpad instead,
which I have just done with the same 1388KB file
without trouble. There will be a user’s choice of
text editors with TK3.

LIBERTY BASIC
Dear EPE,
I have been following the correspondence in

Readout regarding the unsuitability of QBasic
and other DOS Basic languages and have to
agree, that in the Windows environment which
most of us now use, something more suitable is
required. Delphi, Visual Basic, Visual C, etc., are
all fine alternatives, but for electronics enthusi-
asts who, like myself, do not have enough time
to devote to the intricacies of such languages, I
recently did a web search for a substitute.

There is a little known (to my knowledge!)
Basic language called Liberty Basic which is
very easy to get to grips with, able to interface
with Windows API’s and gives access to both PC
serial and printer ports and timers. It is a com-
piled language and with the registered version,
produces stand-alone applications, i.e. the user
does not need Liberty Basic to run them.

Having downloaded a trial version of Liberty
Basic 1.42, I was able to produce a working
application within a few hours. The trial version
is fully functional but does not permit production
of a stand-alone program. QBasic programs are
easily converted to Liberty Basic for use in the
Windows 3·1/95/98 environment.

My success was so appealing that further
searches located version 2 of Liberty Basic
which appears to be the Basic programmer’s
dream. Both versions have a GUI interface for
easy layout of graphics, standard Windows but-
tons, bitmap buttons, drop-down menus etc.
Version 2 also has enhanced functions and a
millisecond timer function.

For the “infrequent” programmer, who would
have to relearn Visual Basic each time, then I can
find nothing more suitable than Liberty Basic.

LB trial version can be downloaded from
http://libertybasic.swiki.net/10 and the regis-
tration cost is 40 dollars if it answers your
prayer!

M. Bradbury, Staffs, via the Net

So, yet another program tool for readers to
think about playing with!

COIL WINDING PROGRAMS
Dear EPE,
Many thanks for the excellent article on

Inductors in the March ’01 issue. Congratulations
to Raymond Haigh on a well-written article.

Your readers may be interested in two
programs I have written for calculating inductor
windings. They can be downloaded free from:
www.g7fic.freeserve.co.uk/electronics.html.
The programs run under Windows 95 or later.

Paul Fellingham,
Brighton, East Sussex

Thank you Paul for your kind comments and
the software offer.
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PIC CONFIG DATA
Regarding your reply in March ’01 Readout to

my original comments about the RC5 program
for the Remote Control IR Decoder (Sep ’00),
you say that you don’t understand the hex (0x)
400E address. I’ve now read the Microchip pro-
gramming specs in order to write my own pro-
grammer, it’s become apparent that the following
is the case:

The PIC configuration word is located at pro-
gram memory address 0x2007. The Intel hex file
format used by Microchip contains 8-bit bytes.
Because it takes two 8-bytes to represent a 14-bit
PIC program memory word, all addresses in the
hex file are double their actual location in PIC
memory. Hence address 0x2007 is actually rep-
resented in the hex file as 0x400E.

There’s a further twist. In their programming
specs Microchip make it clear that production
quality programmers must be able to program
the PIC configuration and Data Eeprom from
data embedded in the assembler output files, as
well as program memory. In MPASM, “__con-
fig” is the implementation of the former, and the
“de” directive the way of specifying embedded
Data Eeprom values. Data Eeprom values appear
in the hex file as being logically located at PIC
address 0x2100 onwards, i.e. with address
>=0x4200 in the hex file.

For EPE/hobby purposes we may not be too
concerned about production quality. But the
issue here is that the programmer supplied with
the Icebreaker project software (March ’00) sup-
ports this embedded Data Eeprom programming.
More specifically still, it will actually clear a
PIC’s Data Eeprom when programming Program
Memory if no embedded Eeprom data are found
in the same hex file. Thus folks using Icebreaker
and requiring certain data in the Eeprom at
power on must embed that data in their hex files.

So in your forthcoming new Toolkit TK3 For
Windows programmer, you should at least ignore
these data as well, otherwise folk with
Icebreaker files won’t be able to use them with
your programmer. Your fix of ignoring all
addresses >8192 will do that, but I’d suggest
something a bit better. Ideally, program the
Eeprom too, if embedded data are found, as a
user selectable option (it’s not hard to do), but at
least output a warning message that embedded
Eeprom data were detected but ignored.

One other tip – I’ve found that if you build hex
files from several ASM files using the MPLAB
linker, then the first record in the hex file is of type
0x04. The MPASM documentation states that hex
files will only contain records of type 0x00 and
Ox01! From looking at it I’ve no idea what this
type 0x04 record contains but it’s nothing useful so
far as I can see. So I’d advise for safety also check
the record type in the hex file  and ignore record
types which are not 0x00 (0x01 is the end of file
record). Though I suspect not many other EPE
readers will come down this path!

Malcolm Wiles, via the Net

Hi again Malc. Following your very welcome
comments, I have simply added intercepts into
the forthcoming TK3 programmer which look for
the higher Config and Data Eeprom address val-
ues, generating advisory messages if found.

TK3, incidentally, is scheduled for an Autumn
’01 issue – evaluation copies are currently being
“field-tested” (the first time I’ve ever done this,
but seems worth it as I feel that Toolkit has a
valuable long-term role to play for those readers
who love PICs).

Thank you, too, to Peter Hemsley who also
advised me about the Microchip Config address.

Incidentally, readers, Malc and Peter have
been giving me extremely helpful “field-testing’’
advice with TK3. Malc has helped resolve a
thorny problem with reading/writing PIC config
data, and Peter has provided invaluable advice
about MPASM. Thank you both!

ALFAC TAPES
Dear EPE,
I read with interest Mr Horton’s plea for a

source of Alfac p.c.b. tapes (Readout April ’01).
Alfac tapes are currently still available from
Rapid Electronics in Essex (01206 751166). I
gave Rapid a call to check availability and they
say that there is no shortage of this product and
that they do not know of any plan to stop pro-
duction by Alfac.

I am the production manager for an electron-
ics company in Nottingham and so spend rela-
tively high sums of money with all of the major
component suppliers. I can honestly say that the
service from Rapid is second to none. Prompt
delivery and superb packaging being two excel-
lent virtues and although not so important to a

medium sized company their prices are amazing.
Components that I require for personal projects
(i.e. pay for myself) are sourced from them
whenever possible. Every hobbyist should have
their catalogue.

Finally, have you any idea how much grief and
midnight oil you have cost me over the last few
months? Not long ago I had not a clue about
PICs – and I had good long sleeps at night. Now
if I am not still up debugging, then I am in bed
thinking what I can do next! I’ve even introduced
them into some of our latest products at work.

Kevin, via the Net

Thank you for the Alfac info, and to all read-
ers who contacted us in this respect. We passed it
all to John Horton immediately on receipt.
Electrovalue was another name that was men-
tioned by several people.

Yes, PICs and midnight oil go hand-in-hand.
My local supplier of the latter has trouble keep-
ing pace with me! (I wonder if Rapid have any?)

GRAPHICS L.C.D.S
Dear EPE,
I am located in South Africa and have recently

read your Using Graphics LCD Displays With PICs.
Initially I thought I would have to import the

l.c.d., since I have a project in mind for one,
but I managed to locate a supplier in South
Africa. Although they are not the same brand,
they have the same controller and are compati-
ble. The only difference is there is no FS (font
select) pin.

They can be obtained from Avnet Kopp (PTY)
Ltd., 31 Commerce Crescent, Eastgate Ext 3,
Sandton, Johannesburg, South Africa. Tel: +27
11 444-2333.

These l.c.d.s are made by Optrex. The compa-
ny endeavour to provide data sheets as best they
can, but Mr Becker’s article is excellent and I
would advise that all constructors use that
instead. Also, Avnet have quite a variety of l.c.d.s
and have a 640 × 480 dot version too, using the
same controller T6963C.

Keep up the excellent work. You have a good
magazine!

Jason Mitchell, South Africa, via the Net

Thanks for the info Jason, and for your kind
comments.
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The essential reference
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studying electronics
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The revised edition of the Modern Electronics Base Manual
contains practical, easy-to-follow information on the following
subjects:

BASIC PRINCIPLES: Electronic Components and their
Characteristics (16 sections from Resistors and Potentiometers to
Crystals, Crystal Modules and Resonators), Circuits Using Passive
Components (9 sections), Power Supplies, The Amateur
Electronics Workshop, The Uses of Semiconductors, Digital
Electronics (6 sections), Operational Amplifiers, Introduction to
Physics, Semiconductors (6 sections) and Digital Instruments
(5 sections).

CIRCUITS TO BUILD: There's nothing to beat the satisfaction of
creating your own project. From basic principles, like soldering and
making printed circuit boards, to circuit-building, the Modern
Electronics Manual and its Supplements describe clearly, with
appropriate diagrams, how to assemble radios, loudspeakers,

amplifiers, car projects, computer interfaces, measuring
instruments, workshop equipment, security systems, etc.
The Base Manual describes 13 projects including a Theremin and
a Simple TENS Unit.

ESSENTIAL DATA: Extensive tables on diodes, transistors,
thyristors and triacs, digital and linear i.c.s.

EXTENSIVE GLOSSARY: Should you come across a technical
word, phrase or abbreviation you're not familiar with, simply turn 
to the glossary included in the Manual and you'll find a
comprehensive definition in plain English.

The Manual also covers Safety and Suppliers.
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you can afford, the revised edition of THE MODERN
ELECTRONICS MANUAL provides you with all the essential
information you need.
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Revised Edition of Basic Work: Contains over 900 pages of information. Edited by John Becker.
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Presentation: Durable looseleaf system in large A4 format
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SAFETY: Be knowledgeable about Safety Regulations, Electrical Safety and First Aid.

UNDERPINNING KNOWLEDGE: Specific sections enable you to Understand Electrical
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PRACTICAL SKILLS: Learn how to identify Electronic Components, Avoid Static
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REFERENCE DATA: Detailing vital parameters for Diodes, Small-Signal Transistors,
Power Transistors, Thyristors, Triacs and Field Effect Transistors. Supplements include
Operational Amplifiers, Logic Circuits, Optoelectronic Devices, etc.
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��Around 900 pages
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��Sturdy gold blocked ring-binder
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L AST month we described the circuit
for this sophisticated yet simple to
construct alarm controller. We con-

clude by describing its construction and
testing.

������������
This unit is mains powered and its

construction and testing should only be
undertaken by those who fully under-
stand what they are doing.

Complete assembly and tracking details
for the main printed circuit board are
shown in Fig.5, and those for the bell unit
in Fig.6.

Carry out assembly in any order with
which you feel comfortable. Use sockets
for IC1, IC2 and IC3. Ensure that you
insert the diodes and electrolytic capaci-
tors the correct way round.

The voltage regulators IC4 and IC5 are
mounted flat on the p.c.b. It is recom-
mended that IC5 is also fitted with a small

metal plate behind it to act as a heatsink
(see photo).

Connections to the keypad are made via
a pin-header and socket strip, using minia-
ture diameter cable. Connection details are
shown in Fig.7. Use connector position
KP1 on the main p.c.b.

Note from the photo of the main unit how
the anti-tamper switch has a spring fitting.
This causes the switch contacts to close
when the case lid is closed. They re-open if
unauthorised entry to the case is attempted,
causing the alarm to be triggered. The bell-
unit is also protected by a microswitch.

All connections to the outside world,
and to the speaker, are via p.c.b. mounted
screw-terminal strips. If any zone circuit is
not required, a shorting link wire must be
connected across its appropriate terminals
of the connector strip.

The schematics in Fig.8 and Fig.9 assist
you in making the appropriate connec-
tions. Fig.8 also show the connections for

�����	
������

����������
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�������������� Part Two

Fig.7. Keypad connections.

Component layout on the prototype main alarm printed circuit board. Note that the component numbering is different to the
published design and that some components are not shown.
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2·8in. x
2·2in.
(70mm x
55mm)

Fig.5 and Fig.6. Printed circuit board component layouts and full-size foil master track patterns.

5·8in. x
3·6in.
(145mm x
90mm)



Fig.8. Controller connections to off-board components. Note that it is preferable for the 
siren/bell connection to be made via the external bell unit, as in Fig.10.

Fig.9. Bell unit connections to off-board components.

Fig.10. (Above right). Connections between the Controller and
Bell unit.
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a typical PIR detector, which can be wired
to any of zones 1 to 4 as required. The nor-
mally-closed detectors on these zones are
represented as though magnetically-closed
switches. More than one can be used in the
same zone if connected in series.

It is also possible to connect a normally-
open detector between any of these zones
and the personal attack zone as illustrated
with Zone 1.

�������
Initially concentrate on testing the main

unit without the bell unit connected. It is
recommended that the mains power supply
is tested with IC1, IC2 and IC3 omitted.

Set preset VR1 midway. Should you
need to adjust the microprocessor’s clock
rate to a more precise frequency, this can
be done via VR1 at a later date.

If all the components are placed correct-
ly, the board should work first time on
power up. It is recommended that wire
links are inserted in the Zone and Anti-
Tamper terminals to simulate the detection
circuits and that initially the on-board 24-
hour anti-tamper switch is shorted out.
This will make it much easier to test the
system and operate the keypad.

Before proceeding to test the p.c.b., set
presets VR1 and VR2 to mid-position.
Ensure that you have an 8� to 16� 5W
speaker connected to the speaker terminals.

When connecting a back-up battery
ensure that the resulting supply voltage is
set to 13·8V, using VR2 with the battery
connected.

It is important to check that you have con-
nected the keypad leads in accordance with
the detail in Fig.7. Reversal of the header
connector at either end will result in non-
operation of the system, even though you
may hear a beep when keys are pressed.

����� 	
����	
When applying power to the p.c.b. for

the first time, hold the number 7 key down
whilst applying the power and a short bleep
should be heard from the speaker. This
confirms that the NVM has been cleared
and is not in any indeterminate state. The
alarm is now powered up in the Set mode
and you can proceed to test the system.

Note that the On mode l.e.d. D13 lights.
This also indicates that the microcontroller
program is running. The only other l.e.d.
that should be on is the Mains indicator,
D21. At this point there should be no sound
from the speaker.

Enter “1234” at the keypad and check that
D13 extinguishes and D15 (Off) lights. Enter
“1234” again, at which D15 should extin-
guish and D14 (Test) light. You have now
entered the Test mode and can make some
preliminary tests of the zone circuits.

Start off by removing the shorting link
from Zone 1 and noting that its indicator,
D20, lights and that at the same time a low
amplitude audible tone is heard from the
speaker. Replace the shorting link and D20
should extinguish and the tone cease.
Repeat the procedure for all the zones,
including the 24-hour PA circuit.

If all the tests are satisfactory, restore all
the shorting links. From the Test mode
press the Set (#) key and note that the
speaker sounds the Exit tone, D14 (Test) is
off and D13 (On) is on.

After 20 seconds the Exit tone should
cease, indicating that the alarm is now Set.

Connect a 12V sounder (not exceeding
1A) to the Bell terminals of the p.c.b., cor-
rectly observing the polarity. If available,
also connect a Xenon 12V strobe (300mA)
to the Strobe terminals.

Remove the shorting link from Zone 1,
which should cause a full alarm condition,
with both the internal and external
sounders operating (very noisy!) and the
strobe flashing.

Ok, now you are fully awake (!), simply
enter the code “1234” and note the com-
plete relief at the silence of the alarm
sounders. Also check that the Zone 1 l.e.d.
(D20) is on. This indicates the zone that
caused the alarm condition was indeed
Zone 1.

Pressing the “0” key should clear the
“last to alarm” memory l.e.d. (D20 in this
instance). Alternatively, if you enter your
customer code “1234” again, this will also
clear the memory and take you to the Test
mode. Pressing the “*” from the Test
mode switches the alarm to the Off mode
or, if you have pressed the “#” Set key, the
alarm switches to the Set mode.

������

	�
��������
To alter any of the default conditions

you must enter the programming mode as
follows:

First put the alarm in the Test mode, i.e.
from the Off mode enter the Customer
Access Code “1234”. This takes you to the
Test mode, indicated by l.e.d. D14 being
turned on. Now enter the engineer’s code
“54321”. Test l.e.d. D14 should start to
flash, confirming that the alarm is ready for
programming.

From the Program Menu you can choose
which defaults you wish to modify. To
change the Customer Access code, first
press “4” and note that Zone 4 l.e.d. D17
lights. Next enter your new Customer
Access code e.g. “9999”. When the fourth
digit has been pressed the Zone 4 l.e.d. will
extinguish, confirming that the new code
has been accepted.

You can now chose another function
from the Program Menu and modify it in a
similar manner. When you have finished,
return to the normal alarm operation by
first pressing the “0” and then the “*”
keys, this takes you to the Off mode.

Remember the alarm has a non-volatile
memory (NVM) and everything you have
programmed will be retained by it even in
the event of complete power loss.

Should you enter an access or engineer’s
code and then suffer a bout of amnesia the
alarm can be reset back to the default con-
ditions as follows:

1. Remove ALL power from the p.c.b.
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2. Hold down the “7” key
3. Restore the power and note a short

beep from the speaker confirming that the
NVM has now been reset to the original
default values.

����������	
���
From the Program Menu, you can test

the bell and strobe outputs. For example,
pressing the “6” key causes the Bell output
to switch on. Entering “0” switches it off.
Pressing “7” causes the Strobe output to
switch on, entering “0” switches it off.

This facility is useful when carrying out
routine maintenance of the alarm installa-
tion, as the output devices can be tested
momentarily without having to cause full
alarm activation and annoyance to
neighbours.

��	
From the Test mode, pressing the Set

(“#”) key causes the system to arm and a
tone is sounded for 20 seconds (default
timing) indicating that Zone 4 is deactivat-
ed for this period only. At the end of 20
seconds the tone stops and the alarm is set
with Zone 4 now active.

Should you attempt to press the Set key
whilst there is a Zone open (Fault), the sys-
tem will not set but will beep twice and
remain in the Test mode until either the
fault is removed or the offending zone is
omitted.

���	���	
From the Test mode, pressing the “9”

key causes the alarm to Set without any
Entry/Exit delay on Zone 4. You may use
this facility at night when retiring to bed,
assuming that only the main Entry/Exit
door is wired to Zone 4, causing an imme-
diate alarm if the entry violated.

Note that this facility is deselected every
time the alarm is re-armed.

���	
To omit any Zone (except 24-hour PA),

from the Test mode press the “0” key and
note that all Zone l.e.d.s turn on. Now
press the number of the Zone that you wish
to Omit. This causes the associated l.e.d. to
extinguish. Then press the “0” key again to
return to the Test mode. You can now press
the Set key and arm the system without the
omitted zone.

���
Pressing the Off key in the Test mode

causes the alarm to switch off. Pressing
the Off key in any other mode has no
effect.

��		��
Before Setting the alarm, ensure all

doors and windows fitted with detectors
are firmly closed.

On entering the User Access code the
alarm will go to the Test mode. If there are
any open detectors on the zone loops both
an audible and visual indication will warn
you to clear the faults.

If you ignore the warnings and attempt
to Set the alarm, the speaker will beep
twice and the alarm will remain in the Test
mode.

Finally, keep an occasional watchful
eye on the Power On l.e.d., to prevent
power disconnection from running down
your batteries.

PROGRAMMING MENU
FUNCTION KEY RESPONSE INSTRUCTION

SET EXIT 1 Zone 1 L.E.D. Enter Exit time in seconds, eg ‘010’ = 10 seconds
TIME On All 3 digits must be entered plus leading zeros.

Do not enter numbers greater than 255.

SET ENTRY 2 Zone 2 L.E.D. Enter Exit time in seconds, eg ‘010’ = 10 seconds
TIME On All 3 digits must be entered plus leading zeros.

Do not enter numbers greater than 255

SET AUTO 3 Zone 3 L.E.D. Enter ‘0’ followed by new time in minutes,
RESET TIME On e.g. 20 mins = 020. L.E.D. will extinguish indicating

the new time has been accepted

SET BELL 3 Zone 3 L.E.D. Enter 1 followed by new shut off time
SHUT OFF On e.g. 20 mins = 020. L.E.D. will extinguish indicating
TIME the new time has been accepted

SET CUSTOMER 4 Zone 4 L.E.D. Enter new 4 digit code, eg 0000 to 9999.
ACCESS CODE On When the 4th digit is entered new code is

accepted and the l.e.d. will extinguish

SET ENGINEER 4 Zone 4 L.E.D. Enter # then 4 digit Engineer’s code.
CODE On When  the 4th digit is entered the new code is

accepted and the l.e.d. will extinguish

ENTER 5 Zone 1, 2, 3, Turn l.e.d. On or Off by selecting the required
UTILITIES 4 & 24hr function listed below, e.g. l.e.d. Off = function Off
MENU lights

UTILITIES MENU

EXIT TONE 1 Zone 1 L.E.D. Exit tone is now disabled.
ON Off

ENTRY TONE 2 Zone 2 L.E.D. Entry tone is now disabled.
ON Off

TEST TONE 3 Zone 3 L.E.D. Test  tone is now disabled.
ON Off

NO WALK 4 Zone 4 L.E.D. Walk through is now selected on Zone 1
THROUGH Off

NORMAL 5 24hr L.E.D. Final door cancel now selected
TIMED ENTRY Lights

NOTE: When actually entering the Engineer’s code in normal use prefix the 4-digit code with the
number 5 before the number, e.g. an Engineer’s code of 2310 entered in the program mode would
be used as 52310 in normal use.
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SSUURRVVEEIILLLLAANNCCEE

SEND 2 x 1st CLASS STAMPS FOR OUR 2000 KIT CATALOGUE
CONTAINING FULL DETAILS OF THESE AND OTHER KITS.

A BUILD-UP SERVICE IS AVAILABLE ON ALL OF OUR KITS, DETAILS IN
CATALOGUE. VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.suma-designs.co.uk

Please note: Some of our part numbers are being unscrupulously used by
other companies selling kits eg. MTX, VXT. DO NOT BE MISLEAD! These are
NOT GENUINE SUMA KITS which are only available direct from us or our
appointed distributors.

If you wish to collect kits direct from our office
PLEASE TELEPHONE

SUMA
DESIGNS

Dept. EE, The Workshops, 95 Main Road,
Baxterley, Warwickshire, CV9 2LE, U.K.
Website:  www.suma-designs.co.uk

TEL/FAX: 01827 714476
(24 HOUR ORDERLINE)

email: sales@suma-designs.co.uk

Electronic Surveillance Equipment Kits from the UK’s No.1 Supplier

SUMA DESIGNS has been supplying professional quality electronic surveillance equipment kits for over 20 years. Whether your
requirement is hobbyist, amateur or professional you can be sure that you are buying from a company that knows the business.
We ONLY sell surveillance products, no alarms, disco lights or computer bits. All of our kits are designed for self assembly and
are well tried, tested and proven. All kits are supplied complete with top grade components, fibreglass PCB, full instructions,
circuit diagrams and assembly details. Unless otherwise stated all transmitter kits are tuneable and can be received using an
ordinary VHF FM radio.

UTX Ultra-miniature Room Transmitter
At less than 1/2 the size of a postage stamp the UTX is the smallest room
transmitter kit in the world! Incredible 10mm x 20mm including
microphone, 3-12V operation. Range up to 500m  . . . . . . . . . .������

MTX Micro-miniature Room Transmitter
Our best selling room transmitter kit. Just 17mm x 17mm including mic.
Extremely sensitive. 3-12V operation. Range up to 1000m. . .������

STX High-performance Room Transmitter
High performance transmitter with buffered output for greater stability and
range. Measures just 22mm x 22mm including mic. 6-12V operation.
Range up to 1500m.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .������

VT500 High-power Room Transmitter
Our most powerful room transmitter with around 250mW of output
power. Excellent range and penetration. Size 20mm x 40mm, 6-12V
operation. Range up to 3000m.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .��	���

VXT Voice-activated Room Transmitter
Triggers only when sounds are detected by on-board mic. Variable
trigger sensitivity and on-time with LED trigger indicator. Very low
standby current. Size 20mm x 67mm, 9V operation, range up to
1000m.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .�
����

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects directly to 240V AC supply. Ideal for long-term monitoring. Size
30mm x 35mm, range up to 500m.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .�
����

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter
To increase the security of the transmission the audio is subcarrier
modulated. Receiver now requires the decoder module (SCDM) connected
to allow monitoring. Size 20mm x 67mm, 9V operation, up to 1000m
range.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .�
����

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder for SCRX
Connects to earphone socket on receiver and provides decoded audio
output to headphones. Size 32mm x 70mm, 9-12V operation. . .�
	���

UTLX Ultra-miniature Telephone Transmitter
Smallest kit available. Connects onto telephone line, switches on and off
automatically as phone is used. All conversations transmitted. Size 10mm x
20mm, powered from line, up to 500m range.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .������

TLX700 Micro-miniature Telephone Transmitter
Best selling kit. Performance as UTLX but easier to assemble as PCB is 20mm
x 20mm.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .������

STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter
High-performance transmitter with buffered output for greater stability
and range. Connects onto telephone line and switches on and off
automatically as phone is used. Both sides of conversation transmitted
up to 1000m. Powered from line. Size 22mm x 22mm. . . . . .������

PTS7 Automatic Telephone Recording Interface
Connects between telephone line (anywhere) and normal cassette
recorder. Automatically switches recorder on and off as phone is used.
Both sides of any conversation recorded. 9V operation, size 20mm x
67mm.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .�
����

CD400 Pocket Size Bug Detector/Locator
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly. Pulse rate and tone pitch increase as
signal source is approached. Variable sensitivity allows pinpointing of signal
source. 9V operation, size 45mm x 54mm.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .������

CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator
Multicolour bargraph LED readout of signal strength with variable rate
bleeper and variable sensitivity allows pinpointing of any signal source.
When found, unit is switched into AUDIO CONFIRM mode to distinguish
between bugging devices and legitimate signals such as pagers, cellphones
etc. Size 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .������

QTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter
Narrow band FM crystal transmitter for ultimate in privacy. Output
frequency 173.225 MHz. Designed for use with QRX180 receiver unit. Size
20mm x 67mm, 9V operation, range up to 1000m  . . . . . . . . . .������

QLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter
Specifications as per QTX180 but connects onto telephone line to allow
monitoring of both sides of conversations.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .������

QSX180 Line Powered Crystal Telephone Transmitter
Connects onto telephone line, switches on and off as phone is used. Power is
drawn from line. Output frequency 173.225 MHz. Designed for use with
QRX180 receiver. Size 32mm x 37mm. Range up to 500m.  . . . . . . .������

QRX180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver
Specifically designed for use with any of the SUMA ‘Q’ range kits. High
sensitivity design. Complex RF front end section supplied as pre-built and
aligned sub-assembly so no difficult setting up. Headphone output. PCB
size 60mm x 75mm. 9V operation.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .������

TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter
Transmits a continuous stream of audio bleeps. Variable pitch and bleep
rate. Ideal for signalling, alarm or basic tracking uses. High power output.
Size 25mm x 63mm, 9-12V operation, up to 2000m range.  . . . .�
����

MBX-1 Hi-Fi Micro Broadcaster
Connects to headphone socket of CD player, Walkman or Hi-Fi and
broadcasts your favourite music around house and garden up to 250m.
Size 27mm x 60mm, 9V operation.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .�

���

DLTX/RX Radio Remote Switch System
Two kits, transmitter sends a coded signal (256 selectable codes) when button
pressed. Receiver detects signal, checks code and activates relay. Can be set to
be momentary or toggle (on/off) operation. Range up to 100m, 9V operation
on both units. TX 45mm x 45mm, RX 35mm x 90mm.  . . . . . . . . . .������

TO ORDER:
Post, fax or telephone  your order direct to our sales office. Payment can be
Credit card (Visa or Mastercard), Postal Order, cash (please send registered) or
cheques. Kits despatched same day (cheques need clearing). All orders sent by
recorded or registered post. Please add postage as follows: 
ORDER UP TO £30.00: To UK £2.50     To EUROPE £5.50    All other £7.50
ORDERS OVER £30.00: To UK £3.80    To EUROPE £7.50    All others call
Overseas customers please use credit cards or send sterling cheque
or bank draft.
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OVER recent months there has been a
substantial amount of correspon-

dence in the readers’ letters pages regard-
ing various aspects of programming
languages for use with PC-based projects.

It is fair to point out that many of the
topics discussed have actually been cov-
ered in Interface articles over the last few
years. Using Visual BASIC and various
versions of Delphi have been covered, as
has finding QBasic on the Windows CD-
ROMs.

A Visual Gem
One gem of information that emerged

from the correspondence was that a ver-
sion of Visual BASIC is available as a free
download from the Microsoft web site.
This is the address to visit:

http://msdn.microsoft.com/vbasic/
downloads/cce/

Here you can download the program
itself (just over seven megabytes of it)
plus some documentation and examples.
As mentioned previously a demonstra-
tion version of Visual BASIC 6 is very
occasionally to be found on the cover disk
of a computer magazine, and that it is also
supplied with some books on program-
ming in Visual BASIC.

Unfortunately, this program does not
seem to be available from the Microsoft
site. The version available from the web
address given above is the Visual BASIC 5
Control Creation Edition, and it is primar-
ily intended as a means of producing
ActiveX controls. Fortunately, it can also
be used for ordinary programs, and the
Save function is not disabled.

In common with the demonstration
version of Visual BASIC 6, it does not
have the ability to compile programs into
a standalone program file or a program
group. Programs can be run from inside

Visual BASIC though, so it is possible to
write and use your own programs, or
load, modify and run existing Visual
BASIC programs. In this respect it is like
using GW BASIC or QBasic, neither of
which have the ability to compile
programs.

Getting Started
The file that is downloaded is an exe-

cutable program that will install the pro-
gram in standard Windows fashion. Each
time the program is run you are provided
with the window depicted in Fig.1, where
you select the type of program to be pro-
duced. Compared with the “real thing”
only a limited choice is available, but the
all-important “Standard.EXE” option is
present and should be selected. This
launches the main program and a screen
like the one in Fig.2 should be obtained.

One problem in using any version of
Visual BASIC with electronic projects is
that it does not have any means of access-
ing the ports. There are various commer-
cial, shareware, and freeware add-ons
available that solve this problem, but if
nothing more than QBasic style Inp and
Out instructions are needed, Inpout32 is
probably the best solution. This is avail-
able as a download from www.lvr.com,
and this site has a great deal of informa-
tion about using PC serial and parallel
ports.

Several files are produced when the
downloaded file is “unzipped”. One of
these is inpout32.dll, and this is the file
that adds the Inp and Out commands. It
must be placed where it will be accessible
to Visual BASIC, and one option is to
place it in the \Windows\System folder. It
should also work properly if it is placed in
the same folder used to store the Visual
BASIC programs.

The second file is inpout32.bas, and
this must be loaded into Visual BASIC in
order to make the DLL file operational. In
order to do this select the Add File option
from the Project menu, and then use the
file browser to locate and open
inpout32.bas. The Inp and Out instruc-
tions will then work just like and other
Visual BASIC commands.

Reading
Visual BASIC will look rather confusing

if you have only used a conventional pro-
gramming language such as QBasic. The
form, which is the window that has the
grid of dots, is where you start designing
the program.

This represents the window that will
open when the program is run. It can be
dragged to a smaller or larger size, and
this is the size that will be used for the
program window. Various components
that can be added to the form are provid-
ed in the window down the left-hand
side of the screen.

Suppose that the program is required
to provide a digital readout of values
from a port. A component to provide the
readout is required, and the obvious can-
didate is a label component (the one
marked with an “A”). To add a label to the
form, left-click on the label icon and then
drag a rectangle onto the form. This rec-
tangle then becomes the label.

Various parameters for the label will be
shown in the Properties window on the
right-hand side of the screen. By default
the label will be called “Label1”, and this
will be its caption as well. Initially we
require no caption, so the caption is delet-
ed in the Properties window. Values read
from the port will be used as the caption.

Virtually all the parameters that appear
in the Properties window are variables
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Fig.1. Choose the Standard .EXE option from the initial
window.

Fig.2. A number of windows are opened when the program is run.

http://msdn.microsoft.com/vbasic/


and are easily changed by programs. The
variable name is obtained by adding the
name of the parameter to the name of the
control, with a full stop added between
them. In this case the component is
“Label1”, the parameter is “Caption”, and
the variable is “Label1.Caption”.

The default text size is quite small, so
you may like to change the font settings.
Left-click on the font entry to produce a
button, and then operate the button to
bring up a dialogue box. Any font on
your PC should then be available in a
full range of styles and sizes. For a digi-
tal readout a large size (about 36 to 48
points) in a fairly plain font gives good
results.

The ForeColor and BackColor settings
in the Properties window respectively set
the text and background colours for the
label. Either make sure that the label is set
large enough to take readings, or set the
AutoSize option to True so that the label
automatically stretches to take the text
applied to it.

Eventing
Visual BASIC is event driven, which

basically just means that program code
will only be run if it is triggered by a suit-
able event. The timer component is more
than a little useful for applications such as
reading ports or writing to them at regu-
lar intervals.

The timer component is the one that
has the stopwatch icon, and it is placed
on the form in the same way as a label
component. There are a couple of differ-
ences though. The size of the rectangle
dragged on the form is irrelevant since
the timer will always be the same size. Its
position on the form is not important
because it will not be visible when the
program is run.

Also, the timer must be given suitable
settings using the Properties window. The
interval value determines the time
between events generated by the timer,
and it is in milliseconds. A value of 200 for
example, will give five readings per sec-
ond. The Enabled setting switches the
timer on (True) and off (False), so make
sure this is set to True.

All the basic elements of the program
are now in place, and it is time to actually
add the code that will make it work. In
this example the data lines of printer port
2 are read on each occasion the timer gen-
erates an event. The program code is
therefore applied to the timer.

Double clicking on the timer will bring
the Code window to the fore, with the
first and last lines of the timer’s subrou-
tine already present. The code for the
timer is added in the gap between these
two lines. This simple, two-line, program
is all that is needed:

Out &H27A,32

Label1.Caption = Inp(&H278)

The first line sets bit 5 of the handshake
output port high using an Out instruc-
tion. This bit is used as the direction reg-
ister for the data lines, and writing 1 to it
sets the data lines as inputs. Of course,
this will only work if the PC has a stan-
dard bidirectional printer port.

The second line uses an Inp instruction
to read the data lines and it assigns the
result to the caption of Label1. The value
read from the port is therefore displayed
on the label component and it is updated
five times per second.

In order to test the program go to the
Run menu and select either Start or Start
With Full Compile. The second option
might give better results with complex
programs, but with a simple routine such
as this it does not matter which one is
used.

The data lines are usually taken high by
internal pull-up resistors, giving a
returned value of 255 when the program
is run. Connecting one or more of the
inputs to ground should alter the reading
accordingly. Fig.4 shows the program in
operation with line D6 grounded.

Output
To try outputting data start with a fresh

form and add a label plus two timer com-
ponents. Set the interval of both timers at
1000 (one second). The Enabled setting of
Timer1 should be set at True and that of
Timer2 should be set as False. Use these
two subroutines for the timers:

Private Sub Timer1_Timer()
Out &H27A, 0
Out &H278, 255
Label1.Caption = “High”
Timer2.Enabled = True
Timer1.Enabled = False
End Sub

Private Sub Timer2_Timer()
Out &H278, 0
Label1.Caption = “Low”
Timer1.Enabled = True

Timer2.Enabled = False
End Sub

Initially Timer1 is operational and
Timer2 is switched off. After a one-second
delay the first routine therefore starts
running, and it first sets the data lines of
printer port 2 as outputs. A second Out
instruction then sets all of these lines
high, and the caption of Label1 is set to
read “High”.

Finally, Timer2 is switched on and
Timer1 is turned off. After a further one
second delay, on this occasion provided
by Timer2, the outputs are all set low
again and the caption of the label is
changed to “Low”. Timer1 is then
switched on and Timer2 is turned off.

After a one second delay the first rou-
tine is performed again, and the whole
process repeats itself indefinitely. In the
process a 0·5 hertz squarewave signal is
generated on all the outputs.

In Conclusion
This simple program demonstrates the

point that a timer does not have to run
continuously. It can be switched on by a
certain event, and having performed its
routine after the preset delay it can switch
itself off again.

It also shows the versatility provided by
having practically every parameter of
each component under program control.
The Interval settings of the timers for
example, could be altered via a scrollbar,
or values read from a port.

For those who are used to conventional
programming languages it is necessary to
adjust to a new approach to program-
ming. The event driven nature of pro-
grams means that the programmer is less
responsible for program flow, although it
is still necessary to take care to ensure that
everything happens at the right time and
in the right order.

The Control Creation Edition of Visual
BASIC 5 provides a “free” way of exper-
imenting with this language, and it is
certainly worth downloading if you
have not already tried Visual BASIC
with PC projects. With the Inp and Out
instructions added, Visual BASIC is just
about ideal for producing the software
for PC add-ons.

The only real drawback of the “free”
version is that it does not have the help
files or any documentation that can be
printed out. However, there is no short-
age of information on the Internet.
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Fig.3. A full range of font and text sizes is available. Fig.4. The port reading program in action.
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SAD but true is the fact that software, as sold, can perform some-
what worse than intended, which is why it’s often necessary to

fetch patches, upgrades and fixes from the Internet: recently the
author spent a fun hour or two downloading an 11MB upgrade for
JASC Paint Shop Pro 7 and a similar patch for Adobe Live Motion;
also the software for the author’s Onstream digital tape drive need-
ed upgrading several times before it settled down properly.

If you have any problems running new hardware or software,
then the manufacturer’s web site should be your first port of call.
Before calling them at a premium rate, check the on-line Frequently
Asked Questions or search their “Knowledge Base” (often short-
ened just to “KB”). Keep any downloaded patch on a Zip disk or
CD-R in case you need to re-install the software in the future.

In the case of new software, often you will be assigned a pass-
word or registration code needed to unlock anything purchased over
the Internet. The loss of passwords is a common “gotcha” so keep
a secure note of them in case you need to re-install the software at
a later date.
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Some downloads can contain unpleasant surprises, and to avoid

viral or Trojan Horse infections you should only download legiti-
mate software from bona fide sources. For some users, one of the
darker sides of accessing the Internet is the number of hidden files
which find their way mysteriously onto your system. Cookies are
generally harmless text files which some web sites load onto your
hard disk: a cookie is how some web sites “recognise” you when
you visit next time. It is less clear whether cookie data is traded
amongst certain types of web site owner with a view to targeting
more customers though.

However, it is common practice for online advertisers to collect a
certain amount of information about you, such as your domain or IP
address, and sometimes a cookie may be essential to allow the cor-
rect operation of an E-commerce site anyway. See the Privacy
Policy at www.doubleclick.com for an explanation of the nature of
the data they gather when you visit one of the many web sites con-
taining Doubleclick banner advertising code. 

Apart from simple cookies, other forms of unwanted “spyware”
can be installed onto your system without you ever realising it. A
quick scan of my own system using the free Ad-Aware program
from www.lavasoft.de revealed several examples of advertising-
related files that had been sneaked onto my hard disk.

These included some hidden files related to an installation of a
trial version of Cute FTP. Earlier versions of this popular FTP pro-
gram installed an advertising module in a hidden folder called
“Timesink” (see www.conducent.com), but this has been aban-
doned in later releases. Only by reading a licence file installed in the
folder, did this become apparent.

For the lowdown on “spyware”, one site worth checking is Steve
Gibson’s http://grc.com. Although his Opt-Out program has now
expired, the web pages still currently contain interesting informa-
tion written in his own characteristic style. Meantime, we are told
to await a replacement program called GRC Netfilter.
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In the March 2001 issue I recommended BlackICE Defender fire-

wall software (www.networkice.com), which alerts you to possible
intrusions on your system including attempted port scans or Trojan
Horse probes. This excellent software installs easily and generally
looks after itself. The online help files are also quite extensive, the
main point being that most “intrusions” are harmless so there is no
need to complain to the “attacker’s” ISP, but when something more
serious happens, you will then be able to handle it.

One optional extra I sometimes use is a reporting utility called
ClearICE Report Utility which unscrambles the BlackICE log file
to generate a report of attacks. It can be mailed to the hacker’s ISP
if desired, but the use of these reports is becoming almost as con-
troversial as the “attacks” themselves. In fact, in March this year a
spat broke out between Steve Gibson (see above) and Ben Brady,
supplier of the ClearICE Report Utility used with my BlackICE
Defender firewall.

The problem is this: BlackICE Defender does a very good job of
monitoring “attacks” as it calls them, and it grades them according
to severity. Brady’s third-party bolt-on Report utility does a good
job of gathering the data together from the log file and, if desired,
wrapping it all up into an E-mail which the user can send to the
hacker’s ISP if he feels the need. That’s what it was designed for.

This needs to be used with some common sense, and both the
BlackICE and Brady web pages give plenty of advice to help inter-
pret BlackICE results and prevent over-zealous use of the reporting
feature: too much crying wolf will reduce the effectiveness of the
reporting system, because ISPs will just ignore it.
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Soon Gibson’s own ISP (Verio Inc.) started to receive these very

same reports. Apparently the root cause was Gibson’s own Shields
Up firewall testing service; some BlackICE users tried Shields Up
but were interpreting the consequent BlackICE alarm signals as
“attacks”, and using the ClearICE utility they were generating what
Gibson calls “specious intrusion reports” which were E-mailed by
the truckload to his ISP.

He also takes exception to the use of the terms “Victim IP” and
“Intruder IP” used in the ClearICE report, implying that this
“inflammatory” language is likely to frighten its users into sending
off that E-mail at the earliest opportunity anyway.

However, it is not surprising that these worrisome “victim” and
“Intruder” terms are used, as they appear to originate within
BlackICE Defender’s comma-separated log files (just open a log in
Excel to see). ClearICE is an irresponsible piece of software,
Gibson repeats, and it is “socially irresponsible” for any such soft-
ware not to take responsibility for the veracity of the reports it helps
to generate, he adds.

It seems to me that the Gibson v. Brady dispute is a storm in a
teacup. Anyone who knows the Gibson web site grc.com will
recognise the excitable and frequently importunate style, and in the
past GRC has offered several valuable utilities (including Trouble in
Paradise – TIP – a freeware Zip disk analyser) which have won him
many grateful admirers. This time though, over ClearICE Report,
he seems to have blown a fuse.

In my own view, any reporting utility whose job it is to mere-
ly unscramble a comma-separated value log file into a human-
readable format, to help you paste it into an E-mail, is simply
doing what it says on the wrapper. Where does the problem lie?
Is it with the reporting system for churning out the data, or is it
the worried end user for pushing the “Complain to ISP” button
prematurely? Gibson lays the blame with ClearICE Report, but in
my view the problem is with the latter for failing to interpret the
data sensibly.

An alternative (freeware) log file analyser worth looking into is
the BlackICE Attack List Viewer from http://philholder.co.uk. Not
surprisingly, it too states “Victim” and “Intruder” details. The entire
story is unfolding and is online at http://grc.com/su/benbrady.htm
and the relevant newsgroup is comp.security.firewalls.

More advanced log reporting/interpretation software is soon to be
released which will hopefully analyse BlackICE logs more realisti-
cally, which is worth looking out for.

You can E-mail me at alan@epemag.co.uk.

SURFING THE INTERNET
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Experimenting with PIC Microcontrollers
This third release in our “Experimenting with.....” series concentrates on the PIC16F84
and PIC16C711 microcontrollers, and consists of the book, a programmer/experimental
module, and an integrated suite of programmes to run on a PC.

The book with its abundance of flow diagrams and circuit diagrams is the heart of the
system, and the software is the brains. A text editor with word processing power is the
key stone supporting the assembler, disassembler, simulator, and programming
software. The author begins with a detailed explanation of why PICs are the ideal place
to start learning about microcontrollers, and why he has selected the PIC16F84 and
PIC16C711. Then after a brief
examination of the PICs memory
structure and instruction set we begin the
first experiment. In the space of 24
experiments, two projects and 56
exercises the system works through from
absolute beginner to experienced
engineer level. The importance of the
information being in a real book cannot be
over emphasised. The book lies open on
the desk while we use the computer to
work through the experiments.

The Basic System
We start with the simplest possible
experiment and as we type in the text the
assembler works in the background
testing each line so that errors are
immediately highlighted. If the line can be
assembled correctly the equivalent PIC
code is displayed at the top right of the
screen. When the typing is done, without
leaving the programme, we assemble the
whole text into PIC code and use the
simulator to single step the programme.
Watching the data in the registers change
and seeing this in decimal, binary and
hexadecimal numbers at the same time
solves the problems at a stroke. We see it
happen and understand what we have
done, and when our programmes use the
alphanumeric liquid crystal display the
simulator shows what will be displayed. If
it works correctly we plug the programmer
module onto the end of our printer lead,
write the code into the test PIC and run
the programme in the real world. All
operations work directly from the
assembler text in the editor and the
experiments require no soldering.

138 The Street, Little Clacton, Clacton-on-sea,
Essex, CO16 9LS. Tel 01255 862308

Mail order address:
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Learn The Easy Way!

The Experiments
The 24 experiments assume no prior
programming or electronic experience.
These are all performed using the
programmer/experimental module which is
already wired with LEDs, push buttons, and
an alphanumeric liquid crystal display.
When we have completed the first four
simple experiments and gained some
practical experience we go right back to the
beginning and study PIC programming
techniques. Then we examine the built in
timer, write simple text to the display,
multiplex writing text and running an LED
sequence at the same time, create a real
time clock, a period timer, and experiment
with beeps and music, including a rendition
of Beethoven’s Für Elise. Each of the
experimental chapters ends with a
sequence of exercises which are designed
to ensure that the main points covered have
been properly absorbed.

First Project
In the first project we start by considering
how a digital device can be used to create a
sinewave. Then we put the ideas into
practice by building our own digital to
analogue converter and driving this with
data derived from a table of sinewave
values stored in the PICs memory. The final
sinewave generator covers 0.2Hz to 20kHz
in five ranges, and has an adjustable output
level which is precisely maintained over the
entire range of frequencies.

Second Project
For the second project we need the use of
an analogue to digital converter so we
swap over to using the PIC16C711.
Strictly we use a PIC which can only be
programmed once but by carefully
organising our experiments we are able to
reprogramme the PIC several times with
modified code. We begin with a simple
programme to measure DC voltages. Then
we expand this to measure DC current
and DC voltage, and calculate the power
of the circuit from these measurements.

Measuring AC power is much more
involved so all the implications are
considered before we begin the real work.
It is decided to feed the analogue to digital
converter with the raw AC waveform so
that the software has the possibility of
being upgraded to include consideration
of the phase angle between the voltage
and the current. We then update the
software to perform simple AC power
measurement assuming that the current
and voltage are in phase.

The Programmer
The programmer module itself is a fine
example of what can be achieved with PIC
microcontrollers. It uses it own PIC to
control the timing and voltages required to
programme the test PIC. The
programming is performed and verified at
normal 5 volts, then verified again with
±10% volts applied to ensure that the
device is programmed with a good margin
and not poised on the edge of failure. The
system is optimised for the PIC16F84 and
PIC16C711 and will programme similar
PICs (83, 710, 71, 620, 621 etc).

The module is supplied with a test PIC
fitted, and requires two PP3 batteries
which are not supplied.

Hardware required
You will need a PC computer (386 or
better) to run the software and a standard
parallel port printer lead to connect the
programmer. It is not necessary to open
up your PC.

Ordering Information
Book Exp with PIC Micros. . £23.99
Programmer with software. . £62.51

Telephone with Visa, Mastercard or
Switch, or send cheque/PO for immediate
despatch. All prices include VAT if
applicable. Postage must be added to all
orders. UK postage £2.50 per book, £1.00
per module, maximum £7.50. Europe
postage £3.50 per book, £1.50 per
module. Rest of world £6.50 per book,
£2.50 per module.

Other Books & Kits
Experimenting with PC Computers with its
kit is the easiest way ever to learn PC
assembly language programming.
Experimenting with C & C++ Programmes
uses a similar approach to teach C
programming for the PC. Experimenting
with the PIC16F877 when used with our
universal mid range PIC programmer is
the ideal way to continue learning about
PICs. Ask for information sheets or see
last month’s advert.



Prices for each of the CD-ROMs above are:

Hobbyist/Student ...................................................£45 inc VAT
Institutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry)..............£99 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) ..........£199 plus VAT

Complimentary output stage

Virtual laboratory – Traffic Lights

Digital Electronics builds on the knowledge of logic gates covered in Electronic
Circuits & Components (opposite), and takes users through the subject of
digital electronics up to the operation and architecture of microprocessors. The
virtual laboratories allow users to operate many circuits on screen.
Covers binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, ASCII, basic logic gates,
monostable action and circuits, and bistables – including JK and D-type flip-
flops. Multiple gate circuits, equivalent logic functions and specialised logic
functions. Introduces sequential logic including clocks and clock circuitry,
counters, binary coded decimal and shift registers. A/D and D/A converters,
traffic light controllers, memories and microprocessors – architecture, bus
systems and their arithmetic logic units.

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to “plus VAT’’ prices)

Analogue Electronics is a complete learning resource for this most
difficult branch of electronics. The CD-ROM includes a host of virtual
laboratories, animations, diagrams, photographs and text as well as a
SPICE electronic circuit simulator with over 50 pre-designed circuits.
Sections on the CD-ROM include: Fundamentals – Analogue Signals (5
sections),Transistors (4 sections), Waveshaping Circuits (6 sections).
Op.Amps – 17 sections covering everything from Symbols and Signal
Connections to Differentiators. Amplifiers – Single Stage Amplifiers (8
sections), Multi-stage Amplifiers (3 sections). Filters – Passive Filters (10
sections), Phase Shifting Networks (4 sections), Active Filters (6 sections).
Oscillators – 6 sections from Positive Feedback to Crystal Oscillators.
Systems – 12 sections from Audio Pre-Amplifiers to 8-Bit ADC plus a
gallery showing representative p.c.b. photos.

Filters is a complete course in designing active and passive filters that
makes use of highly interactive virtual laboratories and simulations to
explain how filters are designed. It is split into five chapters: Revision which
provides underpinning knowledge required for those who need to design
filters. Filter Basics which is a course in terminology and filter
characterization, important classes of filter, filter order, filter impedance and
impedance matching, and effects of different filter types. Advanced Theory
which covers the use of filter tables, mathematics behind filter design, and
an explanation of the design of active filters. Passive Filter Design which
includes an expert system and filter synthesis tool for the design of low-
pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop Bessel, Butterworth and
Chebyshev ladder filters. Active Filter Design which includes an expert
system and filter synthesis tool for the design of low-pass, high-pass, band-
pass, and band-stop Bessel, Butterworth and Chebyshev op.amp filters.

Digital Works Version 3.0 is a graphical design tool that enables you to
construct digital logic circuits and analyze their behaviour. It is so
simple to use that it will take you less than 10 minutes to make your
first digital design. It is so powerful that you will never outgrow its
capability.
��Software for simulating digital logic circuits
��Create your own macros – highly scalable
��Create your own circuits, components, and i.c.s
��Easy-to-use digital interface
��Animation brings circuits to life
��Vast library of logic macros and 74 series i.c.s with data sheets
��Powerful tool for designing and learning

Counter project

Filter synthesis
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FILTERS

DIGITAL WORKS 3.0

ANALOGUE ELECTRONICS

Logic Probe testing

ELECTRONICS PROJECTS

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS

PRICES

Electronic Projects is split into two main sections: Building Electronic Projects
contains comprehensive information about the components, tools and
techniques used in developing projects from initial concept through to final
circuit board production. Extensive use is made of video presentations showing
soldering and construction techniques. The second section contains a set of ten
projects for students to build, ranging from simple sensor circuits through to
power amplifiers. A shareware version of Matrix’s CADPACK schematic
capture, circuit simulation and p.c.b. design software is included.
The projects on the CD-ROM are: Logic Probe; Light, Heat and Moisture
Sensor; NE555 Timer; Egg Timer; Dice Machine; Bike Alarm; Stereo Mixer;
Power Amplifier; Sound Activated Switch; Reaction Tester. Full parts lists,
schematics and p.c.b. layouts are included on the CD-ROM.

ELECTRONICS
CAD PACK

Electronics CADPACK allows users to
design complex circuit schematics, to view
circuit animations using a unique SPICE-
based simulation tool, and to design
printed circuit boards. CADPACK is made
up of three separate software modules:
ISIS Lite which provides full schematic
drawing features including full control of
drawing appearance, automatic wire
routing, and over 6,000 parts. PROSPICE
Lite (integrated into ISIS Lite) which uses
unique animation to show the operation of
any circuit with mouse-operated switches,
pots. etc. The animation is compiled using
a full mixed mode SPICE simulator. ARES
Lite PCB layout software allows
professional quality PCBs to be designed
and includes advanced features such as
16-layer boards, SMT components, and
even a fully functional autorouter.

“C’’ FOR PICMICRO
MICROCONTROLLERS

C for PICmicro Microcontrollers is
designed for students and professionals
who need to learn how to use C to
program embedded microcontrollers. This
product contains a complete course in C
that makes use of a virtual C PICmicro
which allows students to see code
execution step-by-step. Tutorials, exercises
and practical projects are included to allow
students to test their C programming
capabilities. Also includes a complete
Integrated Development Environment, a full
C compiler, Arizona Microchip’s MPLAB
assembler, and software that will program
a PIC16F84 via the parallel printer port on
your PC. (Can be used with the PICtutor
hardware – see opposite.)
Although the course focuses on the use of

the PICmicro series of microcontrollers,
this product will provide a relevant
background in C programming for any
microcontroller.

NEW

NEW

PCB Layout



Interested in programming PIC microcontrollers? Learn with PPIICCttuuttoorr by John Becker
This highly acclaimed CD-ROM, together with the PICtutor experimental and development board, will teach
you how to use PIC microcontrollers with special emphasis on the PIC16x84 devices. The board will also act
as a development test bed and programmer for future projects as your programming skills develop. This
interactive presentation uses the specially developed Virtual PIC Simulator to show exactly what is
happening as you run, or step through, a program. In this way the CD provides the easiest and best ever
introduction to the subject.
Nearly 40 Tutorials cover virtually every aspect of PIC programming in an easy to follow logical sequence.

HARDWARE
Whilst the CD-ROM can be used on its own, the physical demonstration provided by the PICtutor
Development Kit, plus the ability to program and test your own PIC16x84s, really reinforces the lessons
learned. The hardware will also be an invaluable development and programming tool for future work.
Two levels of PICtutor hardware are available – Standard and Deluxe. The Standard unit comes with a battery
holder, a reduced number of switches and no displays. This version will allow users to complete 25 of the 39
Tutorials. The Deluxe Development Kit is supplied with a plug-top power supply (the Export Version has a
battery holder), all switches for both PIC ports plus l.c.d. and 4-digit 7-segment l.e.d. displays. It allows users
to program and control all functions and both ports of the PIC. All hardware is supplied fully built and tested
and includes a PIC16F84.

MODULAR CIRCUIT DESIGN 
This CD-ROM contains a range of tried and tested analogue and digital
circuit modules, together with the knowledge to use and interface them.
Thus allowing anyone with a basic understanding of circuit symbols to
design and build their own projects.
Essential information for anyone undertaking GCSE or “A’’ level
electronics or technology and for hobbyists who want to get to grips
with project design. Over seventy different Input, Processor and Output
modules are illustrated and fully described, together with detailed
information on construction, fault finding and components, including
circuit symbols, pinouts, power supplies, decoupling etc.

Single User Version £19.95 inc. VAT
Multiple User Version £34 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to “plus VAT’’ prices)

Minimum system requirements for these CD-ROMs: PC with 486/166MHz, VGA+256 colours, CD-ROM drive, 32MB RAM, 10MB hard disk space. Windows 95/98, mouse, sound card, web browser.

CD-ROM ORDER FORM
����Electronic Projects
����Analogue Electronics Version required:
����Digital Electronics ����Hobbyist/Student
����Filters ����Institutional
����Digital Works 3.0 ����Institutional 10 user
����Electronics CAD Pack
����C For PICmicro Microcontrollers
�� PICtutor
����Electronic Circuits & Components +The Parts Gallery

����PICtutor Development Kit – Standard
����PICtutor Development Kit – Deluxe               ����Deluxe Export

����Electronic Components Photos
����Modular Circuit Design – Single User
����Modular Circuit Design – Multiple User

Full name:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Post code:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Tel. No:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signature:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

�� I enclose cheque/PO in £ sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

�� Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Diners Club/Switch: £  . . . . . . .Card expiry date:  . . . . . . .

Card No: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Switch Issue No.  . . . . . . .

ORDERING
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK

POSTAGE

Student/Single User/Standard Version
price includes postage to most

countries in the world
EU residents outside the UK add £5

for airmail postage per order

Institutional, Multiple User and Deluxe
Versions – overseas readers add £5 to the basic
price of each order for airmail postage (do not
add VAT unless you live in an EU (European
Union) country, then add 17½% VAT or provide
your official VAT registration number).

Send your order to:
Direct Book Service

Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne
Dorset BH21 1PF

Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne
Publishing Ltd. To order by phone ring

01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692
Goods are normally sent within seven days

E-mail: orders@epemag.wimborne.co.uk

Online shop:
www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm

The Virtual PIC

Deluxe PICtutor Hardware

Note: The software on each
version is the same, only
the licence for use varies.

Note: The CD-ROM is not included
in the Development Kit prices.

ee50b

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS & COMPONENTS
+ THE PARTS GALLERY

Provides an introduction to the principles and application of the most common types of
electronic components and shows how they are used to form complete circuits. The
virtual laboratories, worked examples and pre-designed circuits allow students to learn,
experiment and check their understanding. Sections include: Fundamentals: units &
multiples, electricity, electric circuits, alternating circuits. Passive Components:
resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers. Semiconductors: diodes, transistors,
op.amps, logic gates. Passive Circuits . Active Circuits
The Parts Gallery will help students to recognise common electronic components and
their corresponding symbols in circuit diagrams. Selections  include: Components,
Components Quiz, Symbols, Symbols Quiz, Circuit Technology

Hobbyist/Student...............................................................................£34 inc VAT
Institutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry)............................................£89 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence)..........................................£169 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to “plus VAT’’ prices)

Note: The software on each version is
the same, only the licence for use varies.

PICtutor CD-ROM
Hobbyist/Student  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£45 inc. VAT
Institutional (Schools/HE/FE Industry)  . . .£99 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence)  .£199 plus VAT

HARDWARE
Standard PICtutor Development Kit  . . . . . . .£47 inc. VAT
Deluxe PICtutor Development Kit  . . . . . . . .£99 plus VAT
Deluxe Export Version  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£96 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to “plus VAT’’ prices)

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS PHOTOS
A high quality selection of over 200 JPG images of electronic components. This selection of high resolution photos can be used to enhance projects
and presentations or to help with training and educational material. They are royalty free for use in commercial or personal printed projects, and can
also be used royalty free in books, catalogues, magazine articles as well as worldwide web pages (subject to restrictions – see licence for full details).
Also contains a FREE 30-day evaluation of Paint Shop Pro 6 – Paint Shop Pro image editing tips and on-line help included!

Price £19.95 inc. VAT

Please send me: B3



THROUGHOUT this series, we’ve seen how Schmitt triggers can
be formed by introducing hysteresis into a switching circuit.
For example, positive feedback around an op.amp can trans-

form a simple voltage comparator into a Schmitt trigger. In parts
Five and Six, we looked at “digital’’ Schmitt triggers – logic devices
with intrinsic hysteresis in the form of pre-defined threshold levels.

However, there are many other devices on the market in which
hysteresis is an in-built feature. In this, the last part of the series,
we’ll examine some of these “specialised’’ devices, and we’ll see
how their inherent hysteresis can be used to good effect in a range
of simple circuits.
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The popular LM2907/LM2917 frequency-to-voltage converters

use a charge-pump technique to convert frequency to voltage, and
the differential inputs typically provide 30mV of hysteresis to min-
imise the effects of noise. This is particularly useful in tachometer
circuits, such as those using magnetic variable reluctance sensors;
without hysteresis, the presence of noise and interference could pro-
duce gross errors in the output voltage.

Many optoelectronic devices also feature in-built hysteresis; two
optocoupler examples are shown in Fig.7.1. The Hewlett-Packard
HCPL-3700 shown in Fig.7.1a is an AC/DC to Logic Interface
Optocoupler, which allows either a.c. or d.c. voltages or currents to
be converted to an isolated logic level output. The hysteresis block
controlling the l.e.d. provides typically 1·2V or 1·2mA of hysteresis
at the inputs, depending on whether voltage or current excitation is
used. The hysteresis provides essential noise-rejection, allowing the
optocoupler to convert noisy signals (such as those found in indus-
trial environments) into a “clean’’ logic level change.

Another HP optocoupler, the Dual Logic Gate HCPL-2231, is
shown in Fig.7.1b. Like the HCPL-3700, this optocoupler is also
intended for converting noisy input signals into clean logic levels,
but makes use of hysteresis in the Schmitt trigger output stages to
provide noise rejection. This corresponds to current thresholds at
the l.e.d. inputs. 

Typically, an l.e.d. current of 800µA will force the output high;
the output will remain high until the input current has been reduced

to around 750µA, at which point it goes low again, corresponding
to around 50µA of hysteresis. With an appropriate choice of current
limiting resistor at the l.e.d. input, the 750µA and 800µA current
thresholds can be translated into suitable input voltage thresholds.

�����
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Hysteresis is found not just in optocouplers, but also in light

detectors. Devices like the Infineon SFH5840 and the Honeywell
SD5620 are “opto-Schmitt’’ detectors, in which a photodiode,
amplifier, voltage regulator, Schmitt trigger and output stage are
integrated onto the same chip, and mounted in a three-lead TO-18
or TO-46 “windowed’’ metal can package. By providing as much as
40 per cent hysteresis, these devices allow light sensing in noisy
environments, without the need for external Schmitt trigger signal
conditioning.

Try listening to someone in a noisy room and you’ll soon dis-
cover how difficult it can be to “filter out’’ the unwanted chatter and
concentrate on what’s being said. Electronic communication sys-
tems are no different: without suitable means of rejecting the noise
and interference, the signal will be polluted and corrupted.

Again, hysteresis is often an essential means of minimising or
eliminating the noise present on data communication lines.
Communication techniques like those used in the RS-232-C and
RS-485 standards can suffer noise in the form of crosstalk and elec-
tromagnetic interference; consequently, special receiver devices
like the venerable MAX232 and SN75176 were developed to min-
imise these problems using hysteresis.

The MAX232 is a Dual RS-232 Transmitter/Receiver having typ-
ically 500mV hysteresis at the receiver input terminals, whereas the
SN75176 Bus Transceiver is intended for differential applications
and features only 50mV receiver hysteresis but with a sensitivity of
just ±200mV. 

���������	
When looking at comparator applications in Part Two of this

series, we saw how a small amount of hysteresis, usually just a few
millivolts, can be sufficient to prevent the “chatter’’ caused by slow-
ly changing signals. Since hysteresis is so powerful in eliminating
chatter and other noise problems, several manufacturers now

��������������������		����
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In this short series, we have investigated the Schmitt trigger’s operation, explored the
various ways of implementing its special characteristics and also looked at how we can

use it to create oscillators and pulse width modulators.

Hysteresis in Specialised Devices
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Fig.7.1. Hewlett-Packard optocouplers with hysteresis.



provide comparators with fixed, in-built hys-
teresis: a small selection of these devices is
given in Table 7.1.

As well as having comparators, some of the
devices offer flexibility by adding extra func-
tions. The LTC1541, for example, features a
comparator with 3mV in-built hysteresis, an
op.amp, and a 1·20V voltage reference. The
MAX951 provides the same functions in a pin-
compatible package.

As with most “standard’’ comparators, there
is a direct relationship between speed and
power consumption. The LT1720, for instance,
has very fast response (the typical propagation
delay is just 4·5ns), but devours as much as
7mA supply current for each comparator. The
MAX917, on the other hand, consumes a
miserly 1·3µA but, with a typical propagation
delay of 100µs, is around 22 thousand times
slower!

Unfortunately, there isn’t space to provide pin connection dia-
grams for each of the devices mentioned in this article; however,
full details can be found in manufacturers’ data books or at their
web sites.

�����
Despite their lack of speed, the micropower devices can be espe-

cially useful in battery-powered applications, particularly where the
additional functions (op.amp, reference) are required. An example
of this is shown in the circuit diagram of Fig.7.2, where a
Micropower Tilt Sensor is formed using just a potentiometer, an
LTC1541 comparator, and a handful of other parts.

A pendulum with a small mass is attached to the shaft of single-
turn potentiometer VR1 as shown. The potentiometer (pot.) is
oriented so that the wiper (moving contact) is at mid-rotation in the
rest position, such that the wiper voltage, VIN , at the op.amp input
is roughly half the reference voltage, i.e., VIN = VREF/2 = 1·2V/2 =
0·6V. 

Op.amp IC1a and resistors R1 and R2 form a non-inverting
amplifier having a gain of (1 + R1/R2) = (1 + 1/1·5) = 1·67.
Consequently, in the rest state, the voltage at the amplifier output is:
VIN × 1·67 = 0·6 × 1·67 = 1·00V. This voltage is fed, via resistor R3,
to the non-inverting (+) input of the comparator, IC1b. Since this
voltage is less than VREF (the voltage tied internally to the compara-
tor’s inverting input), the comparator output is low: this is the nor-
mal, rest condition. Under these conditions, diode D1 is reverse
biased and has no effect on the comparator.

If the fixture is now tilted such that the pendulum swings, the
voltage at VR1 wiper will “oscillate’’ about the quiescent value
(0·6V): if the angle of tilt is sufficient to take the wiper voltage

momentarily above 0·72V, the amplifier output will exceed 1·20V
and the comparator output will go high. The comparator’s internal
3mV hysteresis ensures that the output changes cleanly from low to
high level, and provides some immunity to small-amplitude noise at
the non-inverting input.

�������	
����������
Diode D1 now becomes forward biased, such that the com-

parator’s non-inverting input voltage is pulled to a level greater
than 1·20V via the R3/R4 potential divider, and remains greater
than 1·20V even when the wiper returns to its rest position. The
circuit is now “latched’’, with the high level at the comparator
output (pin 7) indicating that a “tilt’’ has occurred. The circuit
can be reset (IC1b output low) by pressing the normally-open
pushswitch S1.

The circuit’s sensitivity can be maximised by increasing the
amplifier’s gain, but a practical limit is around 1·9. Sensitivity can
also be increased by lengthening the pendulum and/or by increasing
the attached mass. These measures may also be needed if the pot. is
fairly “stiff’. 

Capacitor C1 is not essential, but can be helpful in removing any
electrical noise or pick-up at VR1’s wiper. C1 can also act as an
“acceleration filter’’ by lowering the circuit’s sensitivity to short-
duration, transient motion of the pendulum. The value of capacitor
C1 will depend on the application: values in the region 1nF to
100nF may be suitable.

Large resistance values are used throughout the circuit diagram
of Fig.7.2 to keep current levels very low. Most parts of the circuit,
particularly pin 5 of IC1b, are sensitive to noise, especially mains
pick-up, so the layout should be neat and compact with no trailing
wires other than the connections to potentiometer VR1.
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Fig.7.2. Circuit diagram for a Micropower Tilt Sensor.

Table 7.1: Comparators with Fixed Internal Hysteresis
Typical Internal Typical Max. Quiescent 

Manufacturer Part Number Description Hysteresis Voltage Propagation Supply Current Comments
Voltage, Reference Delay, tp per
VH (mV) (V) Comparator

Linear LT1720/ Dual/quad comparators 3·5 none 4·5ns 7mA Very fast. Single supply operation
Technology LT1721 (2·7V – 6V)

Linear LTC1541/ Micropower op.amp, 3·0 1·20 20µs 7·5µA (total) Very low power. Single or dual
Technoloogy LTC1542 comparator and reference (LTC1541 only) supply operation (±6·3V max)

Maxim MAX907/ Single/dual/quad 4·0 none 40ns 1mA Fast. Low power. Single supply
MAX908/ comparators MAX909 has differential outputs and
MAX909 latch facility

Maxim MAX917- Nanopower comparator 4·0 1·245 100µs 1·3µA Very low power. Single supply
MAX920 with reference (MAX917/ operation down to 1·8V.

MAX918 only) SOT23-5 package

Maxim MAX941/ Single/dual/quad 2·0 none 80ns 700µA Fast. Low power. Single supply.
MAX942/ comparators MAX941 has latch and shutdown
MAX944 facility

Maxim MAX951- Micropower op.amp, 4·0 1·20 4µs 10µA (total) Very low power. Single supply
MAX954 comparator and reference (MAX951/ operation (2·8V – 7V)

MAX952 only)

Micrel MIC834 Micropower comparator 23 1·24 12µs 3µA Very low power. Single supply
and reference operation (1·5V – 5·5V)

SOT23-5 package·  

Notes: Values are quoted for ambient temperature = 25°C.
LTC1541 pinout same as MAX951/MAX952; LTC1542 pinout same as MAX953/MAX954.



��������	
��
Tests on a prototype set-up revealed that rotating the pot. about

30 degrees was sufficient to take VIN above 0·72V and latch the
comparator. With the supply voltage set to 9V, the total current
taken by the circuit was just 3·8µA in the reset state, rising to 10µA
in the latched state. 

The low current drain and the fact that the circuit will operate
down to about 3V means that it is ideally suited to battery
operation. Theoretically, the circuit will continue to operate in
the latched state for over five years when powered by a PP3 9V
battery!

Apart from the obvious security applications (you could use the
circuit to determine if someone has been moving or tampering with
your belongings), it can also be used in commercial applications to
detect whether a shipping container has been subjected to excessive
tipping or vibration.

������������������
�
The fixed-hysteresis comparators of Table 7.1 make it easy to get

the benefits of hysteresis without the need to use feedback compo-
nents. However, there are many applications which require more
than a few millivolts of hysteresis. Although it is possible to
increase the hysteresis of the Table 7.1 comparators using conven-
tional means (i.e., by applying suitable feedback to the non-invert-
ing input), there is a range of alternative devices which feature
adjustable hysteresis.

Table 7.2 lists some of the more common comparators whose
hysteresis levels can be adjusted by means of an external control
voltage. Also, all of the devices listed provide an on-chip voltage
reference.

The hysteresis of all the devices listed may be varied by adjust-
ing the voltage between the voltage reference pin (usually denoted
REF) and the hysteresis pin (usually labeled HYS or HYST). To see

how these devices can be used, we’ll now look at some simple
applications.

������������
���
A circuit diagram for monitoring the speed of a cooling fan is

shown in Fig.7.3. The fan’s blades are situated to cut the path of
light between the light emitting diode, D1, and the phototransistor
detector, TR1. As the fan rotates, the blades “chop’’ the light beam,
resulting in a series of pulses at the emitter (e) of TR1. These puls-
es are “squared up’’ by IC1a, one half of a dual comparator package
such as the LTC1442 or TC1041. 

When lightly loaded, the output of the LTC1442 or TC1041 com-
parators swings rail-to-rail. Therefore, the output of IC1a consists
of a series of sharp pulses, whose amplitude equals +VS. The fre-
quency of these pulses is given by:

Frequency, f = N × S (Hz)60

where N is the number of blades on the fan, and S is the fan’s speed
in revolutions per minute (r.p.m.). 

The pulses are fed to a charge pump comprising components R3,
C1, C2, D2 and D3. A thorough analysis of the charge pump is
beyond the scope of this article, but in simple terms, each pulse
delivers a packet of charge into integrating capacitor C2. The
amount of charge depends on C1, R3 and on the amplitude of the
pulses. The voltage on C2, denoted VC2, is proportional to the fre-
quency of the pulses: if the fan speed falls, so, too, does the pulse
frequency and hence VC2.

Trimmer preset VR1 is used to adjust the voltage VC3 appearing
across decoupling capacitor C3, which forms the input to the sec-
ond comparator, IC1b. Note that both comparators have the internal
reference voltage, VREF (available at the REF terminal, pin 6) inter-
nally connected to one of their inputs. Therefore, provided the fan
speed is high enough to make VC3 greater than VREF, the output of
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Table 7.2: Comparators with Adjustable Hysteresis
Hysteresis Internal Typical Max. Quiescent

Manufacturer Part Description Voltage Voltage Propagation Supply Comments
Number Range, VH Reference Delay, tp Current

(V)
Linear LTC1440/ Micropower single/dual 0 – 100mV 1·182 8µs 3·7µA (LTC1440) Very low power. Single supply

Technolgy LTC1442 comparators with reference 5·7�A (LTC1442) operation  (2V – 11V)

Linear LTC1444/ Micropower 0 – 100mV 1·221 4µs 8·5µA Very low power. Single supply
Technology LTC1445 comparators with reference operation  (2V – 11V)

Linear LTC1540 Nanopower comparator 0 – 100mV 1·182 50µs 0·68µA Fairly slow, but extremely low power
Technology with reference Single supply operation (2V – 11V)

·  Linear LTC1842/ Micropower dual 0 – 100mV 1·182 4µs 5·7µA Very low power. Single supply
Technology LTC1843 comparators with reference operation  (2V – 11V)

Maxim MAX921/ Micropower single/dual 0 – 100mV 1·182 4µs 3·2µA (MAX921) Very low power. Single supply 
MAX923 comparators with reference 4·5µA (MAX923) operation (2·5V – 11V)

Maxim MAX965/ Micropower 0 – 100mV 1·235 10µs 12µA (MAX965) Low power. Single or dual supply
MAX967/ single/dual/quad 16µA (MAX967) operation
MAX969 comparators with reference 22µA (MAX969)

Telcom TC1031/ Micropower single/dual 0 – 160mV 1·200 4µs 10µA (TC1031) Low power. Low voltage, single
TC1041 comparator with reference 16µA (TC1041) supply operation (1·8V – 5·5V)·  

Notes: Values are quoted for ambient temperature = 25°C· 
LTC1440 has pinout same as MAX921; LTC1442 has pinout same as MAX923; TC1041 is similar to LTC1442.



comparator IC1b will be high. However, if the speed falls below the
normal level, VC3 will fall below VREF, and the comparator output
will go low, indicating a problem with the fan.

������������	


The circuit diagram of Fig.7.3 was tested using an HLMP-D155

l.e.d. for D1, although any other l.e.d. which provides high bright-
ness at moderate current levels would suffice. The phototransistor,
TR1, was located about 20mm from D1, and was positioned direct-
ly opposite the l.e.d. where the light intensity is greatest. 

Resistor R1 sets the l.e.d.’s brightness, and should be selected to
generate sufficient photo-current in TR1 to develop at least 2V
across resistor R2. A value of 330 ohms for R1 (equivalent to an
l.e.d. current of approximately 10mA) was found to generate 4·8V
across R2 with the circuit in a dimly lit room.

Capacitor C1 and resistor R3 should be selected such that their
time constant (C1 × R3) is less than 1/fMAX, where fMAX is the max-
imum frequency of the pulses at IC1b’s output. For fans running up
to 6,000 r.p.m. with around ten blades, it was found that values of
10nF to 100nF for C1 and 10k� (kilohms) for R3 should be
suitable.

With a small fan having ten blades operating at 5V positioned
between l.e.d. D1 and phototransistor TR1, the pulse frequency was
found to be 572Hz (equivalent to 3,432 r.p.m.), and VC2 was mea-
sured as 2·47V. Under these “normal’’ conditions, preset VR1 was
adjusted until the output of IC1b just went high.

The fan’s speed was then reduced by lowering its operating volt-
age. IC1b’s output was found to go low when the pulse frequency
had fallen to 507Hz (equivalent to 3,042 r.p.m.), a reduction in
speed of 11 per cent.

����	���
�	�	
�

Hysteresis is used twice in this circuit. It helps to minimise the

effects of noise and jitter at the input to IC1b, and is essential at
IC1a to eliminate the effects of “ripple’’ voltage on capacitor C2
(typically around 20mV) which would otherwise cause the output to
oscillate around the threshold.

For devices like the LTC1442 and TC1041, the hysteresis volt-
age, VHYS, is roughly double the voltage appearing between the REF
and HYST pins. A suitable voltage is easily established using the
R4/R5 resistor potential divider, such that VHYS = 2 × VR4, where
VR4 is the voltage dropped across R4.

The actual value of VR4 depends on the reference voltage, VREF,
which is nominally 1·182V for the LTC1442, and 1·20V for the
TC1041. With a value of 27k� for R4 and 680k��for R5, VR4 will
be 45mV for the LTC1442, and 45·8mV for the TC1041, such that
VHYS will be roughly 90mV for each device. 

Note that VR4 is limited to 50mV max. for the LTC1442, and
80mV max. for the TC1041. Also, remember that the value of VHYS
set by resistors R4 and R5 applies to both comparators.

��	��	����
���������
The circuit diagram of Fig.7.3 is basically a tachometer which

converts the speed-proportional frequency into a corresponding
voltage, and could be adapted to monitor the speed of other rotating
devices. 

Monitoring the speed of a cooling fan is just one way of ensuring
that the temperature of the object being cooled is not getting too
high. Another method, shown in Fig.7.4, is to monitor the object’s
temperature directly.

In this circuit, the LM50B temperature sensor (IC1) is mounted
directly on, or near to, the object being monitored (a computer’s
microprocessor, for example). The LM50B generates a tempera-
ture-proportional output voltage, VO, having a nominal tempco
(temperature coefficient) of +10mV/ºC. A portion of VO is selected
by trimmer pot. VR1 and fed to comparator IC2, which compares it
to the internal reference voltage available at pin 6.

Values for resistors R1, R2 and preset VR1 are selected depend-
ing on the required temperature threshold. To understand how the
circuit works, assume that we require the comparator to trip when
the temperature exceeds +85ºC.

�	��	����	���	�����	��
The LM50B has a nominal output voltage, VO, of +500mV at

0ºC. To determine the voltage at +85ºC, we multiply the tempera-
ture rise (85°C) by the nominal tempco (+10mV/ºC) and add this to
the 0ºC value. Therefore, VO at +85ºC = (85°C × 10mV/ºC)
+500mV = 1·35V.

With values of 27k� for R1, 20k� for VR1 and 240k� for R2
(see Fig.7.4), the voltage at VR1’s wiper will range from 1·129V to

1·223V when VO = 1·35V. Therefore, preset VR1 can be adjusted to
make the comparator’s inverting input voltage just greater than
1·182V (the nominal voltage at IC2’s non-inverting input (pin 3))
such that the comparator’s output, VOUT, goes low when the tem-
perature exceeds +85ºC.

Preset potentiometer VR1 provides for fine adjustment of the trip
point, and is necessary to counter the effects of tolerances in the
sensor’s output voltage and tempco, tolerances in resistors R1, R2
and VR1 itself, and tolerances in IC2’s reference voltage together
with offset voltages at the comparator’s inputs.

��	�������
�	�	
�

Like the LTC1442 and TC1041 described earlier, the MAX921’s

hysteresis voltage, VHYS, is roughly twice the voltage appearing
between its REF and HYST pins. Although hysteresis can help to
minimise the effects of noise in the circuit, its primary function is
to provide “thermal’’ hysteresis which prevents the comparator
oscillating around the trip point when the temperature hovers very
close to +85ºC.

The MAX921’s REF pin can only source around 15µA, so large
resistance values must be used for R3 and R4. (Also, the REF pin
must not be decoupled by a capacitor). With the values shown in
Fig.7.4 of 3k� for R3 and 270k� for R4, the voltage between the
REF and HYST terminals is nominally 13mV, such that VHYS =
26mV. Taking into account the attenuation introduced by the R1-
VR1-R2 divider network, 26mV is roughly equivalent to 3ºC hys-
teresis in the monitored temperature.

As it stands, with the reference voltage (pin 6) connected direct-
ly to the comparator’s non-inverting input (pin 3), the circuit cannot
monitor temperatures below about 68ºC. However, by connecting
the non-inverting input to a reference voltage less than 1·182V (e.g.:
by using a potential divider at the REF pin), the circuit can be used
to monitor temperatures as low as –40ºC.

Although other temperature sensors could be used, the LM50B
(IC1) is inexpensive and provides adequate accuracy for unde-
manding applications. It also has fairly low power requirements
(supply current is 180µA max.), so the entire circuit consumes no
more than 200µA quiescent supply current – important for battery-
powered applications.

�	��	����	��������

To simplify the task of measuring and controlling an object’s

temperature, a wide range of devices with integrated temperature
sensors is available, many of which feature threshold detectors with
integral hysteresis. A small sample of these devices is listed in Table
7.3.

Pinout details and the internal structure of one of the simplest
devices listed, the AD22105, is shown in Fig.7.5. Consisting main-
ly of a temperature sensor, a comparator and an open-collector
transistor, the device operates as a thermostatic switch, with the
threshold temperature set anywhere in the range –40ºC to +150ºC
by means of an external resistor at the RSET input (pin 6).
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When the ambient temperature exceeds the
programmed setpoint temperature, the com-
parator trips and turns on the transistor. As the
temperature falls, the comparator switches at
a slightly lower temperature. The difference
between the upper and lower switching points
is the thermal hysteresis, nominally 4ºC.

When connected to the transistor’s collec-
tor, the internal 200k� pull-up resistor can be
used to drive light loads such as CMOS
inputs. Alternatively, as it can sink up to
10mA, the transistor could be used to drive a
low-power load such as an l.e.d..

����������	�
������
Other devices in Table 7.3, like the TMP01,

MC623 and TC620, are more versatile in that
they provide dual trip points. An example of
a circuit using the LM56 is the Dual
Threshold Temperature Controller shown in
Fig.7.6.

The LM56 (IC1) contains a temperature
sensor, a voltage reference, and two compara-
tors, each of which drives an open-collector
transistor. The upper and lower temperature
thresholds are set by programming the com-
parators’ threshold voltages, VT2 and VT1,
respectively. This is conveniently achieved
using the R1-R2-R3 resistor potential divider
connected to the 1·25V voltage reference out-
put, VREF, at pin 1.

In this example, the LM56 is used to main-
tain the temperature of an object within the
upper and lower levels set by VT2 and VT1.
The heating element, the fan and the LM56
itself would all be located on, or near, the
object in question.

As the temperature monitored by IC1 rises
above the upper threshold, the temperature-
proportional voltage, VTEMP, rises above VT2
and the upper comparator switches high and
turns on the internal transistor at OUT 2 (pin
6). This provides gate bias for the p-channel
MOSFET TR2, which turns on the fan, there-
by cooling the object. The fan remains on
until the temperature has fallen about 5ºC below the upper thresh-
old: the 5ºC of thermal hysteresis ensures that the fan remains on
long enough to cool the object sufficiently. During this time, the
internal transistor of IC1 at OUT 1 (pin 7) is on, clamping TR1’s
gate (g) to 0V and holding it off.

With the fan now off, the object’s temperature will depend on
ambient conditions. If the temperature gets too low, VTEMP falls
below VT1 and the lower comparator trips, turning off the transistor

at OUT 1. The n-channel MOSFET TR1 now
receives gate bias via resistor R4, and turns
on, providing power to the heating element.
The object now begins to warm up. The heater
remains on until the temperature has risen
about 5ºC above the lower threshold. Again,
the fixed 5ºC of thermal hysteresis is essential
to ensure that the heater remains on long
enough to heat the object sufficiently.

��������
���
Devices like the AD22105 and LM56 con-

sume relatively little power, and are thus well
suited to battery-powered applications. The
devices listed in Table 7.2 are even more fru-
gal with power consumption, and the combi-
nation of comparator and voltage reference
makes these devices ideal for implementing a

battery backup function: an example circuit is shown in the Battery
Back-up schematic of Fig.7.7.

In this circuit, the supply, VS, is a d.c. voltage derived from the
mains supply; its nominal value is 12V, but it can fall to a minimum
of 11V. If the mains supply fails, the circuit automatically switches
in the 9V back-up battery B1. 

Rather than use a diode, the battery is switched in via the p-chan-
nel MOSFET TR2. Provided TR2 has a low “on’’ resistance, there
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Table 7.3: Temperature Detectors and Thermal Controllers 
Operating Temperature User-accessible Max. Quiescent

Manufacturer Part Number Description Voltage Sensing Reference Supply Comments
Range (V) Range (°C) Voltage? Current (��A)

Analog AD22105 Resistor 2·7 to 7·0 –40 to +150 No 120 Temperature trip point set by
Devices Programmable external resistor.

Thermostatic Switch Open collector output

Analog TMP01 Low Power, 4·5 to 13·2 –55 to +125 Yes 500 (at 5V) Temperature sensor, window
Devices Programmable 2·50V (typical) comparator, hysteresis generator.

Temperature Two open collector outputs indicate 
Controller under- and over temperature

National LM56 Dual Output Low 2·7 to 10 –40 to +125 Yes 230 Temperature sensor, window
Semiconductor Power Thermostat 1·25V (typical) comparator, voltage reference. Two

open collector outputs indicate 
under- and over temperature

Motorola/On MC623 Dual Trip Point 2·7 to 4·5 –40 to +125 No 250 Dual outputs indicate high and low
Semiconductor Temperature Sensor temperature limits as programmed 

by external resistors

Motorola/On NCT22 Single Trip Point 4·5 to 18 –40 to +125 No 600 Temperature trip point set by 
Semiconductor Temperature Sensor external resistor.·Complementary

push-pull outputs

Telcom TC620 Dual Trip Point 4·5 to 18 –40 to +125 No 400 Dual outputs indicate high and low
Temperature Sensor (type dependent) temperature limits as programmed

by external resistors  



will be minimal voltage drop across it, such that VIN, the switching
regulator’s input voltage, will be roughly equal to the battery volt-
age, VBATT. By making all of the battery power available to the
switching regulator, the efficiency of the circuit is maximised: this
is particularly important where a heavy load draws lots of current
from the battery.

Potential divider resistors R1-R2 are used to “sample’’ the supply
(VS): the values are chosen such that the voltage across resistor R2
is just greater than the reference voltage, VREF, when VS is just
greater than 11V. Under these conditions, the output of comparator
B, OUT B, will be low, and npn transistor TR1 will be “off’. With
TR1 off, TR2 receives no gate drive (its gate-source voltage is zero
due to resistor R8), so it, too, is off. 

���������	
�	�
Voltage VIN is now equal to VS – VD , where VD is the drop across

diode D1. For high power applications, a Schottky diode could be
used for D1 to minimise VD; however, if the current taken by the
regulator IC2 is fairly low, a 1N4001 or even a 1N4148 diode could
be used.

When the mains supply fails and VS collapses, the voltage across
resisitor R2 falls below VREF and OUT B (IC1 pin 8) goes high,
turning TR1 “on’’. (Note that OUT B can also be used as a “mains
failure’’ flag). Voltage VIN does not immediately fall to zero, but is
“held up’’ by capacitors (not shown) at the switching regulator’s
input. Consequently, TR2’s gate voltage is now negative with
respect to its source, turning it “on’, and connecting the battery to
the regulator input, such that VIN = VBATT. The regulator and the load
are now powered entirely by the battery; blocking diode D1 ensures
that no current can flow from the battery into the low impedance of
the VS power source.

The device used for transistor TR2 depends largely on the current
drawn from the battery: ideally, the MOSFET should be turned fully
“on’’ with a gate-source voltage of around –5V or so, and the cor-
responding drain-source on-resistance, RDS(ON), should be as low as
possible to minimise the voltage drop across the device. A device
such as the VP0808L having RDS(ON) = 5� (typ.) at VGS = –5V may
be suitable for low current (<50mA) applications, but a device with
much lower RDS(ON) would be needed for heavier loads.

��
��������
The value of VS at which comparator B “trips’’ and turns on TR1

and TR2 is given by:

VS(TRIP) = (R1 + R2) × VREF (volts)
R2

The MAX923 and LTC1442 both have a nominal reference volt-
age of VREF = 1·182V. Therefore, with R1 = 1M� and R2 = 130k�,
the nominal trip voltage would be VS(TRIP) = 10·27V. This is far

enough below the minimum possible value of VS (11V) to prevent
false tripping.

Comparator A is used to monitor the health of the battery. A frac-
tion of the battery voltage appears across resistor R4 and is com-
pared to VREF by the comparator. If this voltage falls below VREF, the
comparator output goes low, signaling low battery voltage,
VBATT(LOW), given by:

VBATT(LOW) = (R3 + R4) × VREF (volts)R4

With R3 = 1·5M� and R4 = 300k�, the comparator output at OUT
A will go low when VBATT falls below 7·1V. 

Other values of VS(TRIP) and VBATT(LOW) could be arranged simply
by changing the values of resistors R1 to R4. Remember, however,
that the voltages across R2 and R4 must always remain within the
comparators’ common-mode input voltage range. For both the
MAX923 and LTC1442, the input voltage may range from V– (0V)
to 1·3V below the positive supply. Therefore, with a 5V supply, the
input may lie anywhere between 0V and 3·7V.

The MAX923 and LTC1442 are limited to a maximum supply
voltage of around 11V. In this application, since VIN could rise as
high as 12·5V, it is necessary to power IC1 from the regulator’s 5V
output, rather than directly from VIN. However, what happens when
mains power is off and we install a new battery? Before the battery
is connected, there is no power to IC1, so how do we get TR1 and
TR2 to turn on?


���
��
��	
�	�
Most MOSFETs, both n-channel and p-channel, feature an

intrinsic diode (sometimes called a “body’’ diode) which appears
between the drain and source terminals. This diode arises from the
way the devices are fabricated, and its polarity for a p-channel
MOSFET is shown for TR2 in Fig.7.7.

Therefore, when the battery is first connected and TR2 is “off’’,
its intrinsic diode becomes forward biased, allowing current to flow
into the switching regulator, such that VIN = VBATT – VD, where VD
is the drop across the intrinsic diode. 

Provided VBATT is high enough for the regulator to work properly
and generate a 5V output, IC1 will start to function and will switch
on TR1 and TR2. The intrinsic diode is now effectively shorted out
by TR2’s low “on’’ resistance, such that VIN � VBATT. 

Note that when mains power is present and VS is powering the
regulator, TR2 is “off’’ and its intrinsic diode is reverse biased, such
that current cannot flow from VIN into the battery.

Hysteresis in this circuit is used to ensure a “clean’’ switchover
from mains to battery power. This is important if VS(TRIP) is set close
to the minimum value of VS, especially if VS has significant ripple
content. Hysteresis prevents comparator A oscillating about the
VBATT(LOW) trip point, and can also be essential if a low level at the
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Battery Good output is used by an “intelligent’’ load to power down
certain circuits which would cause the battery voltage to recover
slightly.

The amount of hysteresis relative to the comparator inputs again
depends on the voltage between the REF and HYST pins:

VHYS = 2 × VR5 = 2 ×  R5 × VREF (volts)(R5 + R6)

For example, with R5 = 33k� and R6 = 2M�, VHYS is typically
38mV. However, the hysteresis relative to VS is: VHYS × (R1 + R2)/R2;
similarly, the hysteresis relative to VBATT is: VHYS × (R3 + R4)/R4. Note
how VHYS is effectively “scaled up’’ by the potential dividers.

���������	��


It is often desirable to switch off power to a load automatically

after it has been on for a few seconds or minutes. Examples are
l.c.d. backlights and audible alarms. Two simple circuits that pro-
vide this “auto power off’’ function are shown in Fig.7.8.

In Fig.7.8a, a low-power load is driven directly by the output of
IC1’s comparator. When switch S1 is closed, the comparator’s non-
inverting (+) input voltage, VIN+, is taken higher than its inverting
(–) input voltage, VR4, and its output goes high, turning on the load.

When switch S1 is released, VIN+ does not immediately fall to
zero, but decays exponentially at a rate determined by the C1/R1
time constant. When VIN+ falls below VR4, the comparator output
goes low and turns off the power. Therefore, after a momentary
press of switch S1, the load will remain powered for a time TON,
given by:

TON = � ln      VS (seconds) {VR4
}

where � = C1 × R1, VS is the supply voltage, and ln denotes the
natural logarithm. 

Clearly, TON can be maximised by making VR4 very small. With
the values for R2, R3 and R4 shown in Fig.7.8, VR4 is nominally
105mV, such that TON = 3·86 × � when VS = 5V.

������������
The circuit of Fig.7.8 was tested with C1 = 1µF ±5% and R1 =

10M� ±5%, giving a time constant � = 10s ±5%. Therefore, TON
would nominally be about 38·6s. With VS = 5·0V, the actual value
was measured at just over forty seconds.

The TC1031, and similar devices like the MAX921 and
LTC1440, have very low comparator input currents (±100pA max.
for the TC1031) allowing large values to be used for resistor R1.
However, capacitor C1’s internal leakage current may have an effect
on TON, particularly if an electrolytic or tantalum type is used.

The comparator in the TC1031, MAX921 and LTC1440 can only
source a few milliamps to the  load, so for heavier loads the circuit
shown in Fig.7.8b should be used. By swapping over the compara-
tor inputs, the output goes low when S1 is closed, thereby turning
“on’’ p-channel MOSFET TR1 which can source much more cur-
rent to the load.

In Fig.7.8a, the supply voltage, VS, will be limited by the operat-
ing voltage range of the device used for IC1. The TC1031, for
example, can work with supplies from 1·8V to 5·5V, whereas the
MAX921 and LTC1440 can work up to 11V. In Fig.7.8b, the mini-
mum supply voltage will be limited by the gate-source voltage
needed to turn on TR1.

Hysteresis set by the voltage across resistor R2 (VHYS = 2 × VR2)
ensures that the comparator switches “cleanly’’ and is not affected
by noise at the inputs. With R2 = 43k�, R3 = 1M� and R4 =
100k�, VR2 is nominally 45mV, such that VHYS = 90mV, i.e.,
±45mV either side of the threshold.

��������������	�
Many manufacturers produce a range of low power voltage

detectors intended primarily for monitoring supply rails and gener-
ating a microprocessor reset if the voltage goes outside preset lim-
its. A small selection of these devices is given in Table 7.4.

The internal structure of a typical three-terminal Voltage Detector
is shown in Fig.7.9a. With slight variations from part to part, this
configuration is representative of devices like the MC34164P,
Rx5VT series, S-807 series, and TC54 series.

The voltage to be monitored, usually denoted VDD or VIN, also
provides the detector’s power. As this voltage varies, the current
source helps to hold the reference voltage, VREF, constant. The val-
ues of resistors R1 and R2 determine the value of VDD at which the
comparator trips. Usually, a range of devices is available offering
trip voltages from as low as 0·8V to over 6·0V, usually in 0·1V
steps. 

The comparator’s hysteresis, usually about 5 per cent of the
detection voltage, ensures the output switches cleanly at the preset
threshold. As shown in Table 7.4, most of the simple three-pin
detectors require very little supply current.


����������
Four-pin detectors like the MAX837 shown in Fig.7.9b are more

versatile in that the threshold can be set by means of external resis-
tors. As well as providing freedom in selecting the trip voltage, it
also allows other functions to be built, like the simple Freezer
Alarm shown in Fig.7.9b.

In this circuit, NTC (Negative Temperature Coefficient) thermis-
tor R1 has a relatively large resistance at the normally low (sub
zero) temperatures found in a freezer. With appropriate values for
VR1 and R2, the trimmer pot. is adjusted to make the comparator’s
input voltage, VIN, less than the reference voltage, VREF, for normal
freezer temperatures. Therefore, the comparator output is low, and
n-channel MOSFET TR1 is “off’.

If the freezer develops a fault and its temperature rises, the
thermistor resistance falls, causing VIN to rise; eventually, when
VIN just exceeds VREF, the comparator trips and the output goes
high, turning on TR1, which in turn illuminates the l.e.d. The
comparator’s inherent hysteresis (typically 6mV for the
MAX837) provides a clean transition from “normal’’ to “fault’’
conditions.
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Under normal conditions, when the l.e.d. D1 is “off’’, the only
current drawn from the battery consists of IC1’s supply current
(15µA max.) plus the current through the R1-VR1-R2 divider
network. Provided a high resistance device is chosen for the ther-
mistor, this current will also be small (a few tens of microamps)
allowing the circuit to run for months or years on a 9V PP3
battery.

Although an l.e.d. has been incorporated to indicate the fault con-
dition, other devices, such as an audible alarm, could also be used.

���������	�
��������
Several manufacturers produce a range of devices which expand

on the simple voltage detectors described above; a few examples are
listed in Table 7.5. As well as the basic voltage monitoring function,
these devices provide additional features, such as programmable
hysteresis and watchdog timers. For comprehensive supply moni-
toring, the TL7770 contains two independent supply monitors
which detect both overvoltage and undervoltage conditions,
generate power-up reset signals, and also provide an SCR (Silicon-
Controlled Rectifier – or thyristor as it is called) gate drive for
crowbar protection. 

The SCR crowbar implements overvoltage protection by clamp-
ing the supply voltage when it gets too high. Another method,
shown in Fig.7.10, uses the MAX8211 voltage monitor to discon-
nect the load when an overvoltage condition is detected. In addition
to a voltage reference, comparator and n-channel open-drain output,
the 8211 provides a “HYST’’ output which allows for resistor-pro-
grammable hysteresis. 

To understand how the Overvoltage Protection circuit of
Fig.7.10 works, assume that supply voltage VS is at its normal
level, such that the voltage across R2, denoted VR2, is less than
the internal 1·15V reference voltage. Under these conditions, the
8211’s comparator output is high, such that
the internal p-channel MOSFET is off, and
the n-channel MOSFET is on, providing gate
bias for p-channel MOSFET TR1. Provided
TR1’s gate-source voltage is large enough, it
will turn on “hard’’ and connect the supply
voltage, VS, to the load, such that load voltage
VL = VS.

�����������

���������
If VS starts to rise, VR2 will increase propor-

tionally. Should VS get too high, VR2 will
exceed the 1·15V reference level, causing the
comparator to trip. Its output now goes low,
turning off the internal n-channel MOSFET,
which in turn removes gate bias from TR1, thus
disconnecting the excessive supply voltage
from the load. The load voltage, VL, now falls to
zero.

Since the comparator output is now low, the
internal p-channel MOSFET is on, pulling the
HYST pin up to the positive supply line. This
has the effect of connecting resistor R3 in par-
allel with resistor R1, causing VR2 to rise even
higher, thereby introducing hysteresis to the

switching threshold. Hysteresis is important to provide “clean’’
switching, and to ensure TR1 remains off until VS has fallen back
to a safe level.

Values for R1, R2 and R3 are determined using the following
equations:

R1 = R2 × (VTU – VTH) (ohms)
VTH

and: R3 = R1 × (VTL – VTH)   (ohms)
(VTU – VTL)

where VTU is the upper threshold voltage (the maximum value of
VS), VTL is the lower threshold (the value of VS at which power must
be switched back to the load), and VTH is the 8211’s threshold volt-
age (equal to the internal 1·15V reference).

As an example, let’s assume we require the load to be discon-
nected when VS = 6·0V (i.e., VTU = 6·0V) and must be reconnected
when VS has fallen back to 5·5V (i.e., VTL = 5·5V). Using the above
equations, we find that R1 = 4·22 × R2, and R3 = 8·7 × R1. Suitable,
preferred values are R1 = 200k�, R2 = 47k�, and R3 = 1·8M�.

��������
A test circuit was built using these values. A VP0808L was used

for TR1, and a 470� resistor was used as a simple load. The load
voltage, VL, tracked the increasing supply voltage until VS reached
5·91V, at which point TR1 turned off and VL fell to zero. Transistor
TR1 remained off until VS had been reduced to 5·48V. The hystere-
sis, in this case 0·43V, ensures there is no oscillation as TR1 turns
off.

Although the MAX8211 and ICL8211 are low power devices,
their response times tend to be slow, so a Zener diode, D1, should
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be connected in parallel with the load to provide protection against
fast, transient overvoltages appearing on VS. In the example above,
a 6·8V Zener would probably be suitable.

The maximum permissible supply voltage depends on the device
used for IC1. The MAX8211 can operate safely up to 16·5V, where-
as the ICL8211 may be used with supplies as high as 30V (albeit at
higher supply current).

The minimum operating voltage is around 2V for each device.
However, at such a low supply voltage, there may be insufficient
gate drive for TR1 to turn on properly, so it may be necessary to
replace the MOSFET stage with the alternative pnp bipolar transis-
tor stage as shown. 

��������	
�����	��	���
As strange as it may seem, there are situations where it is neces-

sary to protect against undervoltage conditions. For example, most
circuits will malfunction when their supply voltage falls below a
certain level, so it is appropriate to switch them off completely
before this happens.

Batteries can also be adversely affected if their terminal voltage
gets too low as a result of excessive discharge (some lead acid bat-
teries can be damaged if subjected to “deep discharge’’).

A simple Undervoltage Protection circuit diagram, which dis-
connects the power to the load when the supply voltage gets too
low, is shown in Fig.7.11. In this example, the supply is derived
from a 12V battery, and a MAX8212 voltage detector is used to
monitor the battery voltage, VBATT.

The 8212 is exactly the same as the 8211 described above, but
with an inverter before the internal n-channel MOSFET.
Consequently, when the voltage at the THRESH pin (3) exceeds the
internal reference voltage, both MOSFETs turn on together. The
HYST pin functions in exactly the same manner as for the 8211,
and the same equations may be used to determine values for resis-
tors R1, R2 and R3.

Provided the battery voltage is high enough, the voltage across
resistor R2, VR2, will be greater than the 1·15V reference voltage,
and the voltage at the OUT terminal (4) will be low, biasing MOS-
FET TR1 on and connecting the battery to the load (VL = VBATT).
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Table 7.4: Three- and Four-terminal Voltage Detectors
Operating Typical Typical Max. Quiescent

Manufacturer Part Number Description Voltage Threshold Hysteresis Supply Comments
Range (V) Voltage, VTH (V) Voltage (mV) Current (��A)

Motorola/On MC33164P/ 3-pin Micropower 1·0 to 10 2·68 (–3 series) 60 (–3 series) 50 MC33164P is same as MC34164P,
Semiconductor MC34164P Undervoltage Sensor 4·30 (–5 series) 90 (–5 series) but with wider temp· range

(–40ºC to +125ºC)

Maxim MAX6806- 3- or 4-pin Voltage 1·0 to 5·5 2·30 (23 series) 46 (23 series) 80 MAX6806 has active-low, push-pull 
MAX6808 Detector 2·60 (26 seriees) 52 (26 series) output. MAX6807 has active-high,

4·60 (46 series) 92 (46 series) push-pull output. MAX6808 has
active-low, open-drain output

Maxim MAX836/ 4-pin Micropower 2·5 to 11 1·204 6 15 Trip point adjustable using external 
MAX837 Voltage Monitor resistors. MAX836 has open-drain

output. MAX837 has push-pull
output

Ricoh Rx5VT series 3-pin Micropower 0·7 to 10 0·9 to 5·9 (type 45 to 295 (type 4·2 50 models available, each with
Voltage Detector dependent) dependent) different VTH. Open-drain or push-

pull outputs available

Seiko S-807 series 3- pin Micropower 1·0 to 15 1·5 to 7·7 (type 75 to 385 (type 4·0 44 models available, each with
Voltage Detector dependent) dependent) different VTH. Open-drain or push-

pull outputs available

Telcom TC54 series 3- pin Micropower 0·7 to 10 0·8 to 6·0 (type 40 to 300 (type 4·2 53 models available, each with
Voltage Detector dependent) dependent) different VTH. Open-drain or push-

pull outputs available

Zetex ZM33164-3 3-pin Voltage 1·0 to 10 2·68 60 190 Similar to MC33164P
Detector

Notes: Values are quoted for ambient temperature = 25°C.

Table 7.5: Miscellaneous Voltage Monitors and Supervisors 
Operating Typical Typica Max. Quiescent 

Manufacturer Part Number Description Voltage Threshold/ Hysteresis Supply Comments
Range (V) Reference Voltage (mV) Current (��A)

Voltage, VTH (V)
Harris/Intersil ICL7665A Micropower 1·6 to 16 1·3 Resistor 15 Features voltage reference and two

Under/Over programmable comparators for under- and
Voltage Detector overvoltage detection; hysteresis set

by resistor chain

Harris/Intersil ICL8211 Programmable 1·8 to 30 1·15 Resistor 250 Features voltage reference,
ICL8212 Voltage Monitors programmable comparator and open-collector

output stage

Motorola/On MC33161P Universal Voltage 2·0 to 40 1·27 25 900 Features 2·54V reference and two
Semiconductor MC34161P Monitors comparators each with hysteresis

Maxim MAX8211C Micropower Voltage 2·0 to 16·5 1·19 (max.) Resistor 15 Features voltage reference,
MAX8212C Monitors programmable comparator and open-drain output

stage

Micrel MIC833 Micropower 1·5 to 5·5 1·240 Resistor 2 Very low power. Low voltage, single
Comparator & Reference programmable supply operation

Micrel MIC2778 Micropower Voltage 1·5 to 5·5 1·240 Resistor 2 Very low power; features voltage
Monitors programmable reference, two comparators and

delay line

Telcom TC32M 3-pin System 4·5 to 5·5 4·50 (max.) - 200 Features voltage monitor, watchdog 
Supervisor timer and external reset override

Texas TL7770-5 Dual Power Supply 3·5 to 18 4·64 (max.) 15 5mA Features two independent supply
Instruments Supervisor supervisors that monitor under- and

overvoltage conditions

Notes: Values are quoted for ambient temperature = 25°C.



However, as the load drains the battery,
VBATT decreases, and eventually VR2 falls
below the reference voltage. At this point, the
internal n-channel MOSFET turns off,
removing gate bias from TR1, which also
turns off and disconnects the load from the
battery. At the same instant, the internal p-
channel MOSFET also turns off, disconnect-
ing resistor R3 from its parallel connection
with R1, causing VR2 to fall even lower, thus
providing the required hysteresis.

�����������	
���
When the load is disconnected from the

battery, its voltage will “recover’’ slightly, so
adequate hysteresis is essential to prevent the
battery being switched back in when this hap-
pens. For example, let’s assume we wish to
disconnect the 12V battery when its voltage
falls to 10V, and tests have shown that VBATT
recovers to 11·5V when the load is removed.

If we set VTL = 10V, we must have at least
1·5V hysteresis, but 2V would provide
adequate safety margin. Therefore, VTU =
12V. Using the equations given previously, we find that
R1 = 9·43 × R2, and R3 = 4·43 × R1. Preferred values are not
available to satisfy these equations exactly, but values of R1 =
150k�, R2 = 16k�, and R3 = 680k� provide a fairly close
approximation.

A test circuit of Fig.7.11 built using these values was found to
switch out the battery when its voltage fell to 9·91V. Transistor TR1
remained off until the battery had been charged sufficiently to raise
VBATT to 11·68V, equivalent to 1·77V of hys-
teresis. For applications where a heavy load
draws a lot of current from the battery, TR1
must have very low “on’’ resistance to minimise
power loss.

��������	
��
	�����

�����	�
We conclude our selection of simple applica-

tions with a Latching Overvoltage Indicator
built using the MIC833 – see Fig.7.12 circuit
diagram.

The MIC833 shown in Fig.7.12a is a micro-
power voltage detector featuring two compara-
tors, a reference voltage and an output latch.
The MIC2778 is similar, but provides an addi-
tional delay section intended to generate a
power-up reset lasting about 140ms for micro-
processor systems.

The MIC833 functions in the same way as
the “complementary precision’’ Schmitt trigger
described in Part Three of this series (see
Fig.3.5 on page 53 of EPE January 2001 issue).
The supply voltage, VS, is monitored by means
of the R1-R2-R3 divider network. 

When VS is low and the voltage at the LTH
input falls below the internal reference, the
upper comparator trips and resets the latch,
causing the internal n-channel MOSFET to
turn on. This pulls down the output voltage at
the OUT pin (4), thereby providing an active-
low reset signal for a microprocessor.

When VS increases sufficiently for the volt-
age at the HTH pin (1) to rise above the refer-
ence, the lower comparator switches and sets
the latch, turning off the n-channel MOSFET.
Proper selection of R1, R2 and R3 values
allows adequate hysteresis to be established
between the lower and upper threshold levels
of VS as determined by the following
equations:

VTL = VREF × (R1 + R2 + R3) (volts)(R2 + R3)

and: VTU = VREF × (R1 + R2 + R3) (volts)R3

where VREF = 1·24V.

�������������
The Latching Overvoltage Detector circuit shown in Fig.7.12b

uses the MIC833 to detect and “store’’ an overvoltage condition,
thereby functioning as a voltage “surge catcher’’. Resistors R1 and
R2 are used to set the overvoltage threshold. To understand how the
circuit works, assume switch S1 has just been pressed, putting the
circuit in its “reset’’ state, such that the OUT pin is low, and tran-
sistors TR1 and TR2 are both off.
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When the supply voltage, VS, exceeds the threshold, VT, set by
resistors R1 and R2, the voltage VR2 at the HTH input exceeds IC1’s
reference voltage and causes its internal latch to be set: the OUT pin
is now pulled up to VDD via resistor R5, turning on TR2 which, in
turn, illuminates l.e.d. D2 and turns on TR1.

Since TR1 is on, it pulls up the voltage on R2 to VDD and holds
it there, even if VS falls back to a level below the threshold, VT. The
circuit is now latched, and the l.e.d. stays on to indicate that an over-
voltage condition has occurred. The circuit can be reset either by
removing power completely, or by pressing switch S1.

The threshold voltage, VT, at which the circuit trips is given by:

VT = VREF × (R1 + R2)   (volts)R2

and so: R1 = R2 × (VT – VREF) (ohms)
VREF

For example, if we require a trip voltage, VT, to be 6·0V, we find
that R1 = 3·84 × R2. Suitable values are R1 = 1·5M� and R2 =
390k�. A test circuit built using these values was found to trip
when VS reached 6·02V. 

���������	
���
Note that the MIC833’s maximum operating voltage is around

6V, so it is necessary to clamp VDD using Zener diode D1 for appli-
cations where VS could exceed 6V. A 6·2V Zener such as the
BZY88C6V2 would probably be suitable.

With the circuit (Fig.7.12b) in its reset condition, and with VS
lower than the Zener voltage, the total current drawn from VS
consists mainly of the current through resistors R1 and R2, plus
IC1’s supply current (a meagre 2µA). Provided the values of R1
and R2 are large as in the above example, the total current drain
will be less than 10µA, or so. This makes the circuit ideal for
monitoring battery voltages where current drain must be kept to
a minimum. 

For supply voltages exceeding 6V, R4 and D1 could be replaced
by a micropower, low dropout linear regulator to maintain low cur-
rent drain in the reset state even at high voltages. Resistor R8 should
be selected to provide adequate l.e.d. brightness at the minimum
value of VS.

�		���
Throughout this series, we’ve looked at a wide variety of Schmitt

trigger circuits, and we’ve seen how hysteresis is important not just
to ensure “clean’’ switching, but also to provide the distinct thresh-
olds needed in circuits like multivibrators and voltage-controlled
oscillators. In fact, hysteresis, whether in the form of a voltage, cur-
rent, or some other quantity like heat, is an essential factor in a vast
range of electronic devices and systems.

It’s interesting to ponder whether O. H. Schmitt, when he first
proposed his new trigger circuit back in 1938, could have had any
idea just how important the basic concepts of his idea would
become, and how invaluable they would be to so many different
functions.                                                                                �
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PRACTICAL REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Provides a wealth of circuits and circuit modules for use
in remote control systems of all kinds; ultrasonic, infra-
red, optical fibre, cable and radio. There are instructions
for building fourteen novel and practical remote control
projects. But this is not all, as each of these projects
provides a model for building dozens of other related cir-
cuits by simply modifying parts of the design slightly to
suit your own requirements. This book tells you how.

Also included are techniques for connecting a PC to a
remote control system, the use of a microcontroller in
remote control, as exemplified by the BASIC Stamp, and
the application of ready-made type-approved 418MHz
radio transmitter and receiver modules to remote control
systems.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC MODEL RAILWAY 
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
The aim of this book is to provide the model railway
enthusiast with a number of useful but reasonably sim-
ple projects that are easily constructed from readily
available components. Stripboard layouts and wiring
diagrams are provided for each project. The projects
covered include: constant voltage controller; pulsed con-
troller; pushbutton pulsed controller; pulsed controller
with simulated inertia, momentum and braking;
automatic signals; steam whistle sound effect; two-tone
horn sound effect; automatic two-tone horn effect;
automatic chuffer.

The final chapter covers the increasingly popular sub-
ject of using a computer to control a model railway lay-
out, including circuits for computer-based controllers
and signalling systems.

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO SURFACE 
MOUNT DEVICES
Bill Mooney
This book takes you from the simplest possible starting
point to a high level of competence in handworking with
surface mount devices (SMD’s). The wider subject of SM
technology is also introduced, so giving a feeling for its
depth and fascination.

Subjects such as p.c.b. design, chip control, soldering
techniques and specialist tools for SM are fully
explained and developed as the book progresses. Some
useful constructional projects are also included.

Whilst the book is mainly intended as an introduction
it is also an invaluable reference book, and the browser
should find it engrossing.
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FAULT-FINDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Starting with mechanical faults such as dry joints, short-circuits
etc, coverage includes linear circuits, using a meter to make
voltage checks, signal tracing techniques and fault finding on
logic circuits. The final chapter covers ways of testing a wide
range of electronic components, such as resistors, capacitors,
operational amplifiers, diodes, transistors, SCRs and triacs,
with the aid of only a limited amount of test equipment.

The construction and use of a Tristate Continuity Tester, a
Signal Tracer, a Logic Probe and a CMOS Tester are also
included.

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
This book describes in detail how to construct some simple and
inexpensive but extremely useful, pieces of test equipment.
Stripboard layouts are provided for all designs, together with
wiring diagrams where appropriate, plus notes on construction
and use.

The following designs are included:-
AF Generator, Capacitance Meter, Test Bench Amplifier, AF
Frequency Meter, Audio Mullivoltmeter, Analogue Probe, High
Resistance Voltmeter, CMOS Probe, Transistor Tester, TTL
Probe.The designs are suitable for both newcomers and more
experienced hobbyists.

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit board
designs from magazines and books, and covers all aspects of
simple p.c.b. construction including photographic methods and
designing your own p.c.b.s.

ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS
R. A. Penfold
This book is for complete beginners to electronic project
building. It provides a complete introduction to the practical
side of this fascinating hobby, including the following topics:

Component identification, and buying the right parts;
Resistor colour codes, capacitor value markings, etc;
Advice on buying the right tools for the job; Soldering, with
advice on how to produce good joints and avoid “dry’’ joints;
Making easy work of the hard wiring; Construction meth-
ods, including stripboard, custom printed circuit boards,
plain matrix board, surface mount boards and wire-wrap-
ping; Finishing off, and adding panel labels; Getting
“problem” projects to work, including simple methods of
fault-finding; In fact everything you need to know in order to
get started in this absorbing and creative hobby.

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE
SOFTBACK
EDITION

THE INVENTOR OF STEREO – THE LIFE AND
WORKS OF ALAN DOWER BLUMLEIN
Robert Charles Alexander
This book is the definitive study of the life and works
of one of Britain’s most important inventors who, due
to a cruel set of circumstances, has all but been over-
looked by history.

Alan Dower Blumlein led an extraordinary life in
which his inventive output rate easily surpassed that
of Edison, but whose early death during the darkest
days of World War Two led to a shroud of secrecy
which has covered his life and achievements ever
since.

His 1931 Patent for a Binaural Recording System
was so revolutionary that most of his contemporaries
regarded it as more than 20 years ahead of its time.
Even years after his death, the full magnitude of its
detail had not been fully utilized. Among his 128
patents are the principal electronic circuits critical to
the development of the world’s first elecronic television
system. During his short working life, Blumlein pro-
duced patent after patent breaking entirely new
ground in electronic and audio engineering.

During the Second World War, Alan Blumlein was
deeply engaged in the very secret work of radar devel-
opment and contributed enormously to the system
eventually to become ‘H2S’ – blind-bombing radar.
Tragically, during an experimental H2S flight in June
1942, the Halifax bomber in which Blumlein and sev-
eral colleagues were flying, crashed and all aboard
were killed. He was just days short of his thirty-ninth
birthday.

Only £15.99

The books listed have been
selected by Everyday Practical
Electronics editorial staff as
being of special interest to
everyone involved in electron-
ics and computing. They are
supplied by mail order to your
door. Full ordering details are
given on the last book page. 

All prices include
UK postage

FOR A FURTHER SELECTION 
OF BOOKS SEE THE NEXT 

TWO ISSUES OF EPE.

project construction

420 pages £15.99Order code NE32

160 pages £6.49Order code BP413

120 pages £5.49Order code BP411

151 pages £5.49Order code BP384

136 pages £5.49Order code BP391

104 pages £4.49Order code BP248

radio / tv
video

TEACH-IN No. 7.
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL ELECTRONICS COURSE
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics)
Alan Winstanley and Keith Dye B.Eng(Tech)AMIEE
This highly acclaimed EPE Teach-In series, which included
the construction and use of the Mini Lab and Micro Lab test
and development  units, has been put together in book
form.

An interesting and thorough tutorial series aimed
specifically at the novice or complete beginner in electron-
ics. The series is designed to support those undertaking
either GCSE Electronics or GCE Advanced Levels, and
starts with fundamental principles.

If you are taking electronics or technology at school or
college, this book is for you. If you just want to learn the
basics of electronics or technology you must make sure
you see it. Teach-In No. 7 will be invaluable if you are con-
sidering a career in electronics or even if you are already
training in one. The Mini Lab and software enable the
construction and testing of both demonstration and devel-
opment circuits.These learning aids bring electronics to life
in an enjoyable and interesting way: you will both see and
hear the electron in action! The Micro Lab microprocessor
add-on system will appeal to higher level students and
those developing microprocessor projects.

TEACH-IN 2000 plus FREE software
John Becker
The Teach-In 2000 series is now available on CD-ROM,
see advert elsewhere in this issue.

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR VIDEO ENTHUSIASTS
R. A. Penfold
This book provides a number of practical designs for
video accessories that will help you get the best results
from your camcorder and VCR. All the projects use
inexpensive components that are readily available, and
they are easy to construct. Full construction details are
provided, including stripboard layouts and wiring dia-
grams. Where appropriate, simple setting up procedures
are described in detail; no test equipment is needed.

The projects covered in this book include: Four channel
audio mixer, Four channel stereo mixer, Dynamic noise
limiter (DNL), Automatic audio fader, Video faders, Video
wipers, Video crispener, Mains power  supply unit.

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION
I. D. Poole
The aim of this book is to give guidance on the decisions
which have to be made when setting up any amateur
radio or short wave listening station. Often the experience
which is needed is learned by one’s mistakes, however,
this can be expensive. To help overcome this, guidance is
given on many aspects of setting up and running an effi-
cient station. It then proceeds to the steps that need to be
taken in gaining a full transmitting licence.

Topics covered include: The equipment that is needed;
Setting up the shack; Which aerials to use; Methods of
construction; Preparing for the licence.

An essential addition to the library of all those taking
their first steps in amateur radio.

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS
H. C. Wright
Although nearly a century has passed since Marconi’s first
demonstration or radio communication, there is still
research and experiment to be carried out in the field of
antenna design and behaviour.

The aim of the experimenter will be to make a measure-
ment or confirm a principle, and this can be done with
relatively fragile, short-life apparatus. Because of this,
devices described in this book make liberal use of card-
board, cooking foil, plastic bottles, cat food tins, etc. These
materials are, in general, cheap to obtain and easily worked
with simple tools, encouraging the trial-and-error philosophy
which leads to innovation and discovery.

Although primarily a practical book with text closely
supported by diagrams, some formulae which can be used
by straightforward substitution and some simple graphs
have also been included.

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS
E. M. Noll
Many people live in flats and apartments or other types of
accommodation where outdoor aerials are prohibited, or a
lack of garden space etc. prevents aerials from being
erected.This does not mean you have to forgo shortwave-lis-
tening, for even a 20-foot length of wire stretched out along
the skirting board of a room can produce acceptable results.
However, with some additional effort and experimentation
one may well be able to improve performance further.

This concise book tells the story, and shows the reader
how to construct and use 25 indoor and window aerials that
the author has proven to be sure performers. Much infor-
mation is also given on shortwave bands, aerial directivity,
time zones, dimensions etc.

66 pages £4.49Order code BP121

135 pages £5.45Order code BP392

109 pages £5.45Order code BP356

86 pages £4.45Order code BP300

152 pages £4.95Order code TI7

72 pages £4.00Order code BP278

50 pages £2.25Order code BP136

CD-ROM
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VALVE & TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
John Linsley Hood
This is John Linsley Hood’s greatest work yet, describ-
ing the milestones that have marked the development of
audio amplifiers since the earliest days to the latest sys-
tems. Including classic amps with valves at their heart
and exciting new designs using the latest components,
this book is the complete world guide to audio amp
design.

Contents: Active components; Valves or vacuum
tubes; Solid-state devices; Passive components;
Inductors and transformers; Capacitors, Resistors,
Switches and electrical contacts; Voltage amplifier
stages using valves; Valve audio amplifier layouts;
Negative feedback; Valve operated power amplifiers;
Solid state voltage amplifiers; Early solid-state audio
amplifiers; Contemporary power amplifier designs;
Preamplifiers; Power supplies (PSUs); Index.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
A wide range of useful audio amplifier projects, each
project features a circuit diagram, an explanation of the
circuit operation and a stripboard layout diagram. All
constructional details are provided along with a shop-
ping list of components, and none of the designs
requires the use of any test equipment in order to set up
properly. All the projects are designed for straightforward
assembly on simple circuit boards.

Circuits include: High impedance mic preamp, Low
impedance mic preamp, Crystal mic preamp, Guitar and

GP preamplifier, Scratch and rumble filter, RIAA
preamplifier, Tape preamplifier, Audio limiter, Bass and tre-
ble tone controls, Loudness filter, Loudness control,
Simple graphic equaliser, Basic audio mixer, Small
(300mW) audio power amp, 6 watt audio power amp,
20/32 watt power amp and power supply, Dynamic noise
limiter.

A must for audio enthusiasts with more sense than
money!

MAKING MUSIC WITH DIGITAL AUDIO
Ian Waugh
In this practical and clearly written book, Ian Waugh
explains all aspects of the subject from digital audio basics
to putting together a system to suit your own music
requirements. Using the minimum of technical language,
the book explains exactly what you need to know about:
Sound and digital audio, Basic digital recording principles,
Sample rates and resolutions, Consumer sound cards and
dedicated digital audio cards.

On a practical level you will learn about: sample editing,
digital multi-tracking, digital FX processing, integrating
MIDI and digital audio, using sample CDs, mastering to
DAT and direct to CD, digital audio and Multimedia.

This book is for every musician who wants to be a part
of the most important development in music since the
invention of the gramophone. It’s affordable, it’s flexible, it’s
powerful and it’s here now! It’s digital and it’s the future of
music making.

250 pages £21.99Order code NE24

116 pages £10.95Order code PC113

256 pages £15.95Order code PC114

Audio and Music

Bebop To The 
Boolean Boogie

By Clive (call me Max) Maxfield
ORDER CODE BEB1 £26.95

An Unconventional Guide to Electronics
Fundamentals, Components and Processes
The Foreword by Pete Waddell, Editor, Printed Circuit Design reads:

“Personally, I think that the title of this tome alone (hmmm, a movie?)
should provide some input as to what you can expect. But, for those who
require a bit more: be forewarned, dear reader, you will probably learn
far more than you could hope to expect from Bebop to the Boolean
Boogie, just because of the unique approach Max has to technical mate-
rial. The author will guide you from the basics through a minefield of
potentially boring theoretical mish-mash, to a Nirvana of understanding.

You will not suffer that fate famil-
iar to every reader: re-reading
paragraphs over and over won-
dering what in the world the
author was trying to say. For a
limey, Max shoots amazingly well
and from the hip, but in a way that
will keep you interested and
amused. If you are not vigilant,
you may not only learn some-
thing, but you may even enjoy the
process. The only further advice I
can give is to ‘expect the unex-
pected’.’’

This book gives the “big picture’’
of digital electronics. This indepth,
highly readable, up-to-the-minute
guide shows you how electronic
devices work and how they’re
made. You’ll discover how transis-
tors operate, how printed circuit

boards are fabricated, and what the innards of memory ICs look like.You’ll
also gain a working knowledge of Boolean Algebra and Karnaugh Maps,
and understand what Reed-Muller logic is and how it’s used. And there’s
much, MUCH more (including a recipe for a truly great seafood gumbo!).

Hundreds of carefully drawn illustrations clearly show the important
points of each topic. The author’s tongue-in-cheek British humor makes
it a delight to read, but this is a REAL technical book, extremely detailed
and accurate. A great reference for your own shelf, and also an ideal gift
for a friend or family member who wants to understand what it is you do
all day. . . .

By importing these books ourselves we have managed to
make them available at an exceptional price.

Bebop Bytes Back
By Clive “Max’’ Maxfield and 

Alvin Brown
ORDER CODE BEB2 £31.95

An Unconventional Guide To Computers
Plus FREE CD-ROM which includes: Fully Functional
Internet-Ready Virtual Computer with Interactive Labs 

The Foreword by Lee Felsenstein reads:
“1. The more time you spend with this book and its accompanying

CD-ROM, the more you’ll get out of it. Skimming through it won’t
take you where you want to go. Paying serious attention, on the
other hand, will teach you more about computers than you can
imagine. (You might also see a few beautiful sunrises.)

2. The labs work on two levels: on and under the surface. When
you’re performing the labs
you’ll need to look for patterns
that build up from individual
events.

3. When you’re done, you
won’t look any different. You
won’t get a trophy or a certifi-
cate to hang on your wall.
You’ll have some knowledge,
and some skill, and you’ll be
ready to find more knowledge
and develop more skill. Much
of this will be recognisable
only to someone who has the
same knowledge and skill.’’

This follow-on to Bebop to
the Boolean Boogie is a multi-
media extravaganza of infor-
mation about how computers
work. It picks up where
“Bebop I’’ left off, guiding you
through the fascinating world of computer design . . . and you’ll have
a few chuckles, if not belly laughs, along the way. In addition to over
200 megabytes of mega-cool multimedia, the accompanying CD-
ROM (for Windows 95 machines only) contains a virtual
microcomputer, simulating the motherboard and standard computer
peripherals in an extremely realistic manner. In addition to a wealth
of technical information, myriad nuggets of trivia, and hundreds of
carefully drawn illustrations, the book contains a set of lab experi-
ments for the virtual microcomputer that let you recreate the
experiences of early computer pioneers.

If you’re the slightest bit interested in the inner workings of
computers, then don’t dare to miss this one!

TWO EXCITING BOOKS
Specially imported by EPE FREE

CD-ROM



AN INTRODUCTION TO PIC MICROCONTROLLERS
Robert Penfold
Designing your own PIC based projects may seem a
daunting task, but it is really not too difficult providing you
have some previous experience of electronics.

The PIC processors have plenty of useful features, but
they are still reasonably simple and straightforward to
use. This book should contain everything you need to
know.

Topics covered include: the PIC register set; numbering
systems; bitwise operations and rotation; the PIC instruc-
tion set; using interrupts; using the analogue to digital
converter; clock circuits; using the real time clock counter
(RTCC); using subroutines; driving seven segment dis-
plays.

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
A. Flind
Extensive coverage is given to circuits using capacitors
and resistors to control frequency. Designs using CMOS,
timer i.c.s and op.amps are all described in detail, with a
special chapter on ``waveform generator’’ i.c.s. Reliable
“white’’ and “pink’’ noise generator circuits are also includ-
ed.

Various circuits using inductors and capacitors are cov-
ered, with emphasis on stable low frequency generation.
Some of these are amazingly simple, but are still very
useful signal sources.

Crystal oscillators have their own chapter. Many of the
circuits shown are readily available special i.c.s for
simplicity and reliability, and offer several output frequen-
cies. Finally, complete constructional details are given for
an audio sinewave generator.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Explains electronic control theory in simple, non-mathe-
matical terms and is illustrated by 30 practical designs
suitable for the student or hobbyist to build. Shows how to
use sensors as input to the control system, and how to
provide output to lamps, heaters, solenoids, relays and
motors.

Computer based control is explained by practical exam-
ples that can be run on a PC. For stand-alone systems,
the projects use microcontrollers, such as the inexpensive
and easy-to-use Stamp BASIC microcontroller.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK –
Fifth Edition. Ian Sinclair
Contains all of the everyday information that anyone
working in electronics will need.

It provides a practical and comprehensive collection of
circuits, rules of thumb and design data for professional
engineers, students and enthusaists, and therefore
enough background to allow the understanding and
development of a range of basic circuits.

Contents: Passive components, Active discrete
components, Circuits, Linear I.C.s, Energy conversion com-
ponents, Digital I.C.s, Microprocessors and microprocessor

systems, Transferring digital data, Digital-analogue conver-
sions, Computer aids in electronics, Hardware components
and practical work, Microcontrollers and PLCs, Digital broad-
casting, Electronic security.

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL
B. B. Babani
A complete book for the home constructor on “how to
make’’ RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and trans-
formers. Practically every possible type is discussed and
calculations necessary are given and explained in detail.
Although this book is now twenty years old, with the
exception of toroids and pulse transformers little has
changed in coil design since it was written.

OPTOELECTRONICS CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A useful single-volume guide to the optoelectronics
device user, specifically aimed at the practical design
engineer, technician, and the experimenter, as well as
the electronics student and amateur. It deals with the
subject in an easy-to-read, down-to-earth, and non-
mathematical yet comprehensive manner, explaining
the basic principles and characteristics of the best
known devices, and presenting the reader with many
practical applications and over 200 circuits. Most of the
i.c.s and other devices used are inexpensive and read-
ily available types, with universally recognised type
numbers.

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER USER’S HANDBOOK
R. A. Penfold
The first part of this book covers standard operational amplif-
er based “building blocks’’ (integrator, precision rectifier,
function generator, amplifiers, etc), and considers the ways in
which modern devices can be used to give superior perfor-
mance in each one. The second part describes a number of
practical circuits that exploit modern operational amplifiers,
such as high slew-rate, ultra low noise, and low input offset
devices. The projects include: Low noise tape preamplifier,
low noise RIAA preamplifier, audio power amplifiers, d.c.
power controllers, opto-isolator audio link, audio millivolt
meter, temperature monitor, low distortion audio signal
generator, simple video fader, and many more.

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO CMOS DIGITAL ICs
R. A. Penfold
Getting started with logic circuits can be difficult, since many
of the fundamental concepts of digital design tend to seem
rather abstract, and remote from obviously useful applica-
tions. This book covers the basic theory of digital electronics
and the use of CMOS integrated circuits, but does not lose
sight of the fact that digital electronics has numerous “real
world’’ applications.

The topics covered in this book include: the basic concepts
of logic circuits; the functions of gates, inverters and other
logic “building blocks’’; CMOS logic i.c. characteristics, and
their advantages in practical circuit design; oscillators and
monostables (timers); flip/flops, binary dividers and binary
counters; decade counters and display drivers.
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INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL AUDIO 
(Second Edition) Ian Sinclair
The compact disc (CD) was the first device to bring digital
audio methods into the home.

This development has involved methods and circuits
that are totally alien to the technician or keen amateur
who has previously worked with audio circuits. The princi-
ples and practices of digital audio owe little or nothing to
the traditional linear circuits of the past, and are much
more comprehensible to today’s computer engineer than
the older generation of audio engineers.

This book is intended to bridge the gap of understand-
ing for the technician and enthusiast. The principles and
methods are explained, but the mathematical background
and theory is avoided, other than to state the end product.

PROJECTS FOR THE ELECTRIC GUITAR
J. Chatwin
This book is for anyone interested in the electric gui-

tar. It explains how the electronic functions of the
instrument work together, and includes information on

the various pickups and transducers that can be fitted.
There are complete circuit diagrams for the major
types of instrument, as well as a selection of wiring
modifications and pickup switching circuits. These can
be used to help you create your own custom wiring.

Along with the electric guitar, sections are also
included relating to acoustic instruments. The function
of specialised piezoelectric pickups is explained and
there are detailed instructions on how to make your own
contact and bridge transducers. The projects range
from simple preamps and tone boosters, to complete
active controls and equaliser units.

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Second Edition. Morgan Jones
This book allows those with a limited knowledge of the field
to understand both the theory and practice of valve audio
amplifier design, such that they can analyse and modify cir-
cuits, and build or restore an amplifier. Design principles and
construction techniques are provided so readers can devise
and build from scratch, designs that actually work.

The second edition of this popular book builds on its main
strength – exploring and illustrating theory with practical
applications. Numerous new sections include: output trans-
former problems; heater regulators; phase splitter analysis;
and component technology. In addition to the numerous
amplifier and preamplifier circuits, three major new designs
are included: a low-noise single-ended LP stage, and a pair
of high voltage amplifiers for driving electrostatic transduc-
ers directly – one for headphones, one for loudspeakers.

VALVE RADIO AND AUDIO REPAIR HANDBOOK
Chas Miller
This book is not only an essential read for every profes-
sional working with antique radio and gramophone
equipment, but also dealers, collectors and valve tech-
nology enthusiasts the world over. The emphasis is firm-
ly on the practicalities of repairing and restoring, so
technical content is kept to a minimum, and always
explained in a way that can be followed by readers with
no background in electronics. Those who have a good
grounding in electronics, but wish to learn more about
the practical aspects, will benefit from the emphasis
given to hands-on repair work, covering mechanical as
well as electrical aspects of servicing. Repair techniques
are also illustrated throughout.

A large reference section provides a range of infor-
mation compiled from many contemporary sources, and
includes specialist dealers for valves, components and
complete receivers.

LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS
Vivan Capel
This book contains all that a working musician needs to
know about loudspeakers; the different types, how they
work, the most suitable for different instruments, for
cabaret work, and for vocals. It gives tips on constructing
cabinets, wiring up, when and where to use wadding,
and when not to, what fittings are available, finishing,
how to ensure they travel well, how to connect multi-
speaker arrays and much more.

Ten practical enclosure designs with plans and
comments are given in the last chapter, but by the time
you’ve read that far you should be able to design your
own! 

circuits and design

audio and music

166 pages £6.49Order code BP394

133 pages £5.49Order code BP393

440 pages £15.99Order code NE21

96 pages £4.49Order code 160

182 pages £15.99Order code NE14 119 pages £5.45Order code BP333

120 pages £5.45Order code BP335

92 pages £5.45Order code BP358

488 pages £26.99Order code NE33

288 pages £20.99Order code NE34

164 pages £5.49Order code BP297

198 pages £6.49Order code BP377

128 pages £8.95Order code PC102

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS
All prices include UK postage. For postage to Europe (air) and the rest of the world (surface)
please add £1 per book. For the rest of the world airmail add £2 per book. Send a PO, cheque,
international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Service or card details,
Visa, Mastercard, Amex, Diners Club or Switch – minimum card order is £5 – to: DIRECT BOOK
SERVICE, ALLEN HOUSE, EAST BOROUGH, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1PF.

Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order, but please allow 28 days for
delivery – more for overseas orders. Please check price and availability (see latest issue of
Everyday Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists.

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE.
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD.

Tel 01202 881749  Fax 01202 841692. E-mail: dbs@epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Order from our online shop at: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm

BOOK ORDER FORM
Full name: ...............................................................................................................................................

Address: ..................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................. Post code: ........................... Telephone No: .............................................

Signature: ................................................................................................................................................

� I enclose cheque/PO payable to DIRECT BOOK SERVICE for £ ...................................................

� Please charge my card £ ....................................... Card expiry date...............................................

Card Number ........................................................................................... Switch Issue No.....................

Please send book order codes: ..............................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................
Please continue on separate sheet of paper if necessary



PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

Float Charger AUG ’98 199 £6.59
Lightbulb Saver 202 £3.00
Personal Stereo Amplifier SEPT ’98 932 £3.00

(Multi-project PCB) 
�Greenhouse Radio Link 200 £8.32
�PIC Altimeter 201 £8.15
Voice Processor OCT ’98 203 £7.18
IR Remote Control

–Transmitter 205 £3.00
– Receiver 206 £3.50

�PIC Tape Measure NOV ’98 207 £6.82
Electronic Thermostat – T-Stat 208 £4.00
PhizzyB £14.95
A – PCB  B – CD-ROM  C – Prog.Microcontroller    Bee (A)(B)(C) each
15-Way IR Remote Control 

Switch Matrix 211 £3.00
15-Way Rec/Decoder 212 £4.00

Damp Stat DEC ’98 209 £4.50
Handheld Function Generator 213 £4.00
�Fading Christmas Lights 215 £5.16
PhizzyB I/O Board (4-section) 216 £3.95
Twinkle Twinkle Reaction Game JAN ’99 210 £7.55
�EPE Mind PICkler 214 £6.30
PhizzyB I/O Board (4-section) 216 £3.95
Alternative Courtesy Light Controller 217 £6.72
Light Alarm FEB ’99 218 £6.78
�Wireless Monitoring System  Transmitter 219+a £9.92

Receiver 220+a £8.56
�PIC MIDI Sustain Pedal      Software only – –
�Wireless Monitoring System-2 MAR ’99 See

F.M. Trans/Rec Adaptors 219a/220a Feb ’99
�Time and Date Generator 221 £7.37
Auto Cupboard Light 222 £6.36
Smoke Absorber 223 £5.94
Ironing Board Saver APR ’99 224 £5.15
Voice Record/Playback Module 225 £5.12
Mechanical Radio (pair) 226A&B £7.40
�Versatile Event Counter 207 £6.82
PIC Toolkit Mk2 MAY ’99 227 £8.95
A.M./F.M. Radio Remote Control

Transmitter 228 £3.00
Receiver 229 £3.20

�Musical Sundial JUNE ’99 231 £9.51
PC Audio Frequency Meter 232 £8.79
�EPE Mood PICker JULY ’99 233 £6.78
12V Battery Tester 234 £6.72
Intruder Deterrent 235 £7.10
L.E.D. Stroboscope (Multi-project PCB) 932 £3.00
Ultrasonic Puncture Finder AUG ’99 236 £5.00
�8-Channel Analogue Data Logger 237 £8.88
Buffer Amplifier (Oscillators Pt 2) 238 £6.96
Magnetic Field Detective 239 £6.77
Sound Activated Switch 240 £6.53
Freezer Alarm (Multi-project PCB) 932 £3.00
Child Guard SEPT ’99 241 £7.51
Variable Dual Power Supply 242 £7.64
Micro Power Supply OCT ’99 243 £3.50
�Interior Lamp Delay 244 £7.88
Mains Cable Locator (Multi-project PCB) 932 £3.00
Vibralarm NOV ’99 230 £6.93
Demister One-Shot 245 £6.78
�Ginormous Stopwatch – Part 1 246 £7.82
�Ginormous Stopwatch – Part 2 DEC ’99

Giant Display 247 £7.85
Serial Port Converter 248 £3.96

Loft Guard 249 £4.44
Scratch Blanker JAN ’00 250 £4.83
Flashing Snowman (Multi-project PCB) 932 £3.00
�Video Cleaner FEB ’00 251 £5.63
Find It 252 £4.20
�Teach-In 2000 – Part 4 253 £4.52
High Performance MAR ’00 254, 255 £5.49

Regenerative Receiver 256 Set
�EPE Icebreaker – PCB257, programmed

PIC16F877 and floppy disc Set only £22.99
Parking Warning System 258 £5.08
�Micro-PICscope APR ’00 259 £4.99
Garage Link –  Transmitter 261

Receiver 262   Set £5.87
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Printed circuit boards for most recent EPE constructional projects are available from
the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled and
roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per board for
airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The PCB Service,
Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749; Fax 01202 841692; E-mail: orders@epemag.wim-
borne.co.uk. On-line Shop: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm.
Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics
(Payment in £ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for delivery
– overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required – see the Back
Issues page for details.
Please check price and availability in the latest issue.
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

Software programs for EPE projects marked with an asterisk � are available on 3.5
inch PC-compatible disks or free from our Internet site. The following disks are
available: PIC Tutorial (Mar-May ’98 issues); PIC Toolkit Mk2 (May-Jun ’99
issues); EPE Disk 1 (Apr ’95-Dec ’98 issues); EPE Disk 2 (Jan-Dec ’99); EPE Disk
3 (Jan-Dec ’00). EPE Disk 4 (Jan ’01 issue to current cover date); EPE Teach-In
2000; EPE Interface Disk 1 (October ’00 issue to current cover date). The disks
are obtainable from the EPE PCB Service at £3.00 each (UK) to cover our admin
costs (the software itself is free). Overseas (each): £3.50 surface mail, £4.95 each
airmail. All files can be downloaded free from our Internet FTP site:
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk.

EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD SERVICE

Order Code Project Quantity Price

..............................................................................

Name ...................................................................

Address ...............................................................

..............................................................................

I enclose payment of £................ (cheque/PO in £ sterling only) to:

Everyday 
Practical Electronics

MasterCard, Amex, Diners Club, Visa
or Switch

Minimum order for cards £5       Switch Issue No.  . . . .

Card No.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signature....................................... Card Exp. Date................

NOTE: You can also order p.c.b.s by phone, Fax, E-mail or via our
Internet site on a secure server:

http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost
Versatile Mic/Audio Preamplifier MAY ’00 260 £3.33
PIR Light Checker 263 £3.17
�Multi-Channel Transmission System – Transmitter 264

Receiver 265    Set £6.34
Interface 266

�Canute Tide Predictor JUNE ’00 267 £3.05
�PIC-Gen Frequency Generator/Counter JULY ’00 268 £5.07
g-Meter 269 £4.36
�EPE Moodloop AUG ’00 271 £5.47
Quiz Game Indicator 272 £4.52
Handy-Amp 273 £4.52
Active Ferrite Loop Aerial SEPT ’00 274 £4.67
�Remote Control IR Decoder   Software only – –
�PIC Dual-Channel Virtual Scope OCT ’00 275 £5.15
Handclap Switch NOV ’00 270 £3.96
�PIC Pulsometer                     Software only – –
Twinkling Star DEC ’00 276 £4.28
Festive Fader 277 £5.71
Motorists’ Buzz-Box 278 £5.39
�PICtogram 279 £4.91
�PIC-Monitored Dual PSU–1   PSU 280 £4.75

Monitor Unit 281 £5.23
Static Field Detector (Multi-project PCB) 932 £3.00
Two-Way Intercom JAN ’01 282 £4.76
UFO Detector and Event Recorder

Magnetic Anomaly Detector 283
Event Recorder 284   Set £6.19
Audio Alarm 285 

�Using PICs and Keypads     Software only – –
Ice Alarm FEB ’01 287 £4.60
�Graphics L.C.D. Display with PICs (Supp) 288 £5.23
Using the LM3914-6 L.E.D. Bargraph Drivers

Multi-purpose Main p.c.b. 289
Relay Control 290    Set £7.14
L.E.D. Display 291 

�PC Audio Power Meter     Software only – –
Doorbell Extender: Transmitter MAR ’01 292 £4.20

Receiver 293 £4.60
Trans/Remote 294 £4.28
Rec./Relay 295 £4.92

EPE Snug-bug Heat Control for Pets APR ’01 296 £6.50
Intruder Alarm Control Panel

Main Board 297 £6.97
External Bell Unit 298 £4.76

Camcorder Mixer MAY ’01 299 £6.34
�PIC Graphics L.C.D. Scope 300 £5.07

EEPPEE  SSOOFFTTWWAARREE
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}

}

}
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SSkkyy  EElleeccttrroonniiccss
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3ET
Tel: 020 8450 0995  Fax: 020 8208 1441
www.skyelectronics.co.uk
The Catalogue is FREE to callers or send stamps to the value of £1.85 to cover postage.
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Great
value for Speakers,

Microphones,

Headphones, Aerials,

Transmitters, TV Amps,

Plugs, Sockets, Leads,

CD Storage Cases,

CCTV, Security,

Connectors, Adaptors,

Switch Boxes, Gadgets,

Disco Lighting &

Effects, Mixers,

Amplifiers, Turntables,

Musicians’ Leads, Car

Audio, Test Equipment,

Hobby Kits, Computer

Leads & Accessories,

Power Supplies,

Inverters, Transformers,

Battery Chargers,

Tools, Soldering,

Switches, Fuses,

Indicators, Cable &

Wire, Crossovers,

Speaker Hardware, PA

Amps, and a great deal

more . . . all for the

price of a stamp.

FREE 240-page

colour catalogue

�� CMOS B&W Camera 15mm ×15mm £29.00
�� CMOS Colour Camera 15mm × 15mm £65.00
�� Board Camera, B&W, 32mm × 32mm £24.00
�� Board Camera, Colour, with Audio, 32mm £65.00
�� 23cm (1·3GHz) Video/Audio Transmitter £35.00
�� 13cm (2·4GHz) Video/Audio Transmitter £35.00
�� 1W Booster for 2·4GHz £120.00
�� 2W Booster for 1·3GHz £130.00
�� 1·3GHz/4-channel Receiver and Switcher £85.00
�� 2·4GHz/4-channel Receiver and Switcher £85.00
�� Quad (B&W) £95.00
�� 4in. boxed TFT Colour Monitor with Audio £110.00
�� 2in. TFT Colour Monitor Module £85.00

Order your list for 100 electronics kits free of charge

Also we stock RF parts, power modules and more
CCTV/security products

BITZ TECHNOLOGY LTD
Tel: 01753 522902   Fax: 01753 571657

E-mail: sales@bitztechnology.com
Website: www.bitztechnology.com

Video Surveillance

SQUIRES
MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF MINIATURE HAND AND
POWER TOOLS AND AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
FEATURED IN A FULLY ILLUSTRATED

432-PAGE MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE

2001 ISSUE
SAME DAY DESPATCH

FREE POST AND PACKAGING
Catalogues: FREE OF CHARGE to addresses in the UK.

Overseas: CATALOGUE FREE, postage at cost charged to credit
card

Squires, 100 London Road,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, PO21 1DD

TEL: 01243 842424
FAX: 01243 842525

SHOP NOW OPEN

PPLLAASSTTIICC  BBOOXXEESS
&&

EENNCCLLOOSSUURREESS
Contact us for  your free catalogue

S.L.M. (Model) Engineers Ltd
Chiltern Road
Prestbury
Cheltenham
GL52 5JQ

Website: www.slm.uk.com
Telephone 01242 525488
Fax 01242 226288
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If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi-display
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi-display space is £8 (+VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2·5cm).
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex CO16
0ED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161.
For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above.

Everyday Practical Electronics reaches twice as
many UK readers as any other UK monthly hobby
electronics magazine, our audited sales figures
prove it. We have been the leading monthly mag-
azine in this market for the last sixteen years.

SURPLUS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
FOR SALE – Visit our website at www.cns
farnell.co.uk/surplus_component.htm for a full
list. Pick what you want or take the lot! All
offers considered.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS – QUICK
SERVICE. Prototype and production artwork
raised from magazines or draft designs at low cost.
PCBs designed from schematics. Production
assembly, wiring and software programming. For
details contact Patrick at Agar Circuits, Unit 5, East
Belfast Enterprise Park, 308 Albertbridge Road,
Belfast, BT5 4GX. Phone 028 9073 8897, Fax 028
9073 1802, E-mail agar@argonet.co.uk.
FREE PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS! Free prototype p.c.b. with quantity
orders. Call Patrick on 028 9073 8897 for
details. Agar Circuits, Unit 5, East Belfast
Enterprise Park, 308 Albertbridge Road,
Belfast BT5 4GX.
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts in stock. For free advice/lists please ring,
Geoff Davies (Radio), Tel. 01788 574774.
G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS, at pocket money
prices. S.A.E. for FREE  catalogue. SIR-KIT
Electronics, 52 Severn Road, Clacton, CO15 3RB.
TEST EQUIPMENT, little used: Thurlby Logic
Analyser, 48-channel Model LA4800 including
APO1 25MHz combination pod. £600 (new price
£1,500). Hitachi 40MHz Oscilloscope, Model V-
425, dual channel, £300. Tel. 01458 840088.
SEXY SWISS MINI-MOTORS, ideal robotics,
56mm × 17mm diameter, 76:1 gearbox, 2
revs/sec, unstoppable! 6/12 volt, inc. position
counters, cost £150, bargain £25 each plus data.
Ian (01225) 760629.
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, January 1982 to
April 1998, 195 issues. Offers? 01952 613984.
BUMPER COMPONENT PARCEL, can con-
tain l.e.d.s, transistors, switches, i.c.s etc., £3.95 +
£1.35 postage, large parcel £5.65 + £1.65 postage.
TM Industries, 15 Wimberley Way, South
Witham, Grantham NG33 5PU.
BUILD A SHORTWAVE RECEIVER!!
Fascinating projects from £8.50. No soldering
required! Full materials and instructions. Free cat-
alogue for sae. QRP, 27 Amberley Street,
Bradford, W. Yorks BD3 8QZ.

Valve Output Transformers: Single ended 50mA, £4.50; push/pull
15W, £27; 30W, £32; 50W, £38; 100W, £53. Mains Transformers:
Sec 220V 30mA 6V 1A, £3; 250V 60mA 6V 2A, £5; 250V 80mA
6V 2A, £6. 350V-0V-350V 250mA 6·3V 6A, £30; High Voltage
Caps: 50�F 350V, 68�F 500V, 150�F 385V, 330�F 400V, 470�F
385V, all £3 ea., 32+32�F 450V £5. 4�F 800V oil filled paper
block, £10. Postage extra.
Record Decks and Spares: BSR, Garrard, Goldring, motors,
arms, wheels, headshells, spindles, etc. Send or phone your
want list for quote.

333377  WWHHIITTEEHHOORRSSEE  RROOAADD,,  CCRROOYYDDOONN
SSUURRRREEYY,,  CCRR00  22HHSS..  TTeell::  ((002200))  88668844  11666655

Lots of transformers, high volt caps, valves, output transformers, speakers, in stock.

VCE ADVANCED ENGINEERING
ELECTRONICS AND ICT

HNC AND HND ELECTRONICS
NVQ ENGINEERING AND IT

Next course commences
SEPTEMBER 2001

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

THE BRITISH AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS CLUB

exists to help electronics enthusiasts by
personal contact and through a quarterly

Newsletter.
For membership details, write to the

Secretary:
Mr. M. P. Moses,

5 Park View, Cwmaman,
Aberdare CF44 6PP

Space donated by
Everyday Practical Electronics

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: (020) 7373 8721
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TIS – Midlinbank Farm
Ryeland, Strathaven ML10 6RD

Manuals on anything electronic
Circuits – VCR £8, CTV £6
Service Manuals from £10
Repair Manuals from £5

P&P any order £2.50
Write, or ring 01357 440280 for full details
of our lending service and FREE quote for

any data

CLASSIFIED

EEPPEE  NNEETT  AADDDDRREESSSSEESS
EPE FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Access the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting
up an FTP session using appropriate FTP software, then go into quoted sub-directories:
PIC-project source code files: /pub/PICS
PIC projects each have their own folder; navigate to the correct folder and open it, then fetch all the

files contained within. Do not try to download the folder itself!
EPE text files: /pub/docs
Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt
Ingenuity Unlimited submission guidance: ing_unlt.txt
New readers and subscribers info: epe_info.txt
Newsgroups or Usenet users advice: usenet.txt
Ni-Cad discussion: nicadfaq.zip and nicad2.zip
Writing for EPE advice: write4us.txt
Shop now on-line: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm

On-line readers! Try the EPE Chat Zone – a virtually
real-time Internet “discussion board” in a simple to use

web-based forum!
http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/wwwboard

Or buy EPE Online: www.epemag.com

Ensure you set your FTP software to
ASCII transfer when fetching text files,
or they may be unreadable.

Note that any file which ends in .zip
needs unzipping before use. Unzip util-
ities can be downloaded from:
http://www.winzip.com or
http://www.pkware.com

Miscellaneous

AALLSSOO  SSPPEECCTTRRUUMM
AANNDD  QQLL..  PPAARRTTSS

WW..  NN..  RRIICCHHAARRDDSSOONN  &&  CCOO..
PHONE/FAX 01494 871319

E-mail: wnr@compuserve.com
RAVENSMEAD, CHALFONT ST PETER, BUCKS, SL9 0NB

Z88 NOW AVAILABLE WITH
128K AND 512K – OZ4

Why tolerate when you can automate?
An extensive range of 230V X-10 products
and starter kits available. Uses proven Power
Line Carrier technology, no wires required.

Products Catalogue available Online.

Worldwide delivery.

Laser Business Systems Ltd.
E-Mail: info@laser.com

http://www.laser.com
Tel: (020) 8441 9788
Fax: (020) 8449 0430

X-10�� Home Automation
We put you in control��

PURCHASING AN AUDIO MIXING DESK:
Specialists in custom built fully modular mixing
desks for hospital radio, talking newspapers,
shopping centres, amateur dramatic groups, the-
atres, etc. To see our produucts visit us at
http://www.partridgeelectronics.co.uk or con-
tact us for our latest catalogue including all sub
units for self-build. Partridge Electronics, 54-56
Fleet Road, Benfleet, Essex, SS7 5JN, or Phone
01268 793256, Fax 01268 565759.
PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS one offs and quantities, for details
send s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro, 38 Poynings
Drive, Hove, Sussex BN3 8GR, or phone
01273 883871, Mobile 07949 598309.
E-mail b.m.a@cwctv.net.

Custom Cables and Wires
Tel. 01603 461468   FAX 0870 831 3177
www.customcablesandwires.co.uk

Custom-made Home Cinema and Hi-Fi
cables and full home installations available.
Top quality cables and connectors used.
Call Ben or Dom today to discuss your
requirements.

ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/wwwboard
http://www.winzip.com
http://www.pkware.com
http://www.laser.com
http://www.partridgeelectronics.co.uk


Please send me my Free Information on your Electronics Courses.

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) Date of Birth      /      /      /

Address

Postcode

Occupation Tel. No.

From time to time, we permit other carefully screened organisations to write to you about
products and services. If you would prefer not to hear from such organisations please tick box �

TRAIN TODAY FOR A BETTER FUTURE
Now you can get the skills and qualifications you need for
career success with an ICS Home Study Course. Learn in the
comfort of your own home at the pace and times that suit you.
ICS is the world's largest, most experienced home study
school. Over the past 100 years ICS have helped nearly 10
million people to improve their job prospects. Find out how we
can help YOU. Post or phone today for FREE INFORMATION
on the course of your choice

Electrical Contracting & Installation
Electrical Engineering
C&G/ICS Basic Electronic Engineering
C&G/ICS Basic Mechanical Engineering
TV and Video Servicing
Radio and Hi-Fi Servicing
Refrigeration Heating & Air Conditioning
Motorcycle Maintenance

FREEPHONE 0500 581 557
Or write to: International Correspondence Schools, FREEPOST 882, 8 Elliot Place,

Clydeway Skypark, Glasgow, G3 8BR. Tel: 0500 581 557 or Tel/Fax: Dublin 285 2533.

Dept. ZEEVC1D1

EELLEECCTTRROONNIICCSS  SSUURRPPLLUUSS  CCLLEEAARRAANNCCEE  SSAALLEE
SCOOP PURCHASE:

FLUKE HAND HELD DIGITAL MULTIMETER, MODEL 8024B
Cancelled export order 750V AC/DC 2 amp AC/DC Resistance 20Megohm plus

Siemens range. Also measures temperature –20°C to +1265°C. Temp. probe
not included. Calibrated for K-type thermocouple. Peak hold facility. Supplied

brand new and boxed but with original purchasing organisation’s small identify-
ing mark on case. Test leads and handbook included.

Offered at a fraction of original price: £47.50, p&p £6.50

THE ELECTRONICS SURPLUS TRADER – This is a listing of new first class com-
ponents, books and electronic items at below trade prices. Includes manufacturers’

surplus and overstocks. Also obsolete semiconductors, valves and high voltage
caps and components. Send two first class stamps for large catalogue.

(Dept E) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU
Tel: (01253) 751858. Fax: (01253) 302979

E-mail: chevet@globalnet.co.uk   Telephone Orders Accepted
Callers welcome Tues, Thurs, Fri and Sat.

NN..  RR..  BBAARRDDWWEELLLL  LLTTDD  ((EEPPEE))
100 Signal Diodes 1N4148  . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
75 Rectifier Diodes 1N4001  . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
50 Rectifier Diodes 1N4007  . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
10 W01 Bridge Rectifiers  . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
10 555 Timer I.C.s  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
4 741 Op Amps  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
50 Assorted Zener Diodes 400mW  . . . . . .£1.00
12 Assorted 7-segment Displays . . . . . . . .£1.00
25 5mm l.e.d.s, red, green or yellow  . . . . .£1.00
25 3mm l.e.d.s, red, green or yellow  . . . . .£1.00
50 Axial l.e.d.s, 2mcd red Diode Package  .£1.00
25 Asstd. High Brightness l.e.d.s, var cols  .£1.00
20 BC182L Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
25 BC212L Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
30 BC237 Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
20 BC327 Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
30 BC328 Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
30 BC547 Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
30 BC548 Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
30 BC549 Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
25 BC557 Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
30 BC558 Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
30 BC559 Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
20 2N3904 Transistors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
100 1nf 50V wkg Axial Capacitors  . . . . . . .£1.00
100 4N7 50V wkg Axial Capacitors  . . . . . .£1.00
12 1uf 250V encapsulated radial plastic

cased capacitors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
80 Asstd capacitors electrolytic-  . . . . . . . .£1.00
80 Asstd. capacitors 1nF to 1�F  . . . . . . . .£1.00

200 Asstd. disc ceramic capacitors  . . . . . . .£1.00
50 Asstd. Skel Presets (sm, stand, cermet) £1.00
50 Asstd. RF chokes (inductors)  . . . . . . . .£1.00
50 Asstd. grommets  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
80 Asstd. solder tags, p/conns, terminals  .£1.00
10 Asstd. crystals – plug in  . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
24 Asstd. coil formers  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
8 Asstd. dil switches  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
20 Miniature slide switches sp/co  . . . . . . .£1.00
10 Standard slide switches dp/dt . . . . . . . .£1.00
100 Asstd. beads (ceramic, teflon, fish spine) £1.00
80 Asstd. small stand offs, l/throughs etc  .£1.00
30 Asstd. dil sockets up to 40 way . . . . . . .£1.00
10 TV coax plugs, plastic  . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
40 metres very thin connecting wire, red  . .£1.00
20 1in. glass reed switches  . . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00
20 Magnetic ear pips with lead and plug  .£1.00
100 Any one value 1/4W 5% cf resistors range

1R to 10M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£0.45
10 7812 Voltage Regulators  . . . . . . . . . . .£1.00

288 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 1FL
Phone: 0114 255 2886 �� Fax: 0114 250 0689

e-mail: sales@bardwells.co.uk ��Web: www.bardwells.co.uk
Prices include VAT.Postage £1.65

44p stamp for lists or disk

DDIIGGIITTAALL
TTEESSTT  MMEETTEERR
Built-in transistor test socket

and diode test position.
DC volts 200mV to 1000V.

AC volts 200V to 750V.
DC current 200mA to 10A.
Resistance 200 ohms to

2000K ohms.

£6.99 incl. VAT

SERVICE TRADING CO
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHISWICK, LONDON W4 5BB

Tel: 020 8995 1560      FAX: 020 8995 0549

INPUT 220V/240V AC 50/60Hz OUTPUT 0V-260V
PANEL MOUNTING

Price P&P
0·5KVA 2·5 amp max £33.00 £6.00

(£45.84 inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp max £45.25 £7.00

(£61.39 inc VAT)
SHROUDED
0·5KVA 2·5 amp max £34.00 £6.00

(£47.00 inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp max £46.25 £7.00

(£62.57 inc VAT)
2KVA 10 amp max £65.00 £8.50

(£86.36 inc VAT)
3KVA 15 amp max £86.50 £8.50

(£111.63 inc VAT)
5KVA 25 amp max £150.00 (+ Carriage & VAT)
Buy direct from the Importers. Keenest prices in the country.

500VA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
Input lead 240V AC. Output via 3-pin 13A socket. 240V AC
continuously rated. mounted in fibreglass case with handle.
Internally fused.Price £35.00 carriage paid + VAT (£41.13)

TOROIDAL L.T. TRANSFORMER
Primary 0-240V AC. Secondary 0-30V + 0-30V 600VA.
Fixing bolt supplied.
Price £25.00 carriage paid + VAT (£29.38)

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF TRANSFORMERS–
LT– ISOLATION & AUTO
110V-240V Auto transfer either cased with American socket
and mains lead or open frame type. Available for immediate
delivery.

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE
FLUORESCENT TUBES

4ft. 40 watt £14.00 (callers only) (£16.45 inc VAT)
2ft 20 watt £9.00 (callers only) (£10.58 inc VAT)
12in 8 watt £4.80 + 75p p&p (£6.52 inc VAT)
9in 6 watt £3.96 + 50p p&p (£5.24 inc VAT)
6in 4 watt £3.96 + 50p p&p (£5.24 inc VAT)

230V AC BALLAST KIT
For either 6in, 9in or 12in tubes £6.05+£1.40 p&p (£8.75 inc VAT)
The above Tubes are 3500/4000 angst. (350-400um) ideal for detecting
security markings, effects lighting & Chemical applications.
Other Wavelengths of UV TUBE available for Germicidal & Photo
Sensitive applications. Please telephone your enquiries.

400 WATT BLACK LIGHT
BLUE UV LAMP
GES Mercury Vapour lamp suitable for
use with a 400W P.F. Ballast.
Only £39.95 incl. p&p & VAT

5 KVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As New. Ex-Equipment, fully shrouded, Line Noise
Suppression, Ultra Isolation Transformer with termi-
nal covers and knock-out cable entries.Primary
120V/240V, Secondary 120V/240V, 50/60Hz,
0·005pF Capacitance. Size, L 37cm x W 19cmc x H
16cm, Weight 42 kilos. Price £120 + VAT. Ex-ware-
house. Carriage on request.

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR
Type 3TH8022-0B 2 x NO and 2 x NC 230V AC 10A.
Contacts. Screw or Din Rail fixing. Size H 120mm x
W 45mm x D 75mm. Brand New Price £7.63 incl.
p&p and VAT.

240V AC WESTOOL SOLENOIDS
Model TT2 Max. stroke 16mm, 5lb. pull. Base mount-
ing. Rating 1. Model TT6 Max. stroke 25mm, 15lb.
pull. Base mounting. Rating 1. Series 400 Max.
stroke 28mm, 15lb. pull. Front mounting. Rating 2.
Prices inc. p&p & VAT: TT2 £5.88,TT6 £8.81, Series
400 £8.64.

AXIAL COOLING FAN
230V AC 120mm square x 38mm 3 blade 10 watt
Low Noise fan. Price £7.29 incl. p&p and VAT.
Other voltages and sizes available from stock.
Please telephone your enquiries.

INSTRUMENT CASE
Brand new. Manufactured by Imhof. L 31cm x H
18cm x 19cm Deep. Removable front and rear panel
for easy assembly of your components. Grey tex-
tured finish, complete with case feet. Price £16.45
incl. p&p and VAT. 2 off £28.20 inclusive.

DIECAST ALUMINIUM BOX
with internal PCB guides. Internal size 265mm x
165mm x 50mm deep. Price £9.93 incl. p&p & VAT. 2
off £17.80 incl.

230V AC SYNCHRONOUS GEARED MOTORS
Brand new Ovoid Gearbox Crouzet type motors. H
65mm x W 55mm x D 35mm, 4mm dia. shaft x 10mm
long. 6 RPM anti cw. £9.99 incl. p&p & VAT.

20 RPM anti cw. Depth 40mm. £11.16 incl. p&p & VAT.

EPROM ERASURE  KIT
Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction ot the
price of a made-up unit. Kit of parts less case includes
12in. 8watt 2537, Angst Tube Ballast unit, pair of bi-pin
leads, neon indicator, on/off switch, safety microswitch
and circuit £15.00+£2.00 p&p. (£19.98 inc VAT)

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
Brand new 240V AC fan cooled. Can be used for a
variety of purposes. Inlet 11/2in., outlet 1in. dia.
Price includes p&p & VAT. £11.20 each or 2 for
£20.50 inclusive.

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

16 RPM REVERSIBLE Croucet 220V/230V
50Hz geared motor with ovoid geared box.
4mm dia. shaft. New manuf. surplus. Sold
complete with reversing capacitor, connect-
ing block and circ. Overall size: h 68mm x w
52mm x 43mm deep

PRICE incl. P&P & VAT £9.99

Open
Monday/Friday

Ample
Parking Space

MANUFACTURER OF HIFI AUDIO MODULES AND
TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS SINCE 1971

IILLPP  DDIIRREECCTT  LLTTDD..
SPONG LANE, ELMSTED, ASHFORD, KENT TN25 5JU

TEL +44 1233 750481  FAX +44 1233 750578

CONTACT US NOW FOR A FREE CATALOGUE
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